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Introduction:‖Science,‖Technology,‖and‖Close‖Encounters‖in‖

War 

By‖the‖Editors 

 

 

The‖ fifth‖ Issue‖ of‖ the‖ Close Encounters in War Journal addresses‖ the‖ topic‖

‚Science,‖ Technology,‖ and‖ Close‖ Encounters‖ in‖ War‛.‖ The‖ interconnection‖

among‖ these‖ three‖ fields‖ of‖ human‖ experience‖ has‖ always‖ been‖ strong‖ and‖

controversially‖ fruitful.‖ Since‖ prehistoric‖ flint-headed‖ arrows‖ and‖ spears‖

evolved‖from‖hunting‖ tools‖ into‖weapons,‖all‖ the‖different‖peoples‖ introduced‖

technological‖ innovations‖ that‖ changed‖ the‖ face‖of‖warfare.‖Hittites‖ fought‖on‖

charts;‖ the‖ Greek‖ infantry‖ consisted‖ of‖ heavy-armoured‖ hoplites;‖ Roman‖

legionnaires‖ fought‖with‖ the‖deadly‖ iron‖ gladius‖ and‖ invented‖ innovative‖war‖

machines‖and‖techniques‖to‖besiege‖enemy‖cities‖and‖fortify‖their‖positions;‖and‖

Frank‖ horsemen‖ used‖ the‖ stirrup‖ to‖ ride‖ stably,‖ thus‖ giving‖ birth‖ to‖modern‖

cavalry.‖ In‖medieval‖ Japan,‖ the‖Samurais‖ fought‖with‖ the‖ katana,‖ a‖sword‖that‖

was‖ a‖ masterpiece‖ of‖ metallurgy‖ and‖ craftsmanship.‖ During‖ the‖ sixteenth‖

century,‖ firearms‖ appeared‖ on‖ European‖ battlefields,‖ which‖ changed‖warfare‖

forever‖(also‖inspiring‖Ludovico‖Ariosto’s‖contempt‖for‖such‖a‖non-heroic‖way‖

of‖ fighting).‖ Although‖ hand-to-hand‖ weapons‖ remained‖ the‖ first‖ source‖ of‖

wounding‖ until‖ the‖ early‖ twentieth‖ century,‖ artillery‖ gained‖ an‖ increasingly‖

dominant‖role‖on‖the‖battlefield,‖especially‖during‖the‖Napoleonic‖campaigns‖in‖

Europe‖ (1803-1815)‖ and‖ the‖American‖ Civil‖ War‖ (1861-1865),‖ with‖ significant‖

psychological‖ effects‖ on‖ the‖ soldiers.‖ The‖ increase‖ in‖ firepower‖ rocketed‖ in‖

twentieth-century‖wars,‖as‖ the‖millions‖of‖shells‖of‖all‖calibres‖–‖ including‖gas‖

bombs‖ –‖ fired‖on‖ the‖western‖ front‖ between‖ 1914‖ and‖ 1918‖ show.‖During‖ the‖

Second‖ World‖ War‖ hundreds‖ of‖ thousands‖ of‖ tons‖ of‖ high-explosive‖ were‖

dropped‖on‖Europe‖ and‖ Japan‖ and‖ two‖ atomic‖ bombs‖destroyed‖ the‖ cities‖ of‖

Hiroshima‖and‖Nagasaki.‖This‖started‖the‖Cold‖War‖and‖the‖era‖of‖the‖‚nuclear‖

deterrent‛,‖ a‖ new‖ form‖ of‖ technological‖ and‖ strategic‖ warfare‖ that‖ had‖

profoundly‖imprinted‖our‖culture‖over‖the‖last‖seven‖decades. 

However,‖the‖war‖currently‖raging‖in‖Ukraine‖seems‖to‖disprove‖such‖hopes‖

as‖it‖has‖resuscitated‖the‖ghost‖of‖nuclear‖warfare.‖The‖Ukrainian‖war‖is‖the‖first‖

conflict‖ that‖ involves‖ the‖principal‖military‖power‖of‖ the‖ former‖Warsaw‖Pact,‖‖

Russia,‖ since‖ its‖ collapse‖and‖the‖end‖of‖ the‖Cold‖War.‖Despite‖ this‖war‖being‖

waged‖ through‖ traditional‖ strategies‖ –‖ tactical‖ manoeuvring‖ of‖ large‖

mechanised‖units‖and‖strategic‖bombing‖–the‖threat‖of‖nuclear‖warfare‖has‖been‖
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vented‖ more‖ than‖ once.‖ Technology‖ has‖ played‖ a‖ paramount‖ role‖ since‖ the‖

beginning‖ of‖ the‖ conflict‖ in‖ Ukraine‖ insofar‖ as‖ both‖ the‖ Ukrainian‖ and‖ the‖

Russian‖ armies‖ were‖ once‖ equipped‖ and‖ trained‖ according‖ to‖ the‖ same‖

standards‖of‖the‖Warsaw‖Pact.‖Over‖the‖ last‖years,‖however,‖since‖the‖Russian‖

annexation‖ of‖ Crimea‖ in‖ 2014‖ and‖ the‖ following‖ military‖ escalation‖ in‖ the‖

Donbas‖ region,‖ the‖ Ukrainian‖ army‖ has‖ been‖ increasingly‖ equipped‖ with‖

standard‖NATO‖weaponry,‖which‖has‖ been‖ a‖ cause‖ of‖diplomatic‖ quarrelling‖

between‖Russia‖and‖the‖Western‖Countries.‖The‖Ukrainian‖scenario‖has‖kindled‖

old‖ fears‖ and‖ made‖ people‖ aware‖ of‖ the‖ profound‖ and‖ multifaceted‖

entanglement‖of‖warfare,‖science,‖and‖technology. 

Warfare‖involves‖science‖and‖technology‖not‖only‖with‖regard‖to‖increasing‖

the‖ destructivity‖ of‖ weapons‖ and‖ defensive‖ devices.‖ Science‖ and‖ technology‖

enter‖the‖scenarios‖of‖war‖also‖on‖the‖levels‖of‖strategic‖planning,‖medical‖and‖

logistic‖ support,‖ and‖ intelligence.‖ One‖ may‖ mention,‖ for‖ example,‖ the‖ effort‖

made‖by‖a‖team‖of‖British‖scientists‖led‖by‖mathematician‖Alan‖Turing‖to‖crack‖

the‖ German‖ coding-machine‖ Enigma‖ during‖ the‖ Second‖ World‖ War.‖ New‖

techniques‖ in‖ healing‖ the‖wounded‖ and‖ sick‖ soldiers‖were‖ developed‖ during‖

the‖ Crimean‖ War‖ (1853-1856),‖ and‖ war‖ has‖ since‖ then‖ represented‖ an‖

opportunity‖ to‖ experiment‖ with‖ new‖ surgical‖ treatments‖ to‖ cure‖ septic‖

affections,‖ wounds,‖ fractures,‖ concussion,‖ poisoning,‖ mutilation,‖ and‖ so‖ on,‖

which‖has‖also‖given‖impulse‖to‖the‖implementation‖of‖state-of-the-art‖medical‖

equipment‖and‖high-tech‖prosthetics.‖As‖far‖as‖industry‖and‖scientific‖research‖

is‖ undeniably‖ involved‖with‖warfare,‖ scientists,‖ technicians,‖ and‖ technologists‖

strive‖ to‖ find‖ new‖ways‖ of‖ mitigating‖ the‖ negative‖ impact‖ of‖ war.‖ Chemists,‖

physicists,‖ engineers,‖ medical‖ doctors,‖ and‖ other‖ scientists‖ made‖ enormous‖

efforts‖to‖support‖the‖fighting‖troops‖by‖carrying‖out‖parallel‖and‖often‖obscure‖

battles‖ in‖ laboratories,‖ offices,‖ and‖ factories.‖ The‖ intertwining‖ of‖ science,‖

technology,‖ and‖ war‖ is,‖ therefore,‖ a‖ complex‖ and‖ fascinating‖ aspect‖ of‖ the‖

history‖of‖war‖that‖tells‖much‖about‖how‖our‖perception‖of‖warfare‖has‖evolved‖

through‖time. 

To‖ introduce‖ such‖ a‖multifaceted‖ and‖ complex‖ topic,‖whose‖ roots‖ go‖ deep‖

and‖back‖into‖ancient‖times,‖and‖whose‖implications‖–‖ethical,‖epistemological,‖

and‖practical‖–‖stretch‖into‖the‖future,‖we‖have‖interviewed‖Prof.‖Dr‖Christian‖

Kehrt,‖who‖ is‖ an‖expert‖ in‖ the‖history‖of‖ technology‖with‖a‖ focus‖on‖warfare.‖

Starting‖ with‖ the‖ acknowledgement‖ that‖ ‚technology‖ was‖ and‖ ever‖ will‖ be‖

important‖ for‖ the‖ conduct‖ of‖ warfare‛‖ (infra,‖ p.‖ 7),‖ Kehrt‖ claims‖ that‖ this‖

encounter‖ has‖ been‖ too‖ often‖ neglected‖ by‖ historians‖ specialised‖ in‖ the‖ two‖

fields,‖although‖a‖thorough‖understanding‖of‖the‖connection‖between‖warfare,‖

science,‖and‖societal‖change‖is‖a‖desideratum.‖Through‖a‖clear‖and‖ jargon-free‖
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exposition,‖Kehrt‖permits‖a‖non-expert‖reader‖to‖get‖acquainted‖with‖a‖complex‖

and‖multi-layered‖topic‖that‖often‖implies‖technical‖imperviousness.‖Kehrt‖also‖

warns‖ us‖ from‖ indulging‖ in‖ simplifications:‖ he‖ reminds‖ us‖ that‖ ‚science‖ and‖

warfare‖ are‖ closely‖ interrelated‛‖ and‖ that,‖ therefore,‖ ‚to‖ separate‖ science‖ as‖ a‖

peaceful‖ international‖ endeavour‖ from‖ warfare‖ as‖ a‖ violent‖ and‖ aggressive‖

nationalistic‖ act‖ does‖ not‖ fully‖ take‖ into‖ account‖ the‖ close‖ and‖ manifold‖

interrelation‖ of‖ science,‖ technology,‖ the‖ military‖ and‖ warfare‛‖ (infra,‖ p.‖ 13).‖

Kehrt‖ unfolds‖ his‖ discourse‖ from‖ a‖ broad‖ perspective‖ that‖ includes‖ examples‖

from‖pre-modern‖times‖(like‖the‖stirrup‖of‖medieval‖knights)‖to‖our‖present‖era‖

(like‖ the‖autopilot‖on‖ jets).‖We‖ could‖not‖hope‖ for‖ a‖more‖ reader-friendly,‖ yet‖

rigorous‖ introduction,‖which‖we‖ are‖ sure‖ our‖ readers‖will‖ appreciate.‖Kehrt’s‖

ideas‖ suggest‖ that‖ one‖ keyword‖ to‖ understanding‖ the‖ contemporary‖

relationship‖between‖science,‖technology,‖and‖warfare‖is‖‚flight‛.‖The‖twentieth‖

century‖began‖with‖the‖first‖attempt‖to‖fly‖a‖heavier-than-air‖machine,‖and‖over‖

a‖ few‖ years,‖ the‖ new-born‖ aviation‖ became‖ the‖ third‖ branch‖ of‖ all‖ the‖ armed‖

forces‖involved‖in‖the‖First‖World‖War.‖The‖evolution‖of‖military‖aviation‖was‖

astounding‖ over‖ the‖ 1930s‖ and‖ during‖ the‖ Second‖World‖War,‖ at‖ the‖ end‖ of‖

which‖ the‖ first‖ jets‖ (the‖ German‖Messerschmitt‖ 262)‖ appeared‖ in‖ the‖ skies‖ of‖

Europe.‖ Then,‖ ballistic‖missiles‖ dominated‖ the‖ era‖ of‖ the‖ ‚nuclear‖ deterrent‛‖

and‖ rockets‖ made‖ the‖ exploration‖ of‖ outer‖ space‖ and‖ the‖ first‖ human‖ extra-

terrestrial‖ landing‖ possible.‖ Today,‖ aeronautical‖ engineering‖ combines‖ with‖

robotics‖ to‖ create‖ self-steering‖drones‖ able‖ to‖ select‖ their‖ targets‖ thousands‖ of‖

kilometres‖from‖their‖starting‖point. 

The‖early‖military‖deployment‖of‖the‖aeroplane‖in‖the‖Great‖War‖is‖the‖object‖

of‖Gianluca‖Cinelli’s‖Fighting on Flying Machines. Wonders and Horrors of Aerial 

Warfare in Pilots’ Personal Narratives (1915-1918).‖Drawing‖on‖several‖memoirs‖of‖

British,‖ Canadian,‖ German,‖ French,‖ and‖ Italian‖ pilots,‖ the‖ author‖ claims‖ that‖

their‖accounts‖testify,‖on‖the‖one‖hand,‖to‖the‖enthusiastic‖attitude‖to‖flying.‖On‖

the‖ other‖ hand,‖ they‖ also‖ show‖ the‖ stressfully‖ traumatising‖ experience‖ of‖

fighting‖ in‖ harsh‖ conditions‖ that‖ claimed‖ a‖ much‖ higher‖ rate‖ of‖ casualties‖

among‖ pilots‖ than‖ among‖ other‖ troops.‖ By‖ building‖ on‖ the‖ existing‖ scholarly‖

debate‖ about‖ the‖ propagandistic‖ nature‖ of‖ the‖myths‖ of‖ the‖ ‚aerial‖ cavalry‛,‖

‚aces‛,‖ and‖ ‚knights‖ of‖ the‖ sky‛,‖ Cinelli‖ investigates‖ technology‖ as‖ a‖ central‖

aspect‖ of‖ fighting‖ on‖ flying‖ machines.‖ Pilots’‖ ‚awareness‖ of‖ the‖ genuinely‖

technological‖nature‖of‖ their‖war‖experience‖ encompasses‖ their‖mixed‖feelings‖

of‖confident‖superiority,‖fear,‖and‖anxiety‛‖(infra,‖p.‖21).‖On‖the‖other‖hand‖–‖the‖

author‖continues‖–‖even‖though‖‚the‖mythical‖ image‖of‖the‖knightly‖pilot‖was‖

fundamental‖ to‖ convince‖people‖ that‖ something‖noble‖ still‖ existed‖ in‖a‖highly‖

technological‖ war‖ *...+‖ technology‖ made‖ aerial‖ warfare‖ a‖ brutal‖ slaughter‖
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nonetheless‛‖ (infra,‖ p.‖ 32).‖ Insofar‖ as‖ ‚the‖ outcome‖ of‖ any‖ aerial‖ combat‖

depended‖not‖entirely‖on‖the‖skill‖and‖determination‖of‖the‖pilot,‖but‖largely‖on‖

the‖ technical‖ superiority‖ of‖ his‖ machine‖ and‖ the‖ tactical‖ advantage‖ of‖ the‖

surprise‖attack‖or‖ambush‛‖(infra,‖p.‖36),‖Cinelli‖eventually‖argues‖that‖the‖same‖

pilots,‖whose‖deeds‖contributed‖ to‖ inventing‖ the‖myth‖of‖ the‖‚aerial‖ cavalry‛,‖‖

provided‖ the‖most‖ veritable‖ testimonies‖ of‖ the‖ brutal‖ conditions‖ of‖ the‖ aerial‖

warfare‖ in‖ the‖ Great‖ War‖ by‖ highlighting‖ the‖ technological‖ nature‖ of‖ their‖

experience. 

The‖connection‖between‖science‖and‖war‖does‖not‖limit‖to‖weaponry‖and‖the‖

direct‖ exploitation‖of‖ technological‖know-how,‖as‖Olena‖Korzun‖shows‖ in‖her‖

article Researching – Surviving: Agricultural Experimentation in Ukraine under 

German Occupation during the Second World War,‖about‖the‖condition‖of‖scientists‖

whose‖ lives‖ and‖ work‖ are‖ affected‖ by‖ war.‖ Her‖ interest‖ focuses‖ on‖ the‖

experience‖ of‖ Ukrainian‖ agricultural‖ scientists‖ who,‖ during‖ the‖ German‖

occupation‖ between‖ 1941‖ and‖ 1944,‖ were‖ forced‖ to‖ find‖ a‖ way‖ of‖ continuing‖

their‖ research‖ while‖ surviving‖ starvation‖ and‖ avoiding‖ deportation.‖ Korzun‖

offers‖ insight‖ into‖ both‖ the‖German‖ and‖Ukrainian‖ standpoints,‖ claiming‖ that‖

the‖German‖interest‖in‖Soviet‖agricultural‖research‖was‖paramount‖to‖granting‖

the‖Reich‖provisions‖ that‖would‖make‖ it‖ independent‖ from‖ import‖during‖ the‖

war:‖‚For‖German‖agricultural‖scientists,‖the‖invasion‖of‖the‖USSR‖was‖a‖unique‖

opportunity‖ to‖ seize‖ international‖ leadership‖ in‖ a‖ number‖ of‖ areas‖ of‖

agricultural‖ research,‖ usurping‖ Soviet‖ scientific‖ resources‛‖ (infra,‖ p.‖ 70).‖

Concerning‖ the‖ Ukrainian‖ scientists,‖ the‖ author‖ reconstructs‖ the‖ strategies‖

enforced‖by‖the‖Soviet‖authorities‖to‖evacuate‖the‖Ukrainian‖institutions‖to‖other‖

regions‖ and‖ argues‖ that‖ the‖ scientist‖ who‖ remained‖ in‖ their‖ place,‖

approximately‖243,‖had‖to‖learn‖how‖to‖deal‖with‖the‖‚new‖masters‛:‖‚The‖best‖

scenario‖ for‖ intellectuals‖ was‖ to‖ continue‖ the‖ activities‖ they‖ had‖ been‖ doing‖

before‖the‖war‛‖because‖‚it‖guaranteed‖a‖stable‖financial‖income,‖and‖issuance‖

of‖ labour‖ cards,‖ which‖ exempted‖ them‖ from‖ forced‖ labour‖ in‖ Germany‛‖

(infra, p.‖68).‖Many‖of‖them‖found‖an‖effective‖way‖of‖surviving‖by‖working‖on‖

experimental‖ farms:‖ ‚A‖ scientist‖ could‖ acquire‖ a‖ plot‖ of‖ land‖ for‖ growing‖

agricultural‖plants‖and‖could‖work‖on‖Saturdays‖or‖Sundays‖at‖the‖expense‖of‖

additional‖hours‖on‖other‖working‖days‛‖ (infra,‖ p.‖ 69).‖Korzun’s‖ contribution,‖

therefore,‖ explores‖ an‖ understudied‖ page‖ of‖ the‖ German‖ occupation‖ of‖ the‖

Soviet‖Union‖during‖the‖Second‖World‖War‖and‖makes‖a‖valuable‖contribution‖

to‖the‖history‖of‖science. 

The‖ interconnection‖of‖ science,‖ technology,‖ and‖warfare‖ in‖America‖during‖

the‖ Cold‖ War‖ is‖ the‖ topic‖ of‖ Lucie‖ Genay’s Conscience on Atomic Jobs: The 

Manufacturers of Nuclear War,‖which‖explores‖‚the‖inner‖struggles‖expressed‖and‖
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addressed‖in‖various‖ways‖by‖the‖manufacturers‖of‖nuclear‖war,‖the‖‘destroyers‖

of‖worlds’,‖who‖made‖nuclear‖warfare‖a‖possibility‛‖‖(infra,‖p.‖80).‖By‖combining‖

different‖ sources,‖ from‖ oral‖ interviews‖ to‖ newspaper‖ articles‖ and‖ scholarly‖

literature,‖Genay‖ studies‖ the‖ ethical‖ struggles‖of‖ the‖ scientists‖ and‖ technicians‖

involved‖ in‖ the‖ development‖ of‖ the‖American‖military‖ nuclear‖ program‖with‖

the‖Manhattan‖Project‖at‖first‖and‖later‖on‖during‖the‖Cold‖War.‖By‖discussing‖

the‖ latitude‖ of‖ the‖physicists'‖moral‖ responses‖ –‖ from‖Rotblat’s,‖ Szilard’s,‖ and‖

Oppenheimer’s‖ conscientious‖ objection‖ to‖ more‖ neutral‖ forms‖ of‖ apolitical‖

detachment‖ –‖ Genay‖ claims‖ that‖ ‚throughout‖ the‖ decades‖ of‖ US-Soviet‖

opposition,‖as‖nukespeak‖and‖markers‖of‖moral‖supremacy‖inundated‖political‖

speech,‖nuclear‖workers‖would‖rely‖on‖the‖same‖better-us-than-them‖rationale‛‖

(infra,‖p.‖85).‖Through‖the‖testimonies‖of‖former‖workers,‖Genay‖reconstructs‖a‖

narrative‖in‖which‖patriotism,‖the‖rhetoric‖of‖sacrifice,‖and‖regret‖combine.‖The‖

transgenerational‖‚conscientious‖objection‖to‖nuclear‖weapons‛‖ (infra,‖p.‖94)‖ is‖

not,‖ therefore,‖ such‖ a‖ homogeneous‖ landscape‖ as‖ one‖ would‖ expect.‖ Many‖

workers‖accepted‖to‖take‖up‖the‖atomic‖job,‖despite‖their‖moral‖doubts‖and‖the‖

public‖abjuration‖of‖some‖of‖the‖‚fathers‛‖of‖the‖bomb,‖because‖this‖was‖the‖best‖

opportunity‖they‖could‖find‖in‖regions‖like‖New‖Mexico‖and‖Texas‖Panhandle‖if‖

not‖even‖an‖act‖of‖patriotic‖act‖of‖service‖for‖the‖nation. 
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Science,‖Technology‖and‖War.‖An‖Interview‖with‖Christian‖

Kehrt 

 

 

Technology has played a paramount role since the First World War. Can we 

say the same about previous wars, even ancient ones? To what extent was 

technology important in pre-modern conflicts? 

Technology was and ever will be important for the conduct of warfare. Many 

major changes in military technology before the modern period are crucial to 

understanding battles and the transformations of warfare. Some of them are 

even‖considered‖‚revolutionary‛.‖For‖example,‖the‖introduction‖of‖the‖stirrup‖in‖

medieval times, according to the historian Lynn White, allowed better and more 

stable use of bow and lance while riding the horse, which was a precondition 

for the birth of the feudal system. Since military technologies are always related 

to‖ the‖ enemies’‖ capabilities,‖ this‖ interdependence‖ makes‖ warfare‖ and‖ the‖

development of military technologies highly dynamic and complex. The 

construction of faster, better and more powerful weapons, as well as increased 

protection and armament of the soldier, is paramount in the long and 

intertwined global history of technology and warfare, from the stone age until 

today. Technology, in this sense, could be understood as an anthropological 

dimension of warfare in any historical period.  

The crucial connection between technology and warfare is often neglected by 

historical research and writing. Historians of science and technology seldom 

address issues of military history, while in this latter field, many aspects related 

to science, knowledge, and experiences with technology are not systematically 

investigated. However, the observation that technology was paramount in 

ancient or premodern times does not necessarily help to better understand the 

specific historical dynamics and meaning of warfare technology. Simple 

innovation-centric histories and narratives of technological determinism cannot 

explain the complex relationship between warfare, technology, society and the 

military. I would argue that a broader view of the structure of the societies 

involved is necessary, for example industrial or information-based societies, if 

historians want to explain specific changes and meanings of technologies such 

as trains, airplanes, or computers and their military application. In this sense, 

the co-construction of technology and the military has to be considered, and 

historians should look at its social, political, and cultural meaning. 
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In modern times, the scale and dimensions of warfare as well as the 

structures of the military changed fundamentally. In the sixteenth century, the 

use of gunpowder, firearms, and cannons, as well as the development of faster 

ships, transformed warfare in Europe. Thus, the difference between the modern 

and premodern uses of technology should be considered. This relates in 

particular to the realm of production, logistics, and transport as well as to new 

scientific knowledge as relevant aspects of modern technology. The 

breechloader revolution in the nineteenth century and the use of steamships 

enabled the military establishment of British and French colonial empires 

among others. The train played a major strategic role in the nineteenth century 

and was at the heart of the so-called Schlieffen plan, which affected the then-

failed German strategy for World War I. The unforeseen dynamics of World 

War I, with the heavy use of artillery and machine guns in trench warfare, the 

introduction of gas, aerial photography, as well as the increased demand for 

resources for ammunition production on the home front, triggered a substantial 

change‖ towards‖ the‖ idea‖ of‖ ‚total‖ war‛‖ that‖ became‖ a‖ characteristic‖ of‖ both‖

world wars.  

 

In recent history, what were the most significant milestones in the 

relationship between humans and machines in war?  

I would argue that the automation of warfare and the development of whole 

systems of surveillance and control as well as the introduction of 

intercontinental‖nuclear‖missiles‖define‖a‖‚milestone‛‖ in‖modern‖warfare‖as‖ it‖

was practiced in the Cold War between the NATO and Warsaw pact members, 

with particular reference to the United States and the Soviet Union. The 

introduction‖ of‖ ‚push‖ button‛‖ warfare‖ with‖ computers‖ and‖ nuclear‖ missiles‖

changed the military in the 1950s and 1960s. Nuclear missiles, fission and 

hydrogen bombs, combined several revolutionary developments in science and 

technology: microelectronics and computer science, as well as nuclear physics 

and chemistry. High-precision, long-distance weapons are based on processes 

of miniaturization and electronics, semiconductors, microprocessors, and 

computers as they were developed by the military-industrial-academic complex 

in the Silicon Valley. The knowledge for a- and h-bombs was provided by the 

generation of scientists such as Enrico Fermi, Werner Heisenberg, Leo Szilard, 

Hans Bethe, Edward Teller, Stanislaw Ulam, Robert Oppenheimer and John 

von Neumann. These experts mobilized their know-how in the Second World 

War and the Cold War to create highly destructive strategic weapons. For the 

military that meant that new expertise was required not only to develop but 
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also to integrate, appropriate, monitor, and use these science-based weapon 

systems. This knowledge came from outside the military system and had to be 

introduced by new learning processes and non-military advisors, experts, and 

professionals.  

The intensification and extension of warfare in the twentieth century 

increased the danger and lethality for soldiers at the front, as well as for 

civilians at the home front. Poisonous gas, radioactivity, shells and bombs 

harmed, destroyed and contaminated people, infrastructures, as well as the 

natural environment way beyond the limited period of the violent conflict at 

stake. In this sense, cities and landscapes, water, rivers, geographic, 

meteorological and climatic factors were irreversibly and for a long time altered 

through the intensive use of modern, highly lethal and poisonous weapons. In 

the Cold War warzones extended over all parts of the globe including the deep 

sea, the polar regions, deserts and jungles as well as the higher atmosphere and 

even outer space. The need to control these extreme environments motivated 

the‖desire‖ to‖protect‖ the‖ soldier’s‖ body‖ through‖ special‖ equipment,‖ protective‖

clothing, artificial systems, pressure chambers, life maintenance systems, 

bunkers and capsules or to fully automatize warfare in these inhospitable 

regions without the direct presence of soldiers. Nonetheless, modern hi-tech 

weapon systems did not really help in colonial or postcolonial settings, where 

ground troops, often disguised as civilians, pursued guerrilla tactics over a 

longer period of time. If we look at the actual war in Ukraine, we see that 

flexible high precision weapons and drones can make a difference on the 

battlefield and that intelligent communication and surveillance systems are 

necessary to conduct warfare in a combined way. Still is not clear, which 

approach will be successful: a war of attrition with permanent, and massive 

brute force on cities, civilians and infrastructures or flexible tactics and high 

precision targeting of enemy soldiers, weapons and supply lines. At least we 

can observe a surprising combination of old-fashioned, even simple tactics and 

low-tech weapons with hi-tech means and intelligence that seem to alter or even 

define the way this war is fought.  

In‖ sum,‖ it‖ is‖ rather‖ misleading‖ to‖ speak‖ of‖ ‚milestones‛‖ independent‖ of‖

specific contexts of battles, armies, nations or societies. Technology should 

always be embedded in historical situations and settings. To follow or establish 

simple linear narratives‖ of‖ technological‖ ‚milestones‛‖ or‖ genealogies‖ of‖

weapons does not contribute to a better understanding of the historical role of 

weapons and war machines. Many important technologies of today – jet planes, 

rockets, machine guns, tanks etc. – stem from the Second or even the First 

World War. One of the most important infantry weapons of the German 
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Wehrmacht – the Karabiner 98, abbreviated as K.98, which was mass-produced 

between 1934 and 1945 – was already introduced into the German army before 

1900. The conduct of warfare still relies on ordinary weapons such as handguns 

that are not necessarily hi-tech. Or to use a pointed phrase from David 

Edgerton’s‖ book‖ Shock of the old:‖ ‚The‖ horse‖ made‖ a‖ greater‖ contribution‖ on‖

Nazi‖ conquest‖ than‖ the‖ V2.‛‖ This‖ lesson‖ was also learned in colonial and 

postcolonial conflicts, especially after the Cold War, when asymmetrical 

warfare caused bitter experiences for modern armies. 

 

Can weapons be considered an extension of the warrior’s body? Is the 

relationship between the fighting human and the machine symbiotic? 

Weapons‖extend‖the‖realm‖and‖limits‖of‖the‖soldiers’‖bodies‖and‖aim‖at‖injuring‖

the enemy. In the Second World War, for example, pressurized cabins and 

oxygen systems, as well as special fuels and engines, increased the flight 

altitude. Radar systems, autopilots and radio communication allowed to fly at 

night with little or no sight. Yet, the development of weapons cannot be 

explained as simple causal extensions of the human body, in the sense that 

every weapon could be deciphered by or even reduced to bodily functions and 

organs‖such‖as‖eyes,‖hands,‖ legs‖etc.‖To‖speak‖of‖aerial‖reconnaissance‖as‖‚the‖

eye‖ of‖ the‖ army‛‖ is‖ a‖metaphor,‖which,‖ in‖my‖view,‖ should‖not‖ be‖ taken‖ too‖

literally. Anthropological approaches alone or even ideas of technology that 

refer to‖ Ernst‖ Kapp’s‖ ideas‖ of‖ technology‖ as‖ ‚organ‖ projections‛‖ from‖ the‖

nineteenth century are not necessarily helpful to achieve a better understanding 

of‖ the‖manifold‖relationship‖between‖weapons‖and‖the‖soldier’s‖body.‖Rather,‖

we should ask how the vulnerable human body was protected, what kind of 

body-machine relations existed, and how soldiers and armies perceived body-

machine interactions in order to better understand modern and premodern 

forms of warfare. How did soldiers use specific weapon systems, and which 

skills, knowledge, training and bodily experiences were required in battle 

situations? Certainly, a closer look at the human-machine interactions can 

provide more profound insight into specific practices and technical experiences 

of warfare. Can we, therefore, assume that these relationships were symbiotic, 

in the sense that a new entity was born from the interaction of the soldier with 

the machine, where man or women are functional parts or operators of a 

cybernetic, self-controlled system?  

Post-phenomenological approaches in particular suggest closely looking at 

the body-machine interactions to understand technology-mediated military 

practices and their meaning. Neither the soldier nor the machine alone 
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determines combat action but the integration of all parts of an all-encompassing 

social-technological network or system. Therefore, to use the phrase of Bruno 

Latour: it is not simply the gun that kills people, nor do just people, but a 

hybrid mix of technical, social, and human components is involved in shooting 

other people. In military aviation, these enabling social-technical networks go 

beyond the cockpit. They include not only pilots, flight instruments or on-board 

weapons but the whole infrastructure of flight – maintenance, mechanics and 

airports. I would argue that these hybrid and complex men-machine networks 

and interactions are not symbiotic. In this sense, flying cannot be seen as a 

mythical new experience between combat pilot and machine as it is evoked by 

the popular imagery of the cyborg or World War I success stories of aerial 

combat. I would rather point to the many limits and failures that occur in man-

machine interactions that determine the daily use of modern weapon systems. 

Pilots were confronted with technical failures, accidents and enemy 

interferences. They inhaled smoke, had to fix the motor, suffered from cold, 

noise, shooting, fatigue and anxiety. These technical problems and frictions can 

be observed also in the Cold War. In Germany, there was a high accident rate in 

the context of the introduction of a new weapons system called the 

‚Starfighter‛‖ (F104G).‖ These‖ accidents‖ were‖ related‖ to‖ a‖ whole‖ bundle‖ of‖

failures from organizational issues, the introduction of new flight instruments 

and questions of training. So, to claim that this new weapon system was a 

cybernetic organism is true on the one hand because the pilot was only a part of 

a system that regulated itself. On the other hand, ignoring all the many defects 

and malfunctions would paint a symbiotic human-machine system, which 

history disproves. Therefore, military history should look more carefully at the 

processes of training, testing, failures, and maintenance of modern weapon 

systems. 

 

How does technology modify the ethical relationship between humans and 

war? 

Acts of violence, atrocities and war crimes are not necessarily related to 

technology. However new technologies such as aerial warfare, gas, nuclear 

bombs or drones pose new threats to soldiers and civilians and thus had to be 

regulated by new conventions and international law. Especially modern 

warfare tends to transgress any ethical limit to the total use of violence, 

especially if a large number of combatants and the civilian population are 

involved in the conflict. This problem was clearly seen even at the beginning of 

the nineteenth century by Carl von Clausewitz in his highly influential theory 
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of war. Attempts to regulate and limit modern warfare can be found in the 

history of the Red Cross, the Hague Land Warfare Convention, the Geneva 

Conventions, the new laws and rules established by the United Nations as well 

as specific peace or disarmament treaties. These tried to counteract and limit the 

excesses of violence in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that witnessed 

the death of millions of soldiers, prisoners of war and civilians.  

Since new technologies open up new realms of action and create new 

potential for violence, there are often no laws at hand to limit and close this gap 

between what is and what should be possible in warfare. The question is 

whether, in the long and bloody history of warfare, the conduct and experience 

of war were guided or limited by ethics at all. In too many cases, the 

introduction of new technology violated the laws of warfare and human rights. 

The use of aerial bombing against open cities or U-Boats against passenger 

ships in World War I are good examples of how warfare transgressed and 

violated existing laws and ethics and stirred up international reactions and 

moral scandals. The history of aerial warfare shows a permanent violation of ius 

in bello since open cities and civilians, especially children were and still are 

bombed and killed. In some regions declared international, non-military zones 

– for example, Antarctica, the open sea, or outer space – weapons should not be 

used. Nevertheless, space warfare was already imagined by the Strategic 

Defense Initiative of the Reagan Administration in the 1980s. Now, new forms 

of star wars conducted by means of satellites and ballistic rockets may be very 

likely to happen in the near future. The US introduced space forces as a new 

branch of the US Air Force in 2019. China has and Russia had space forces and 

both countries, like the USA, are deeply involved in the militarization of outer 

space and the development of space policies. 

There are some examples of disarmament processes and the prohibition of 

certain kinds of weapons and ammunition. The fact that nuclear weapons were 

not used after Hiroshima and Nagasaki can be seen as a successful example of 

deterrence, as some Cold War historians argue. However, to assume that this 

fragile logic always holds is not valid. The philosopher Günther Anders clearly 

saw the ethical dilemma that the atomic bomb irreversibly created for mankind. 

The drop of the fission bomb on Hiroshima on the 6th of August 1945 meant 

that from that day on the threat that mankind might be annihilated will exist 

until the end of mankind. The history of the invention of the atomic bomb can 

therefore be read as a moral history, where scientists and societies struggle with 

the political and ethical consequences of these weapons of mass destruction.  
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Science and technology are two different fields of human thought and action. 

In the context of war, do they play different roles? Do they pursue different 

ends? 

From a systems perspective, science is about the production of knowledge that 

is‖ justified‖ and‖ true.‖Warfare‖ is,‖ if‖we‖ follow‖Clausewitz’s‖ still‖ valid‖ classical‖

definition, about defeating the enemy as a physical act of violence aimed at 

achieving political goals. At the same time, both sides benefit from each other, 

and science and warfare are closely interrelated, as one can see during the Cold 

War. Therefore, to separate science as a peaceful international endeavour from 

warfare as a violent and aggressive nationalistic act does not fully take into 

account the close and manifold interrelation of science, technology, the military 

and‖ warfare.‖ Furthermore,‖ I‖ cannot‖ see‖ the‖ point‖ of‖ why‖ ‚science‛‖ and‖

‚technology‛‖ should‖ a priori play different roles or pursue different ends. Of 

course,‖ there‖ are‖ differences‖ between‖ ‚science‛‖ and‖ ‚technology‛,‖ and‖ the‖

historical divergences should be carefully investigated. Handy notions of 

‚technoscience‛‖should‖also‖be‖considered‖critically.‖But‖to‖simply‖understand‖

technology‖as‖‚applied‖science‛‖or‖to‖categorically‖separate‖both‖realms‖would‖

be wrong. The history of the technology-based practice of science rather shows 

that‖ distinctions‖ between‖ ‚applied‛‖ and‖ ‚fundamental‛‖ science‖mostly‖ fail‖ in‖

favour of more fluid relations between science and technology. There is a whole 

field of technology-oriented research such as aerodynamics that lies between 

basic and applied science. Experts like Fritz Haber, for example, made Nobel 

Prize contributions. But they also used their basic skills and knowledge for the 

development of gas weapons and technologies like gas masks, or to contribute 

in the battle against bugs and lice, or the Haber-Bosch process for the large-

scale production of ammonia. At the same time, Nobel prizes and new scientific 

theories and insights contributed to increasing national prestige without direct 

applications. Already in the nineteenth century that was the case in Germany 

with the foundation of the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institutes. The states had an interest 

in founding new research institutes and funding basic research to increase their 

military strength and possibilities. In the Cold War, the military was the main 

sponsor of research in the United States and related to the military-industrial-

academic complex. This knowledge was basic and applied, often technology 

oriented. To separate a priori science from technology would be a mistake. 

Rather it is important to understand the historical ideologies behind certain 

positions‖ and‖ discourses,‖ when‖ and‖ why‖ people‖ speak‖ of‖ ‚science‛‖ or‖

‚technology‛,‖‚basic‛‖or‖‚applied‛‖science‖etc.‖ 
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Could you tell us about robotics applied to war? Is it science fiction or a real 

scenario? 

I‖ would‖ say‖ that‖ ‚robotics‛‖ is‖ no‖ novelty,‖ as‖ it‖ was‖ introduced‖ into‖modern‖

warfare a long time ago. The history of automation‖ or‖ ‚cybernetics‛‖ is‖much‖

older than people think and not an issue of future warfare alone. There are 

many instances of fully or semi-automatized,‖ ‚robotized‛‖ war‖ machines:‖ for‖

example self-steering and controlled devices such as torpedoes, flying bombs, 

or high-precision artillery systems were deployed already in the first half of the 

twentieth‖ century.‖ A‖ good‖ example‖ of‖ ‚robotic‖ devices‛‖ are‖ autopilots‖ of‖

airplanes or ships or sophisticated target-finding mechanisms that steer a 

torpedo or a rocket intelligently and flexibly to the target. These could be called 

‚fighting‖ robots‛‖ and‖ were‖ developed‖ on‖ the‖ basis‖ of‖ gyros‖ already‖ around‖

1900. Later on, these intelligent machines were implemented through analogic 

and digital computers, and algorithms. Cruise‖missiles‖are‖‚robots‛,‖and‖so‖are‖

drones, which can find their targets automatically or shoot and change their 

path by themselves. Secret drones in the depth of the sea scan the oceans 

looking for enemy submarines and ships. The same holds for satellites and 

drones, which can fly and change their course independently or at least by 

remote control.  

Of‖course,‖there‖are‖different‖degrees‖of‖‚intelligence‛‖and‖complexity‖in‖the‖

history‖of‖these‖war‖machines.‖I‖would‖call‖them‖‚robots‛‖when‖there‖is‖a‖high 

degree of self-acting mechanisms and systems control reached. The automatic 

terrain-following radar with which the Tornado was equipped in the 1970s, for 

example, allowed high-speed flight at very low altitudes, which a pilot would 

never be able to realize without such a technological support. In this sense, 

then,‖a‖supersonic‖fighter‖jet‖would‖be‖a‖‚robot‛‖flying‖by‖itself‖while‖carrying‖a‖

pilot on board.  

 

Science fiction sometimes thinks ahead of scientists. Can you mention some 

examples of military technology that has been foreseen by Sci-Fi? 

Works of science fiction can be seen as thought experiments where the 

possibilities of actual or future technologies are imagined. However, to argue 

that literature or movies really foresee technological development is not fully 

convincing, from my point of view as a historian of technology. Of course, it is 

stunning‖to‖see‖that‖ideas‖of‖quantum‖teleportation‖were‖already‖‚invented‛‖by‖

the TV series Star-Trek or that novel forms of wireless communication can be 

found already in literary science fiction at the beginning of the twentieth 

century. Some works of fiction published around 1900 better understood the 
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disastrous defensive impact of the machine gun than most of the military 

strategies of the time. However, I do not support ahistorical ex-post arguments 

that look back and find predictions for the future. I would rather say that 

science fiction draws its nourishment from the imagination and problems of a 

given period. There are always examples of science fiction anticipating certain 

instances of warfare while other predictions were just plain wrong. 
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Fighting‖ on‖ Flying‖ Machines.‖ Wonders‖ and‖ Horrors‖ of‖

Aerial‖Warfare‖in‖Pilots’‖Personal‖Narratives‖(1915-1918) 

By‖Gianluca‖Cinelli 

 

Abstract: The advent of aeroplanes during the Great War gave birth to an unprecedented form 

of interrelation between the human and the machine. Like cavalrymen, who had to be expert 

riders before becoming soldiers, pilots were supposed to master their machines before they 

could fly them into battle. Therefore, their military drilling included engineering, mechanics, 

flying theory, and aerial tactics as well as shooting practice. However, as the pilots began to 

take part in the battles public interest more and more focused on the romantic aspect of flying 

and duelling. Unlike infantrymen, who barely managed to see their opponents, the pilots were 

able to engage their adversaries in close-range duels over the trenches, thanks to the 

technological means of the airplane. Thus,‖ the‖ new‖ ‚aerial‖ cavalry‛‖ depicted‖ in‖ papers‖ and‖

posters and the heroic figures of aces soon became instruments of propaganda. The crude 

reality of flying and fighting aboard the fragile and often unreliable planes emerges, instead, 

from the memoirs of the pilots, who were both fascinated and terrified by that new 

technological warfare. This paper will compare a number of memoirs of pilots from different 

countries (e.g. Baracca, Bishop, Collishaw, Fonck, Immelmann, Mannock, McCudden, 

MacLachanan, Richthofen, Udet, and others) to understand how the new aerial warfare was 

perceived, elaborated and depicted by those who experienced it directly. It will also analyse the 

rhetorical strategies that the authors of the selected memoirs used to harmonise the legend of 

the‖ ‚air‖ cavalry‛‖with‖ the‖ harsh‖ reality‖of‖ the‖new-born warfare, oscillating between wonder 

and horror. Eventually, the paper will claim that the reference to chivalric honour was only a 

way to embellish a new brutal form of technological warfare. 

 

Keywords: World War One, Aerial Warfare, Personal Narratives, Military Technological Innovation, 

Autobiography 

 

 

Introduction 

As the Great War broke out in 1914, aviation was in its prime and the broader 

public looked at it in awe (Morrow 1995, 305-308). Only eleven years before, the 

clumsy‖ leap‖ of‖ the‖ Wright‖ brothers’‖ machine‖ on‖ the‖ windy‖ shores‖ of‖ Kitty‖

Hawk had swept away the eighteen-century mainstream idea that no heavier-

than-air machine could fly.1 In such short a lapse of time, the conquest of the 

sky became in the Western imagery a new horizon of imperialistic will to power 

(Kehrt 2010, 50-52), suggesting the equivalence of technical progress with 

appropriation (58). In the eyes of the majority of people in Europe and America 

aviation remained, however,‖ little‖ more‖ than‖ children’s‖ play‖ (De‖ Syon‖ 2002,‖
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118-119)2 or a sport for reckless and brave young men,3 and the only credible 

aerial warfare was that of literary fictions (Paris 1993, 129-133, Wohl 1994, 74-

94). Although the military considered the theoretical threat of aerial bombing of 

civilian targets with some concern (Davis Biddle 2008, 263-265; Fiocco 2002, 13-

20), they also looked at the new aerial machines with scepticism because their 

deployment in combat implied the production of reliable aeroplanes, strong 

enough to carry two members of the crew for a couple of hours without 

breaking down (Kehrt 2010, 60). Nonetheless, since the 1910s the military in 

Europe began to consider the possibility of developing some sort of aerial corps 

(Morrow 1995, 309-311; Minniti 2018, 8-9),4 while the Italian Army deployed 

aeroplanes for the first time during the Libyan war of 1911-1912 for aerial 

reconnaissance and bombing, which showed the strategic potential of the new 

machine (Paris 1991). 

The industrial competition was triggered and stimulated by the military 

through calls for production and this competition soon was presented to the 

public as another contributing factor to national superiority over the 

neighbouring countries (Minniti 2018, 106-109). Also, flight schools received an 

increasing number of applications from men eager to join aviation, although 

such figures remained limited to a few hundred: in 1910 about 100 pilot licences 

were issued in France, the UK, and Germany (Minniti 2018, 30) and by the 

outbreak of the war France can count about 450 military pilots and Germany on 

almost 520 – pilots and observers (Caffarena 2010, 83). Pilots were not the only 

personnel required, though. Mechanics and specialised staff with a general 

understanding of motors and carpentry (aeroplanes were made of wood and 

fabric) were regularly recruited from industries and they largely outnumbered 

pilots.5 

Entrusted with duties of reconnaissance and artillery observation (which was 

at first done through acoustic and visual signals and later via wireless 

technology installed on board the machines), aviation played a role that was 

traditionally assigned to cavalry. In 1914, aeroplanes were neither conceived 

nor equipped to harm each other. When by chance two enemy machines came 

across each other, their pilots used pistols, rifles, and hand-grenades, in an 

attempt to hit the opponent, mostly without any effect. Only during the 

summer of 1915 did things begin to change dramatically owing to the 

introduction on the German side of the front of a revolutionary technical device 

called synchroniser, which allowed the machine guns to fire through the 

propeller without hitting and damaging it (Fritzsche 1992, 67; Liggieri 2015, 81-

82).‖Anthony‖ Fokker’s‖ invention‖would‖ change‖ the‖ aerial war forever, not to 

mention that it gave birth to air combat as we still know it today, namely as a 
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single-handed‖ fight‖ in‖which‖each‖pilot‖ attempts‖ to‖ sit‖ on‖ the‖adversary’s‖ tail‖

and shoot point-blank (Schüler-Springurum 2002, 211). 

The skyrocketing evolution of aviation between 1914 and 1918 was, in 

Richard‖ Overy’s‖ words,‖ a‖ ‚test‖ of‖ modernity‛‖ (quoted‖ in‖ Kehrt‖ 2010,‖ 21)‖

alongside the development of other unprecedented forms of weapons such as 

U-boats, tanks, armoured vehicles, flame-throwers, and chemical agents 

(Hüppauf‖2008,‖589).‖British‖pilot‖James‖McCudden‖wrote‖that‖in‖1913‖‚it‖was‖

apparent to most people who took the trouble to think, that flying was to be the 

thing‖ of‖ the‖ future,‖ and‖ the‖ very‖ near‖ future,‖ too‛‖ (2000,‖ 1).‖ Another‖ British‖

witness,‖ gunner‖ Alan‖ ‚Contact‛‖ Bott,‖ points‖ out‖ the‖ industrial‖ dimension‖ of‖

aerial warfare: 

 

The organisation of personnel is not a difficult task, for all are highly trained beforehand. 

The pilots have passed their tests and been decorated with wings, and the mechanics 

have already learned their separate trades as riggers, fitters, carpenters, sailmakers, and 

the like. [...] The machines comprise a less straightforward problem. [...]. The engine and 

its parts, the various sections of the machine itself, the guns, the synchronising gear, all 

these are made in separate factories, after standardisation, and must then be co-ordinated 

before‖the‖craft‖is‖ready‖for‖its‖test.‖(‚Contact‛‖1917,‖5-7) 

 

As‖Maurice‖Kirby‖puts‖it,‖‚World‖War‖One‖may‖be‖viewed‖as‖a‖critical‖staging 

post in the application of scientific techniques to problems of warfare insofar as 

it inaugurated a trend towards official military and government recruitment of 

scientists‛‖ (2004,‖ 5).‖However,‖ the‖ tradition‖ of‖World‖War‖One‖ aerial‖warfare‖

has been handed down quite differently for many decades, namely in the form 

of‖ the‖ myth‖ of‖ aces‖ and‖ ‚knights‖ of‖ the‖ air‛‖ (Wilkin‖ 2014,‖ 43).6 Since the 

introduction of fighter scouts equipped with machine guns to attack enemy 

aeroplanes in 1915, the press and the military began to build the superman-like 

image of the fighting pilot as a chivalric warrior that challenged his enemies in 

spectacular hand-to-hand duels (47). This largely propagandistic myth (Paris 

1993, 136; Bernig 2003, 104-106; Szczepaniak 2009, 242), was fuelled since 1916 

through‖the‖publication‖of‖ the‖ first‖pilots’‖accounts:‖Max‖Immelmann’s‖ (killed‖

on 20th June‖1916‖and‖decorated‖with‖the‖highest‖German‖medal,‖ the‖‚Pour‖ le‖

mérite‛‖ – also‖known‖as‖ ‚Blue‖Max‛‖ – for‖his‖ 17‖victories),‖Oswald‖Boelcke’s‖

(killed in a flight accident on 28th October 1916 with 40 victories), and Manfred 

von‖Richthofen’s‖ (better‖ known‖ as‖ the‖ ‚Red‖ Baron‛,‖ shot‖ down‖ on‖ 21st April 

1918 with 80 victories) autobiographical accounts appeared in 1916 and 1917 in 

Germany and made a sensation.‖Boelcke’s‖book‖was‖translated‖into‖English‖ in‖

America in 1917, the very year that the US declared war on Germany, and 
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Richthofen’s‖Der rote Kampfflieger was a bestseller.7 Such an image of the pilot as 

an extraordinary individual who rules his destiny by fighting heroic duels 

aimed to correct the impression – increasingly creeping among the troops and 

the population – that the technology employed on the battlefields was 

overwhelmingly crushing the anonymous masses of soldiers fighting in the 

trenches (Alagi 2015, 140-141; Seidel 2015, 69): 

 

In the myth of the flying heroes, an image was outlined in which technology and the 

future seemed to combine. Weapons, instruments, and devices appear in the picture and 

become indispensable for the demonstration of heroicness under the conditions of the 

modern‖battlefield.‖They‖are‖not‖part‖of‖a‖‚storm‖of‖steel‛‖that‖overwhelms‖the‖soldiers‖

but are ruled by the hero. (Hüppauf 2008, 589) 

 

This remark is worth note because, as I will claim further on, the technological 

factor was more ambiguous than it seems: on the one hand, it was functional in 

creating the image of the pilot as the master of the machinery, but on the other 

hand, pilots learned to fear technology as a power difficult to wield. As we will 

see,‖ the‖ ‚symbiosis‛‖ between‖ the‖ pilot‖ and‖ the‖ machine‖ emerges‖ from‖ the‖

personal narratives as an ambiguous and rather romanticised experience that 

encompasses the opposite feelings of confidence and mistrust, bravery and 

fearfulness, empathy and detachment. In the distance,‖ such‖ a‖ ‚symbiosis‛‖

seems rather a staged idea. In fact, pilots mostly had to endure bodily and 

mental straining flight conditions (the cold, the height, the lack of oxygen, the 

effort of gazing in the distance to spot enemy planes, the exposure to exhaust 

fumes and sprays of oil from the engine, etc.), which turned out to be one 

relevant cause of nerve-shattering anxiety. 

As Habeck claims, ‚the‖ ordinary‖ men‖ caught‖ up‖ in‖ the‖ maelstrom‖ of‖ the‖

Great War were obliged, for their physical and psychological survival, to deal 

with‖technology‖on‖a‖more‖direct‖and‖intimate‖level‛‖(2000,‖100),‖which‖forced‖

them‖ ‚to‖ decide‖ whether‖ the‖ new‖ weapons‖ were‖ something‖ that‖ they‖ could‖

adapt‖ to‖ or‖ even‖ learn‖ to‖ like,‖ or‖ whether‖ they‖ rejected‖ this‖ ‘resituation’‖ of‖

technology. When weapons did their job – that is, helped to defeat the enemy, 

and saved lives in doing so – soldiers were naturally more willing to accept 

technology‛‖(116).‖Thus,‖‚soldiers‖learned‖to‖fear‖and‖hate‖the‖new‖matériel‖of‖

war. One of the worst aspects of the conflict was that men were killed from a 

distance‖ by‖ an‖ ‘infernal’‖machine,‖ shell,‖ or‖ grenade;‖ they‖ never‖ even‖ saw‖ the‖

enemy‖ that‖ was‖ attacking‖ them‛‖ (119).‖ Aerial‖ warfare offered a different 

perception of the combination of war and technology insofar as the latter was 
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the necessary precondition rather than an 

accidental development. While common foot-

soldiers in 1914 could march thinking that they 

would fight traditional battles with cavalry 

charges, bayonet assaults, trumpets, flags, and 

colourful uniforms, pilots were already a 

technological élite. Moreover, since 1915 the 

new tactics of aerial warfare multiplied the close 

encounters between enemy aeroplanes in the 

sky, both in the form of individual duels and 

dogfights.8 

Historians have shed a light on the 

propagandistic‖ nature‖ of‖ the‖ discourse‖ on‖ ‚air‖

cavalry‛‖and‖‚knights‖of‖the‖air‛.‖However,‖they‖

paid too little attention to the role that technology 

plays in revealing the truth behind that myth. In my opinion, an invaluable 

source of this counter-discourse‖is‖the‖corpus‖of‖pilots’‖published‖memoirs,‖and‖

in particular, those written by the very same pilots whose deeds contributed to 

shaping the myths‖of‖ the‖‚aces‛‖and‖‚knights‖of‖ the‖air‛.‖One should bear in 

mind‖that‖the‖myth‖of‖‚chivalry‛‖is‖only‖half‖of‖the‖story,‖though.‖Observation‖

and recognition remained the main duties of aviation during the war, followed 

by bombing and scouting (Alegi 2015, 134), without forgetting the important 

task of hunting kite-balloons, in which a few pilots developed special expertise.9 

It seems significant that in post-war Germany and France, two countries that 

heavily used the figures of fighter-scout pilots propagandistically (Bryon-Portet 

2007, 149-154; Wilkin 2014, 49), very few memoirs of observers and gunners 

were published, while in the UK more attention was paid to observers and 

gunners.10 Fighter-scout‖pilots‖were‖a‖minority,‖albeit‖‚loud‛,‖of‖the‖airmen‖and‖

their memoirs do not speak for all. Nonetheless, the most well-known fighter-

scout pilots – such as Baracca, Bishop, Boelcke, Buddecke, Collishaw, Fonck, 

Immelmann, Mannock, McCudden, Richthofen, Scaroni, Udet – provide 

invaluable insight into the controversial‖myth‖of‖ the‖ ‚knights‖of‖ the‖air‛.‖The‖

first reason is that in their texts, the relation between the human and the 

machine stands out as the fundamental feature of their combat experience. 

Their accounts show how the pilots looked at their aeroplanes in awe, with 

admiration and suspicion, for they would make the difference between living 

and dying while fighting in the sky. These pilots were indeed the elite of the 

flying corps, who tested the new flying weapons to the limit and laid the basis 

of modern aerial combat. Many also served as training pilots away from the 

Fig. 1: A dogfight 
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front and occasionally tested new models of aeroplanes, a dangerous task that 

often claimed their lives. Their awareness of the genuinely technological nature 

of their war experience encompasses their mixed feelings of confident 

superiority,‖ fear,‖ and‖anxiety.‖As‖ they‖build‖and‖disprove‖ the‖myth‖of‖‚aerial‖

chivalry‛,‖their‖tales‖sound‖straightforward‖and‖offer‖a‖balanced‖account‖of‖the‖

technological novelty, first of all in language: they name the aeroplanes as 

marvellous things made of mechanical parts, yet almost alive and provided 

with own character and personality. They find a way to depict the beauty of the 

flying machines without slipping into the aestheticized descriptions made by 

poets like‖D’Annunzio‖or‖futurist‖Marinetti.‖What emerges from those memoirs, 

I will argue, is a complex scenario of psychological, ethical, and aesthetic 

implications, for the technological revolution of aerial combat also represented 

the exploration of unknown horizons. Of course, many other pilots, who were 

neither famous nor skilled in combat, published their memoirs. However, these 

memoirs too often lack precisely unfolding thorough reflection about the close 

encounter with technology as the core of the experience of fighting on flying 

machines.11 

In the following pages, by comparing a corpus of selected memoirs written 

by aviators who fought on the western and Italian fronts between 1914 and 

1918, I aim to explore the close encounter with technology beyond the myth of 

the‖ aces‖ and‖ ‚knights‖ of‖ the‖ air‛.‖ Without‖ pretending‖ to‖ contribute‖ to‖ the‖

historiographical scholarship on the topic, I will focus on highlighting how the 

technical‖aspects‖of‖ the‖pilots’‖experiences‖stand‖out‖ in‖ their‖writing‖and‖how‖

they affected their opinion about flying, eventually influencing public imagery 

since 1917. If the psychological toll of fighting on flying machines was mostly 

understated by the propagandistic narratives, it was not passed over in silence, 

however,‖by‖the‖‚aces‛‖themselves, who accounted for the wonders and horrors 

of the new aerial technological warfare by creating a novel narrative niche and 

language for an unprecedented war experience. 

 

1. The wonders of flying 

The‖experience‖of‖flight‖has‖been‖called‖a‖‚vertical‖revolution‛‖(Minniti‖2018)‖as‖

far as it expanded the perception of space from the horizontal to the vertical 

axis. The physical experience of leaving the ground and climbing into the air is 

often described as exhilarating and elating, first of all, because it entails the 

subverting‖ of‖ usual‖ bodily‖ perceptions:‖ ‚The organism creates a reference 

system that, in principle, shows its position at all times. This reference system, 

which‖is‖closely‖linked‖to‖the‖individual’s‖conception‖of‖space,‖is‖deeply‖rooted‖
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in the psychological and tailored to earthly conditions; when flying, it is subject 

to‖ strong‖ interference‛‖ (Asendorf‖ 1997,‖ 162).‖ In‖ flight,‖ the‖ reference‖ system‖ is‖

first of all mediated by the aeroplane moving in space with respect to the height 

and horizon coordinates, while the body, inside the cockpit, undergoes 

variations and forces that reverberate on the system, producing unusual 

perceptions and contractions of the muscles. For example, in the absence of 

reference points, the speed seems much lower than it is and the distance 

between objects is difficult to evaluate. On board the open-cockpit early 

aeroplanes, all the senses were involved in the experience of flight: the skin 

perceived the violent drought produced by the propeller, which Manfred von 

Richthofen‖described‖as‖a‖‚beastly‖nuisance‛‖on‖his‖very‖first‖flight‖(1918,‖57),‖

and felt the bitter cold at high altitudes, which most pilots describe as 

excruciating torture.12 Ears were overwhelmed by the roar of the engine, which 

forced pilots and observers to speak through a very impractical tube; and 

finally, the sight was the sense that most engaged with the experience of 

moving in the air and above the ground. Unlike other senses, vision also 

encompasses‖cultural‖perception‖of‖space,‖and‖therefore,‖‚it is associated with 

the physicality of the body and its relationship to the environment, as well as 

with cultural practices and technologies of specific communities that define 

sensuous experience in meaning-making‛‖(Lee‖2017a,‖1132). 

In the accounts of pilots, it recurs how wondrous it was to see the land from 

above, precisely because the human elements of the landscape suddenly 

appeared small and almost unreal, as Richthofen says about the Dome of 

Cologne‖that‖looked‖like‖a‖‚little‖toy‛‖seen‖from‖the‖sky (1918, 58). Other pilots, 

at 4500 metres, observed in awe the world that stretched beneath them so vast 

that they could see the entire landscape of northern France and, over the 

Channel, the white cliffs of Dover (Lewis 2003, 57): 

 

From Arras I could see the British Channel, and it resembled more a river of liquid gold 

than a sea. Across the Channel it was possible to make out England and the Isle of Wight. 

The‖chalk‖cliffs‖of‖Dover‖formed‖a‖white‖frame‖for‖one‖side‖of‖the‖splendid‖picture.‖*<+‖

The marvellous beauty of it all made the war seem impossible. (Bishop 1918, 130-131) 

 

Such estranging an experience replaces physical distance with an imagined 

distance: what is far away – home – suddenly draws near, and what is near – 

the dreary frontline – appears as if an alien and undesirable world (Lewis 1936, 

93), as Bishop remembers: 
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I could not get the idea out of my head that it was just a game they were playing at; it all 

seemed so unreal. Nor could I believe that the little brown figures moving about below 

me were really men – men going to the glory of victory or the glory of death. I could not 

make myself realise the full truth or meaning of it all. It seemed that I was in an entirely 

different world, looking down from another sphere on this strange, uncanny puppet-

show. (Bishop 1918, 99) 

 

The earth, however, is not the only landscape that pilots admired while flying, 

because the sky, too, is a landscape mostly consisting of moveable and 

inconsistent clouds. Seen from the ground, the clouds appear almost as solid 

objects, but pilots found out that they are no more than mist, through which 

one can fly without encountering any resistance. The clouds raised great 

amazement in pilots, sometimes almost casting a spell on them causing reveries 

and profound detachment from reality. However, flying through the clouds 

might‖ be‖ a‖ frightening‖ experience,‖ as‖ Cecil‖ Lewis‖ remembered:‖ ‚In‖ a‖ cloud‖

there is no horizon, nothing above, below, in front, behind, but thick white mist. 

It’s‖apt‖to‖make‖you‖panic‖after‖a‖while‛‖(Lewis 2003, 148). Lewis continues to 

describe the amazement that he felt admiring the towering clouds among which 

he flew when all of a sudden he was startled by the appearance of a machine 

out of the blue, which turned out to be the shadow of his own aeroplane cast 

against a big white cloud (151). Another British pilot describes the cloudscape 

in‖a‖very‖different‖way,‖as‖an‖‚ice-bound sea, smooth, barren, unpeopled, dead. 

The‖lunar‖landscape‖could‖be‖no‖more‖terrible‖to‖look‖upon‛‖(MacMillan‖1972,‖

78). In combat, however, clouds became a relevant tactical factor to exploit 

because pilots often used to hide beneath and within the clouds to catch their 

enemies by surprise (Bishop 1918, 65, 68, 132, 155, 173, 258; MacMillan 1972, 78). 

The other weather element that pilots had to deal with was the wind. 

Because‖ many‖ early‖ models,‖ such‖ as‖ the‖ Morane‖ Saulnier‖ ‚Parasol‛,‖

immediately turned over if landed or air-borne out of the line of the wind 

(McCudden 2000, 73), pupils in flight schools were not allowed to take off even 

with the slightest wind (Hill 1983, 1948). Winds also affected combat tactics: the 

German crews, for example, preferred to take off with westerly winds, which 

would permit them to return beyond their lines quickly (Richthofen 1918, 125, 

134, 151, 175, 187).13 Winds were also dangerous when an aeroplane went in a 

spin, because it could push the machine over the frontline and force the pilot to 

land in enemy territory.14 Eventually, rain and frost represented two further 

dangers for pilots and their land crews. In the first months of the war, when 

airbases moved with the front and therefore consisted of just tents mounted in a 

field, ground personnel slept under the wings of the machines, no matter if it 
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rained. McCudden (2000, 47), who initially joined the war as a mechanic, 

remembers that he once woke on a chilling October morning covered in frost.15 

Frost‖could‖also‖affect‖the‖engine’s‖moving‖parts,‖freeze‖the‖motor‖oil, and jam 

the weapons. Flying, therefore, meant mastering the elements in a space that 

humans‖had‖begun‖to‖explore‖only‖recently.‖The‖pilots’‖ability‖to‖challenge‖the‖

forces of nature (rain, wind, and mists) strongly contributed to creating the 

myth of the pilots‖as‖‚masters‛‖of‖the‖air.‖Weather‖and‖atmospheric‖elements,‖

however, were not the only forces that pilots had to master. In order to fly and 

receive their licence, they, first of all, had to master the aeroplane, both 

practically and theoretically, until‖they‖‚felt‛‖the‖machine‖as‖horsemen‖learn‖to‖

‚feel‛‖the‖beast‖they‖ride‖(Bishop‖1918,‖35;‖Liggieri‖2015,‖91). 

 

2. Technical expertise and the human-machine symbiosis 

Becoming a pilot required the pupils of flight schools to pass a series of tests, 

some of which were theoretical. The subjects taught in school included 

aeronautical service, notions of physics and mechanics, materials, flight 

equipment, engines, magnetism and electricity, telegraphy and 

radiotelegraphy, weapons and ammunition, orientation and observation, and 

cartography (Caffarena 2010, 125). Prospective candidates were supposed to 

possess basic skills in literacy and math and be psychologically and physically 

fit.16 However, during the war, the demand for fresh pilots to replace the 

casualties was so high that new airmen were quickly licensed after a few weeks 

of school, with just a handful of hours of flight under their hats (Hill 1983, 

1948).17 

The first flight experience was shocking for many pilots and often ended in 

disaster, while some of them, instead, compare flying with cycling (Rochford 

2015, 15; Bishop 1918, 31). Richthofen admitted his utter ignorance about 

engines (1918, 66) and was uncomfortable and disoriented as he first took off as 

an observer in 1915 (57-58). In general, flight accidents were common and killed 

pilots and observers as much as fighting enemies.18 ‚Going‖ up‛‖ was‖ both‖

exciting and scary, and if the likely encounter with enemy scouts was a constant 

cause of concern, the possibility that the engine broke up equally kept pilots on 

their toes (Baracca 1919, 21). Pilots who were expert mechanics and understood 

engines properly, like McCudden, Immelmann, Scaroni or Udet, had more 

chances to increase the reliability of their aeroplanes. The former, who was 

enlisted as a mechanic and later became a pilot and an officer, remembers in his 

memoirs that he constantly worked with his ground crew to enhance his S.E.5 

scout to increase its speed and ceiling, which would make it superior to any 
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Fig. 2: Albatros D.III cockpit 

other German two-seater, which McCudden patiently stalked and hunted for 

hours almost every day (2000, 228). 

Early aeroplanes carried primitive instruments that supported the pilot to 

steer the machine. One of the most difficult tasks to perform was, as many 

pilots remember, flying through mist and clouds. It was at that time, that 

physical perception had to be replaced with mechanical instrumentation to tell 

the height and position of the machine (Kehrt 2010, 122). The line of the 

artificial horizon was one of the trickiest technical devices on board: 

 

The‖artificial‖horizon‖reflects‖the‖aircraft’s‖position‖over‖the‖ground‖in‖such‖a‖way‖that‖an‖

artificial horizon line moves relative to a fixed aircraft silhouette. However, this is 

precisely the difficulty with the reading: the pilot sees the horizon moving, whereas, in 

reality, the aeroplane is moving. So he has to swap the display in his imagination to get a 

picture of the position of the machine. This becomes particularly difficult when he is 

dependent on the artificial horizon, i.e. its image, for example at night, when it cannot be 

compared with the real horizon line. (Asendorf 1997, 178) 

 

Many pilots, finding the mechanical‖ aspects‖ of‖ flying‖ ‚compelling‛,‖ although‖

they‖‚doubted‖whether‖audiences,‖who‖consisted‖of‖people‖largely‖ignorant‖to‖

the‖ technical‖ aspects‖ of‖ flying,‖ would‖ appreciate‖ it‛‖ (Isherwood‖ 2014,‖ 4),‖

nonetheless provide detailed descriptions of the machines and their technical 

and mechanical parts, making comparisons between different aeroplanes and 

often explaining the meaning of a new technical vocabulary which their readers 

might not be 

accustomed to. 

Aeroplanes were made 

of a wooden frame 

covered in fabric and 

their parts were 

ailerons on the wings, 

stabilisers (or 

elevators), a propeller, 

the fuselage (or the 

nacelle in some early 

models), the rudder, 

riggings, and wires; the 

pilot sat in the cockpit and steered the machine through a complicated 

apparatus consisting of a joystick to move the ailerons and elevators, throttle 

lever to increase or decrease speed, blip-button (on aeroplanes with a rotary 
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engine),19 pedals to steer the rudder, and the pump to mix air with petrol to fly 

at different altitudes.  Some of these words were already known to the public 

(e.g. riggings and rudders as parts of sailing ships; wires and pedals in 

bicycles), but the public was not necessarily informed about how these things 

were assembled on a flying machine. Therefore, pilots sometimes depicted 

precisely the apparatus of the aeroplanes and how it was used, and one of the 

most‖accurate‖descriptions‖was‖provided‖by‖William‖‚Billy‛‖Bishop: 

 

To those who have never seen a war machine I would explain that to control one, the 

pilot‖ has‖ to‖manipulate‖ but‖ a‖ single‖ lever‖which‖we‖ call‖ the‖ ‚joy‖ stick‛.‖ *<+‖ The‖ ‚joy‖

stick‛‖ also‖ controls‖ the‖ banking.‖By‖moving‖ it‖ to‖ either‖ side‖you‖ can‖ tilt‖ up‖whichever‖

wing is desired. At his feet the pilot has a rudder bar which controls the horizontal 

direction‖of‖ the‖machine.‖ *<+‖The‖pilot‖ thus‖has‖both‖ feet‖on‖ the‖rudder‖bar;‖holds‖ the‖

‚joy‖stick‛‖with‖his‖right‖hand,‖and‖with‖his‖ left‖controls‖ the‖engine‖of‖ the‖machine‖by‖

holding the throttle in his hand. He is always able to do anything he wishes either with 

the engine or the machine itself. When firing the gun he simply moves his thumb slightly 

along‖the‖‚joy‖stick‛‖and‖presses‖the‖lever‖which‖pulls‖the‖trigger.‖To‖be‖able‖to‖fight‖well‖

a pilot must be able to have absolute control over his machine. He must know by the 

‚feel‛‖of‖it‖exactly‖how‖the‖machine‖is,‖what‖position‖it‖is‖in,‖and‖how‖it‖is‖flying,‖so‖that‖

he may manoeuvre rapidly, and at the same time watch his opponent or opponents. 

(Bishop 1918, 210-211) 

 

Bishop’s‖ remarks‖give‖a‖precise picture of the symbiosis of man and machine 

that developed inside the cockpit, the very structure and space arrangement of 

which was designed accordingly with the human body (Kehrt 2010, 38) so that 

the pilot could manipulate the whole apparatus by using his four limbs: Bishop, 

again,‖writes‖that‖ the‖cockpits‖‚generally are finished in hard wood and there 

are polished nickel instruments all about you. They indicate height, speed, 

angle, revolutions, and about everything an airman ought to know‛‖ (Bishop 

1918,‖43).‖British‖pilot‖Alan‖‚Contact‛‖Bott‖wrote‖that‖‚an airman should regard 

his body as part of the machine when there is a prospect of a fight, and his 

brain, which commands the machine, must be instinctive with insight into what 

the enemy will attempt‛‖ (1917,‖ 65). Scout-fighter pilots, thus, made the most 

complete form of a man-machine compound, as far as they steered the whole 

plane (in which they seated looking frontally) as a weapon that they could fire 

(almost) without taking their hands off the controls (McScotch 1936, 34). Cecil 

Lewis, who flew for many months two-seaters, finally flew his first scout, a 

Sopwith‖ Triplane,‖ in‖ 1916:‖ ‚nothing‖ gives‖ such‖ a‖ sense‖ of‖ mastery‖ over‖

mechanism, mastery indeed over space, time, and life itself, as this. [...] It 

involves mastery, for that alone gives detachment, and only from detachment 
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comes harmony – a‖sense‖of‖values‛‖(Lewis‖2003,‖160).‖Mastery‖over‖machines‖

elevates the human to a state of harmonic detachment. In such a state of elation, 

the pilot could tell the beauty of the aeroplane, especially scouts, whose 

description is a topos of most memoirs. Unlike the early, clumsy two-seaters like 

the‖ MF.7‖ ‚Longhorn‛,‖ MF.11‖ ‚Shorthorn‛,‖ RE.2‖ or‖ FE2.b,‖ which‖ were‖ slow,‖

vulnerable, and primitive-looking, the fast single-seater scouts are depicted as 

fast and powerful as predators, and slender and elegant like birds. The first two 

were the Fokker E.III on the German side, the French Nieuport 11 and 17, and 

the British Sopwith Scout. Kehrt defines the revolutionary monoplane Fokker 

E.III as a ground-breaking‖ ‚instrument‖ of‖ violence‛‖ (Gewaltdispositiv) whose 

strength consisted in the compact unit of man and machine: the former 

commanded both the steering and the firing through the propeller, so he only 

had to point the aeroplane itself against the target (Kehrt 2010, 183). 

 

 

     Fig. 3: A modern replica of Fokker E.III 

 

Hans‖Buddecke‖ saw‖ in‖ this‖ fast‖ scout‖ the‖‚ideal‛‖of‖aerial‖warfare‖ (Buddecke‖

1918, 43) and German ace Oswald Boelcke wrote that the small monoplane that 

‚flies‖wonderfully‖and‖ is‖very‖easy‖ to‖handle‛‖was‖ like‖a‖‚child‛‖ to‖ tend‖and‖

protect (1917, 47); Immelmann’s‖ comment‖ sounds‖ soberer‖ and‖ technically‖

detached:‖‚They‖are‖pretty‖machines,‖light,‖fast,‖and‖agile.‖The‖pilot‖flies‖alone.‖

He operates the machine gun that shoots through the propeller. The plane is 

only intended for fighting enemy planes, not for reconnaissance‛‖(Immelmann‖

1916,‖50).‖To‖Ernst‖Udet,‖the‖monoplane‖looked‖‚wonderfully‖graceful,‖sleek‖as‖

a‖falcon‛‖(Udet‖1935).‖McCudden,‖on‖the‖other‖side‖of‖the‖front,‖wrote‖that‖‚the‖
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Fig. 4: Nieuport 17.1c 

Fokker‖ in‖the‖air‖was‖an‖extremely‖unpleasant‖ looking‖beast‛‖(2000,‖85).20 The 

technical superiority of Fokker E.III in 1915 and early 1916 made French and 

British‖pilots‖talk‖of‖themselves‖as‖‚Fokker‖fodder‛.‖Cecil‖Lewis‖remembers‖that‖

in‖1915‖‚a‖sort‖of‖mystery‖surrounded‖the‖Fokker.‖Nobody‖knew‖whether‖it‖had‖

a rotary or a stationary engine. Few having been attacked by it had come back 

to tell the tale [...]. All we knew was that it was an evil-looking monoplane 

scout‛‖(2003,‖53). 

 

The counterpart of this German technical wonder was the Nieuport 11 (soon 

followed by the improved version 17), a fast biplane that many pilots praised as 

fast, agile, easy to handle, and beautiful. Italian ace Baracca writes 

enthusiastically‖about‖these‖‚new‖and‖marvellous‖machines‛‖(apparecchi nuovi e 

meravigliosi) (1919, 31), while Scottish pilot MacLanachan accurately describes 

its features such as the reduced wingspan, the surface of the upper and lower 

planes,‖the‖elegant‖‚V‛‖struts‖and‖the‖essential‖rigging‖that‖made‖the‖machine‖

look‖‚smart‖and‖tidy‛‖(‚McScotch‛‖1936, 7). Obviously, as a French product, the 

Nieuport was also very popular among French airmen, both famous like Fonck 

and‖unknown‖ like‖‚Lieutenant‖Marc‛,‖who‖makes‖a‖ comparison‖between‖ this‖

machine and the equally excellent SPAD VII: 

 

The Nieuport is lighter and flies on its own, the Spad is heavier and with her you had 

better not hover near the ground, but what an amazing machine it is! Balance, speed, 

gentleness... As you fly it, you really have the impression of having wings instead of 

arms.‖I’m‖starting to feel at ease in my machine: a good seat that wraps me, one machine 
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gun, almost no instruments but a clock, an altimeter, and a map as big as my hand. To 

steer her, I just need small moves, almost hints. It seems that the machine obeys the force 

of my will alone. (Lieutenant Marc 1918, 53) 

 

This French pilot testifies to the enormous leap forward that the fighting scout 

represented in the creation of the symbiotic unity of man and machine. The 

simplification of the cockpit, the ergonomic fitness of the seat, and the 

impression of having wings in place of arms make the pilot look like a thinking 

machine. As‖Hüppauf‖writes,‖ ‚pilots were literally and metaphorically at the 

helm and seemed to dominate this space of modernization, by taming such a 

powerful‖ technology‛‖ (2008,‖ 589).‖Once more, Bishop, who scored a relevant 

amount of his 72 victories flying a Nieuport 17.1c, provides the most elaborated 

description of this very popular plane: 

 

Being a French model, the Nieuport Scout is a beautiful creature. The distinctly British 

machines – and some of our newer ones are indeed marvels of the air – are built strictly 

for business, with no particular attention paid to the beauty of lines. The French, 

however, never overlook such things. The modern fighting scout, and to my mind the 

single-seater is the only real aeroplane for offensive work, may have the power of two-

hundred horses throbbing in its wonderful engine. Some of the machines are very slender 

of waist and almost transparent of wing. Aeroplanes do not thrust their warlike nature 

upon the casual observer. (Bishop 1918, 42) 

 

The‖ machine‖ is‖ a‖ ‚beautiful‖ creature‛‖ and‖ like‖ a‖ woman‖ looks‖ ‚slender‖ of‖

waist‛,‖which‖conceals‖her‖real‖power,‖prowess,‖and‖deadly‖weapons.‖A‖hint‖of‖

dandyism‖ can‖ be‖ caught‖ in‖ Bishop’s‖words‖ and‖ also‖ in‖ other‖ pilots’‖ remarks‖

about the beauty of the machines, even when he spends words of admiration 

Fig. 5: Spad VII 
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for‖enemy‖aeroplanes:‖‚The German 

Albatross machines are perfect 

beauties to look upon. Their swept-

back planes give them more of a 

bird-like appearance than any other 

machines flying on the western front. 

Their splendid, graceful lines lend to 

them an effect of power and flying 

ability far beyond what they really 

possess‛‖ (52).‖ ‚McScotch‛‖

remembers the first time he saw a 

Nieuport‖ 28:‖ ‚She‖ looked‖ like‖ a‖

racehorse among a lot of old cab 

hacks [...] her whole appearance was 

so clean and warlike I remarked to 

the‖ others:‖ ‘What‖ a‖ beauty!’‛‖

(‚McScotch‛‖1936,‖130). 

 
Fig. 6: Albatros D.III 

Fig. 7: S.E.5a 
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Other models such as the S.E.5a were praised for their speed and 

manoeuvrability (Lewis 1936, 163);21 McMillan compares the Sopwith Pup,  

‚smooth‖and‖stable,‖mellow‖like‖old‖wine‛,22 to her follower, the Camel, which 

was‖ ‚a‖ buzzing‖hornet,‖ a‖wild‖ thing‛‖ (1972,‖ 131),‖ so‖ responsive‖ to‖ the‖pilot’s‖

command that once she was steered too strongly (McMillan being used to 

flying the slower and less acrobatic two-seater Sopwith 1½ Strutter),23 ‚her‖tail‖

rose like a  backing‖ bronco’s‖ and‖ threw‖ *him+‖ head‖ first‖ out‖ of‖ the‖ cockpit‛‖

(134). In such unfortunate an occasion, the security belt failed and McMillan 

found himself laying over the machine guns, with his face almost against the 

revolving propeller. Only struggling and with the help of good luck, McMillan 

crawled back into the cockpit and resumed the control of his machine.24 

Mastery of the machine was not enough to prevail on the adversary, for, as 

McCudden‖wrote,‖‚it‖ is‖more‖easy‖to‖find‖a‖Hun‖and‖attack‖him‖from‖a‖good‖

position‖ than‖ it‖ is‖ to‖ do‖ the‖ actual‖ accurate‖ shooting‛‖ (2000,‖ 169).‖ Italian ace 

Silvio Scaroni writes about that: 

 

Before I began my service in the fighting squadrons I had never operated a machine gun: 

I only vaguely knew its mechanisms, but I had never had the opportunity to deepen this 

expertise. At the first inconveniences that occurred to me at the beginning, I immediately 

understood‖the‖capital‖importance‖that‖the‖knowledge‖of‖one’s‖weapon‖has‖for‖a‖hunter.‖

(1922, 128) 

 

Although good shooting was a necessary skill for fighting pilots (Bishop 1918, 

209-210), this training was largely underestimated by higher commands and 

flight schools, which outraged Italian pilot Silvio Scaroni (1922, 129). However, 

the efficiency and efficacy of weapons on board the aeroplanes remained a 

Fig. 8:  A Sopwith Pup with pilots wearing 

flight garments 
Fig. 9: Sopwith Camels 
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major concern for pilots. At‖first,‖‚all‖the‖machines‖which‖went‖up‖were‖loaded‖

with hand-grenades, as the intention then was to bring a hostile aeroplane 

down‖by‖dropping‖bombs‖on‖it‛‖(McCudden‖2000,‖28). Other aeroplanes were 

fitted with rifles (47),25 a remarkable advancement if compared with the 

‚fléchettes,‖ or‖ steel‖ darts‛‖ (25)‖ that‖ pilots‖were‖ supposed‖ to‖ fling‖ from‖ above‖

over the heads of the enemy marching troops.26 Machine guns often jammed to 

the utter frustration of pilots (Baracca 1919, 40), mostly because of faulty 

cartridges, but also due to the extreme cold at high altitudes or inaccurate 

cleaning of the mechanisms. Moreover, Lewis machine guns mounted over-

wing on aeroplanes such as the Nieuport 17 and the S.E.5 represented a 

potential cause of incidents when the pilots had to dislodge them to reload.27 

Thus,‖ the‖sort‖of‖combat‖that‖ the‖myth‖of‖the‖‚knights‖of‖the‖air‛‖built‖and‖

handed down, namely a combat in which two extraordinarily skilled and brave 

men skirmished to the death with chivalric mutual respect, seems rather belong 

to the world of tales. Individual ability surely made the difference, as far as 

being a good shot and skilled in acrobatics would gain superiority over the 

opponents. From the perspective of propaganda, the mythical image of the 

knightly pilot was fundamental to convince people that something noble still 

existed in a highly technological war. In the next paragraph, however, I will 

show that technology made aerial warfare a brutal slaughter nonetheless. 

Through‖ the‖ representation‖ of‖ the‖ pilot‖ as‖ a‖ hunter,‖ as‖ pilots’‖ mostly‖ depict‖

themselves, one can see that the encounter with technology and with the enemy 

in the sky was more similar to an ambush than to a face-to-face challenge. The 

technical superiority of the machine as to speed, ceiling, manoeuvrability, and 

firepower permitted pilots to catch the enemy unaware from behind and to 

murder him by shooting him in the back before he could even try to fight back. 

 

3. The reality of combat: chivalric duels or treacherous murders? 

The introduction of a technological device – the synchroniser – that made the 

aeroplane‖ into‖ a‖ flying‖weapon‖ also‖ gave‖ birth‖ to‖ a‖ new‖ character,‖ the‖ ‚ace‛‖

(Fritzsche 1992, 67; Wilkin 2014, 47). The use of this word began in France (as), 

after Roland Garros downed three German planes with his Morane Saulnier 

‚Parasol‛‖ monoplane,‖ on‖ which‖ he‖ had‖ steel‖ deflectors‖ mounted‖ on‖ the‖

propeller, to operate the machine gun through it without chopping it off (Wohl 

1994, 208). As Kehrt highlights, the connection of flying and shooting enhanced 

the perception of aerial combat as a struggle for superiority that transcended 

more obscure duties of military aviation like observation, bombing, and 

artillery direction (2010, 183). The first aces to make the news were German 
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pilots Oswald Boelcke and Max Immelmann. The German military quickly 

understood‖ the‖ influence‖ that‖ such‖ ‚heroes‛‖ had‖ on‖ the‖ public‖ and‖ built‖ a‖

propaganda machine around their deeds, not only by divulging the news and 

detailed accounts of their fights and victories, but also by printing postcards 

depicting the pilots in dandy-like attitudes, wearing their uniforms and medals, 

or standing by their machines in virile postures with spread legs and a stern 

expression on their face. Such images of youth, elegance, determination, and 

self-confidence‖were‖the‖core‖of‖the‖myth‖of‖ the‖‚aces‛‖promoted‖in‖Germany‖

and France, and more reluctantly and later by the British (Paris 1991, 135; Wohl 

1994, 211-221; Alegi 2015, 140-141).‖ The‖ ‚knight‖ of‖ the‖ air‛‖ adapted‖ the‖

reminiscence of medieval romance to the contemporary world of industrial 

technology (Goebel 2007, 225). He was a new kind of warrior that used the 

technological machinery – with which also had a symbiotic relationship – in 

terms of an idealised and romanticised ethos: the encounter with the enemy 

was close and direct – unlike for ground troops that seldom saw the enemy dug 

in their trenches beyond the no-man’s‖land‖–, fair like a sports competition. In 

short,‖ ‚the tale of chivalrous air warfare fulfilled a compensatory function. It 

pictured the kind of battle the war as a whole should have been but was not: a 

fair and straightforward man-to-man‖fight‛‖(227). 

Pilots’‖memoirs‖helped‖to‖consolidate‖such‖a‖myth‖already before 1918. In a 

letter, Boelcke recalls how, on 8th January 1916, he downed a British observation 

plane and afterwards landed to meet the wounded pilot and observer: he talked 

with them and visited the latter in the hospital, bringing to him books and some 

pictures of his plane (Boelcke 1917, 94-95). Richthofen, too, accounts for a close 

encounter with his downed adversary: 

 

I felt some human pity for my opponent and had resolved not to cause him to fall down 

but merely to compel him to land. I did so particularly because I had the impression that 

my opponent‖was‖wounded‖for‖he‖did‖not‖fire‖a‖single‖shot.‖*<+‖They‖were‖the‖first‖two‖

Englishmen whom I had brought down alive. Consequently, it gave me particular 

pleasure to talk to them. (Richthofen 1918, 130) 

 

Ernst Udet (1935) recalls a duel with French ace Georges Guynemer, who 

gallantly spared his life when he understood that the German pilot could not 

shoot due to a machine gun failure. This makes the author believe that 

something of ancient chivalric heroism (ein Stück vom ritterlichen Heldentum alter 

Zeiten) still‖existed.‖Udet‖vividly‖stuck‖to‖the‖myth‖of‖the‖‚chivalry‖of‖the‖air‛‖in‖

the mid-1930s, as he described another duel in terms of a medieval tournament 
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in which two knights charge each other frontally with their lances (wir sausen 

wieder schießend gerade aufeinander zu wie zwei Turnierreiter mit eingelegten 

Lanzen).28 Italian‖ace‖Baracca,‖too,‖accounts‖for‖an‖episode‖of‖‚fair‖play‛,‖after‖he‖

shot down an opponent: 

 

I talked for a long time with the Austrian pilot, shaking his hand and encouraging him as 

he was very disheartened; he came from the Russian front where he had earned the 

Military Cross and the Distinguished Service Medal that he wore on his blue uniform. He 

had not been able to save himself from my hunt and he expressed his admiration to me 

with the few words of Italian he knew. (Baracca 1919, 55) 

 

Among British pilots, who tended not to dwell too much in the myth of the 

aces,29 the‖‚knights‖of‖ the‖air‛‖are‖often‖depicted‖as‖ sportsmen‖ (Goebels‖2007,‖

223), as this remarkable page of British pilot Cecil Lewis demonstrates: 

 

To be alone, to have your life in your own hands, to use your own skill, single-handed, 

against the enemy. It was like the lists of the Middle Ages, the only sphere in modern 

warfare where a man saw his adversary and faced him in mortal combat, the only sphere 

where there was still chivalry and honour. If you won, it was your own bravery and skill; 

if you lost, it was because you had met a better man. [...] Sport, after all, is only 

sublimated fighting, and in such‖ fighting,‖ if‖ you‖ don’t‖ ‚love‛‖ your‖ enemy‖ in‖ the‖

conventional sense of the term, you honour and respect him. (Lewis 2003, 45) 

 

McCudden‖ feels‖ respect‖ for‖ his‖ ‚disciplined,‖ resolute‖ and‖ brave‛‖ adversaries‖

(2000,‖266)‖too,‖and‖‚McScotch‛‖unfolds‖relevant observations about the ethical 

aspect of respecting the enemy and fighting without treachery, especially 

outlining‖ the‖ moral‖ personality‖ of‖ his‖ friend‖ and‖ mentor‖ Edward‖ ‚Mick‛‖

Mannock, the Irish ace with whom he flew in 40th Squadron: to Mannock, 

killing came‖ as‖ a‖ shock‖ (1936,‖ 74)‖ and‖ he‖was,‖ therefore,‖ ‚groping‖ about‖ for‖

some guiding principle in life, in civilisation, and in his eagerness he clutched at 

anything‖that‖resembled‖an‖ideal‖in‖concrete‖form‛‖(88). 

The‖myth‖of‖‚chivalry‛‖combined‖with‖ that‖of‖ the‖‚aces‛‖– whose victories 

were published in charts like the scoring of sport-champions –, therefore, 

connected with the two fields of experience akin to war, namely sport and hunt 

(Lee 2017b, 97). As Szczepaniak puts it, fighting was usually narrated as a 

competition by using hunting metaphors, which also created the opportunity to 

celebrate individual successes like in sport, and this is why such a narrative 

implied fair play and mutual respect (2000, 246). Two pilots who strongly 
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perceived aerial fighting as a sport-like competition and hunt were Manfred 

von Richthofen and Billy Bishop. To the former, the skies above the river 

Somme‖in‖1916,‖while‖the‖bloody‖allied‖offensive‖raged,‖were‖a‖‚happy‖hunting‖

ground‛‖ (1918,‖ 114).‖ Richthofen‖ built‖ his‖ memoirs‖ around compensatory 

mythology of hunting as a noble, exciting, and morally acceptable way of 

killing:‖‚My‖father‖discriminates‖between‖a‖sportsman‖and‖a‖butcher.‖The‖latter‖

shoots for fun. When I have shot down an Englishman my hunting passion is 

satisfied for a quarter of an hour. Therefore I do not succeed in shooting two 

Englishmen in succession. If one of them comes down I have the feeling of 

satisfaction‛‖(209).‖Further‖on‖in‖his‖memoirs,‖he‖recounts‖a‖period‖of‖leave‖in‖

Germany in the spring of 1917, when he can resume his beloved passion of 

gaming:‖‚At‖the‖moment‖when‖the‖bull‖came‖near,‖I‖had‖the‖same‖feeling,‖the‖

same feverishness which seizes me when I am sitting in my aeroplane and 

notice an Englishman [...]. The only difference is that the Englishman defends 

himself‛‖(213).‖About‖the‖moral‖acceptability‖of‖this‖vision‖one‖can‖be‖doubtful,‖

especially‖ if‖ one‖ considers‖ that‖ the‖ author‖ also‖ received‖ ‚a‖ good‖ deal‖ of‖

pleasure‛‖ from‖ bombing‖ Russian‖ troops‖ (102)‖ and‖ found‖ ‚particularly‖

amusing‛‖spraying‖them‖with‖bullets‖because‖‚half‖savage‖tribes‖from‖Asia‖are‖

even‖more‖ startled‖ when‖ fired‖ at‖ from‖ above‖ that‖ are‖ cultured‖ Englishmen‛‖

(104).‖Hunting,‖in‖Richthofen’s‖view,‖seems‖to‖turn‖war‖into‖a‖sport‖and‖killing‖

into a detached act of shooting at inferior creatures – be they beasts or 

‚savages‛.‖However,‖ one‖must‖ also‖ take‖ into‖ account‖ that‖ his‖memoirs‖were‖

published in 1917 and circulated as an instrument of propaganda, which 

therefore confirmed the dominant colonial and Eurocentric perspective 

concerning other people. 

Billy Bishop pictures himself as an ambitious person (1918, 106) – not unlike 

Richthofen – and particularly intense was his competition with Captain Albert 

Ball,‖who‖was‖at‖the‖acme‖of‖his‖‚success‛‖when‖Bishop‖had‖just‖begun‖to‖fly‖on‖

the Western Front: this urged him to fly for many hours over the enemy lines in 

search‖of‖‖‚some‖easy‖victims‛,‖for‖he‖wanted‖‚to‖shoot‖a‖‘rabbit’‖or‖two‛‖(134).‖

The sporting competition takes the form of hunting German aeroplanes (126) 

and‖the‖‚human‖rabbits‛ (153) flying them. In his particular idiom, the machine 

and the man inside are somehow blurred: 

 

To bring down a machine did not seem to me to be killing a man; it was more as if I was 

just destroying a mechanical target, with no human being in it. Once or twice the idea 

that a live man had been piloting the machine would occur and recur to me, and it would 

worry me a bit. My sleep would be spoiled perhaps for a night. I did not relish the idea 

even of killing Germans, yet, when in a combat in the air, it seemed more like any other 
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kind of sport, and to shoot down a machine was very much the same as if one were 

shooting down clay pigeons. (167) 

 

Bishop is brutally honest as he says that the machine is the target to hit, but it is 

the man inside that must be injured or killed to make sure that the attack is 

successful (214). This statement undermines the affectation of the knightly duel 

as a sporting competition, from which the gruesome reality of killing was 

almost removed. In fact, the numerous propaganda images that accompanied 

the‖narration‖of‖the‖aces’‖deeds‖often‖depicted‖the‖wrecks‖of‖enemy‖aeroplanes,‖

but not the mangled bodies of their pilots. 

The technical nature of the aerial combat made the medieval knightly duel 

anachronistic (Bernig 2003, 102) because the outcome of any aerial combat 

depended not entirely on the skill and determination of the pilot, but largely on 

the technical superiority of his machine and the tactical advantage of the 

surprise attack or ambush.30 Among the several tactical rules set by Edward 

Mannock, his first commandment concerning the attack on an enemy scout was 

‚always‖above,‖seldom‖on‖the‖same‖level;‖never‖underneath‛‖(while‖two-seaters 

had‖to‖be‖attacked‖from‖beneath,‖to‖take‖advantage‖of‖the‖gunner’s‖blind‖spot)‖

(Bradbeer 2006, 35). Thus, the metaphor of the hunt sheds a light on the true 

nature of aerial combat more than that of sport: all pilots state in their memoirs 

that the most effective way of winning a fight was by not fighting at all. Rochford 

writes‖that‖the‖‚best way to shoot down an EA was to surprise him and get as 

close‖ as‖ possible‖ before‖ opening‖ fire‛‖ (2015,‖ 58);‖ McMillan‖ writes‖ that‖

‚sometimes‖ there‖was‖evidence‖of‖ chivalry,‖but‖more‖often‖ there‖was‖ just‖ the‖

sheer bloody murder of the head-hunter‛‖ (1972,‖ 102), and remembers one 

episode where his patrol of Camels caught a formation of German Albatrosses 

unaware: in the utter isolation of his cockpit, overwhelmed by the elating 

feeling‖of‖having‖a‖complete‖advantage,‖he‖sat‖on‖the‖leaders’‖tail‖and‖opened‖

fire point-blank on the pilot (171). Similarly, Rochford recounts how a pilot of 

his‖Squadron‖ambushed‖ three‖Albatrosses:‖he‖attacked‖‚at‖ such‖a‖ close‖ range‖

that‖the‖German‖pilot’s‖head‖filled‖the‖small‖ring‖of‖the‖Aldis‖sight‖on‖his‖Pup.‖

He saw the tracers hit the‖ German‖ pilot’s‖ head‛‖ (Rochford‖ 2015,‖ 56).‖

‚McScotch‛‖ accounts‖ for‖ the‖ same‖ attack‖ pattern‖ (‚taking‖ careful‖ aim‖ and‖

holding my fire until within point-blank‖range‛)‖(1936,‖45).‖Hunting‖requires,‖as‖

McCudden puts it, studying the habits, characteristics, and psychology of the 

prey, stalking and waiting on its feeding grounds (2000, 128-129). Despite his 

statement that he hated to shoot an enemy without being seen because it was 

‚against‖what‖ little‖ sporting‖ instinct‖ *he+‖ had‖ left‛‖ (236),‖ he‖ talks‖ about‖ ‚joys 

only known to the pilot who has done a lot of Hun stalking, though perhaps 
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that same thrill is not unknown to big-game‖hunters‛‖ (251).‖This‖ sort‖of‖hunt‖

was no duelling, as Boelcke wrote a few weeks before dying, in September 1916: 

‚We‖cannot‖call‖this‖a‖fight,‖because‖I‖surprised‖my‖opponent‛‖(1917,‖195-196). 

On 23rd November 1916, Manfred von Richthofen shot down British Major 

Lanoe Hawker after a duel that brought the two pilots into close vicinity, 

circling‖each‖other‖to‖have‖a‖good‖shot:‖‚I‖had‖time to take a good look at my 

opponent. I looked down into his carriage and could see every movement of his 

head. If he had not had his cap on I would have noticed what kind of a face he 

was‖making‛‖ (Richthofen‖1918,‖125).‖Even‖more‖astonishing‖ is‖ the‖ impression 

that the close encounter with the enemy had on McCudden on 10th November 

1916:‖‚I‖got‖a‖very‖close‖view‖of‖the‖pilot‖at‖about‖20‖yards,‖and‖I‖swear‖that‖he‖

was‖grinning,‖for‖that‖Hun‖was‖the‖nearest‖I‖have‖ever‖been‖to‖one‖in‖the‖air‛‖

(2000, 117). Such sudden proximity with another man – and a hostile one – in 

the‖emptiness‖of‖the‖vast‖sky‖triggers‖McCudden’s‖amazement‖on‖22nd August 

1917, when the eye suddenly perceives the presence of the living human being 

inside the machine: 

 

I well remember looking at him too. He seemed only a boy. It seems all very strange to 

me, but whilst fighting Germans I have always looked upon a German aeroplane as a 

machine that has got to be destroyed, and at times when I have passed quite close to a 

Hun machine and have had a good look at the occupant, the thought has often struck me: 

‚By‖Jove!‖There‖is‖a‖man‖in‖it.‛‖This‖may‖sound‖queer,‖but‖it‖is‖quite‖true,‖for‖at‖times‖I‖

have fought a Hun and, on passing at close range, have seen the pilot in it, and I have 

been quite surprised. (173) 

 

McMillan‖ similarly‖ describes‖ a‖ close‖ encounter‖with‖ the‖ enemy:‖ ‚I‖was‖ close‖

enough to see (and almost to read the expression in) his keen blue-grey eyes 

behind his goggle glasses and as much of his face as was left uncovered: nose, 

mouth, chin and shape of cheek‛‖ (1972,‖ 162).‖ Ground‖ troops‖ seldom‖

experienced such close encounters during the First World War because hand-to-

hand fighting was rare and even during assaults soldiers were hit by bullets, 

shrapnel, and splinters much before they could reach the enemy positions. In 

that case, technological weaponry decreased the opportunities for close-range 

combat, but in the air, the instability of the aeroplane made shooting so 

imprecise that only by firing at point-blank range did pilots have some chance 

of downing their opponents. This was a paradoxical condition because in the 

vast emptiness of the sky it was hard to imagine the possibility of hiding and 

ambushing enemy planes from behind, and also because flying itself conveyed 
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a feeling of freedom and solitude that hardly harmonised with the reality of 

close-range massacres. 

As a consequence, the idea that a stalking head-hunter could at any time 

come out of the blue and open fire from behind was a constant cause of fear and 

anxiety for pilots. The idea itself of killing in cold blood an unaware pilot by 

machine-gunning him in the back could be equally shocking, as Italian pilot 

Silvio Scaroni wrote to his parents on 25th November 1917: 

 

I confess, my dear, that I still find it hard to get used to this new kind of war. You are so 

close to your opponent, during an aerial duel, that you can follow every little gesture he 

makes, in a desperate effort to save himself. In those brief moments, all my faculties are 

strained, through the aim of the machine gun, to quickly get rid of the enemy. However, 

as soon as this is hit to death and I see him fall, I no longer think that he was in the same 

condition as me, against me, and with the same intent: I see only the victim of a moment 

of ferocity. It will be a strange impression, but one that haunts me like a nightmare. 

(Scaroni 1922, 55) 

 

Thus, the close encounter with technology that triggered the passion for flight 

also unleashed its darker side when the reality of close-range aerial combat 

revealed its horrors and took its psychological toll. 

 

4. The horror: devastating wounds and horrible deaths 

The‖First‖World‖War‖gave‖birth‖ to‖ the‖ famous‖definition‖of‖‚shell-shock‛‖as‖a‖

condition that affected traumatised soldiers. However, as Cobden explains, this 

diagnosis never applied to pilots for several reasons (2018, 131). Nonetheless, 

military pilots suffered from stress, anxiety, nightmares, memory disorders, and 

even nervous breakdowns that forced them to stay away from the action for 

weeks and sometimes even months. These conditions‖ were‖ called‖ ‚flying‖

sickness‛‖and‖later,‖especially‖among‖pilots‖ themselves,‖ the‖‚nerves‛‖(Cobden‖

2018).‖As‖Collins‖ argues,‖ ‚while‖ statistics‖ on‖ psychiatric‖ treatment‖ for‖ British‖

war pilots are unavailable, personal accounts and official documents indicate 

that‖such‖difficulties‖were‖common‖in‖the‖air‖corps‛‖(2015,‖2).‖Famous‖aces‖like‖

Edward‖ Mick‖ Mannock‖ and‖ Albert‖ Ball‖ suffered‖ from‖ the‖ ‚nerves‛‖ and‖ the‖

former was also forced to take prolonged breaks to recover (Mannock 1966; 

Smith 2001; Bradbeer 2006, 34; Briscoe & Stannard 2014). Cobden continues 

stating that the RFC was always on the attack and pilots flew continuous 

sorties,‖ thus‖ ‚the‖ pace‖ of‖ air‖ operations‖ was‖ physically‖ and‖ mentally‖

exhausting,‖which‖accounted‖for‖ increased‖nervous‖casualties‛‖ (134). Even the 
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bold‖ Red‖ Baron‖was‖ a‖ victim‖ of‖ the‖ ‚nerves‛,‖ although‖ this‖ aspect‖ does‖ not‖

emerge from the first edition of his memoirs in 1917. However, in the third 

edition‖of‖1933,‖ the‖chapter‖‚Verwundet‛‖ (‚Wounded‛)‖appeared‖ for‖ the‖ first‖

time (144-149), followed by frequent references to the effects of the serious 

cranial injury that the pilot suffered from when he was hit on 6th July 1917:31 

physical and mental exhaustion after every flight (149) and above all anxiety, 

irritability, and a bleaker perception of the war that becomes haunting in the 

last months of his life: 

 

I am considering making a sequel to the Red Battle Flyer for a very specific‖reason.‖*<+‖I‖

now have the dark impression as if the Red Battle Flyer should show a completely 

different Richthofen – than‖I‖feel‖like‖myself.‖*<+‖I‖feel‖miserable‖after‖every‖fight.‖That‖is‖

probably due to the aftermath of being shot in the head. Once I have put my foot back on 

the‖ground‖at‖the‖airport,‖I‖retire‖in‖my‖four‖walls‖and‖I‖don’t‖want‖to‖see‖anyone‖or‖hear‖

anything. (203-204) 

 

Besides the fatigue resulting from physical and mental exertion, the other major 

cause of psychological stress derived from living constantly under the shadow 

of‖death.‖Pilots’‖memoirs‖depict‖ the‖horrific‖wounds‖ that‖close-range machine 

gun fire caused in the human body, also because pilots often visited the wrecks 

of the aeroplanes they shot down to collect evidence of their victories or just 

trophies to expose in their rooms. Just as ground troops were psychologically 

affected by the effects of technological warfare (above all the destructive power 

of high-calibre explosives), so were pilots aware that being shot down meant 

ending‖in‖a‖‚charred‖mass‖of‖wreckage‛‖(McCudden‖2000,‖230).‖This‖pilot‖wrote‖

that‖he‖felt‖sorry‖about‖shooting‖down‖enemies‖on‖his‖side‖of‖the‖line,‖‚where‖

you‖can‖see‖the‖results‖of‖your‖work‛‖(203).‖Similarly,‖‚McScotch‛‖remembers‖a‖

conversation‖with‖Mannock‖over‖the‖wreckage‖of‖an‖enemy‖plane:‖‚With‖great‖

emotion‖Mick‖described‖the‖mangled‖condition‖of‖the‖pilot’s‖body‖– blood and 

bones.‖Horrified‖and‖disgusted‖with‖him‖ I‖ remarked‖reproachfully:‖ ‘I’d‖never‖

like to see the smashed-up body of a man‖ I’d‖ killed‛‖ (1936,‖ 67).‖ Italian‖ ace‖

Scaroni was profoundly affected by the experience of seeing the effects of his 

shooting: 

 

I felt, as I went, a strange sense of discomfort at the thought that, in a few moments, I 

would have the tragic vision of my victims before my eyes: I confess that I would have 

gladly given up on this trip [...]. The machine was reduced to a shapeless mass, with the 

canvas and the wooden parts shattered to shreds within a tangle of wires: the engine was 

almost completely sunk into the soft ground of the field. [...] The body of the enemy 
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aviator was lying in front of the door [...]. He was a blond boy and his bloodless face 

betrayed no expression of pain, it was rather composed and there was a slight smile on it. 

Of course, he had died without suffering since a tremendous burst had almost truncated 

him in two, at the height of his chest. I walked away because that sight made me feel bad. 

(1922, 58) 

 

However, the most terrifying death that all pilots dreaded, which largely 

depended on technological weaponry, was by fire. If the petrol tank was hit and 

the machine caught fire, the violent stream of air from the propeller blew the 

flames against the pilot, who was in the meantime covered in petrol. Without a 

parachute, the pilot had no choice but to die charred in the fire or jump off the 

machine. All pilots, even those who found exciting the view of enemy planes 

going down in flames, were horrified and shocked by what Oswald Boelcke 

called‖‚a‖tremendous‖spectacle‛‖(1917,‖117).‖Mannock‖was so scared by it, that 

he‖carried‖a‖gun‖to‖shoot‖himself‖in‖case‖his‖plane‖should‖catch‖fire‖(‚McScotch‛‖

1936, 86-87). Scaroni describes in horror how he shot down an enemy plane in 

flames: 

 

I flew so near that I could already feel the heat of that tragic fire... I saw two hands 

groping out of the flames that desperately grabbed the edge of the upper wing; I saw the 

pilot’s‖head‖come‖out,‖covered‖with‖a‖yellow‖leather‖helmet...‖Abandoned‖the‖controls,‖he‖

stood up on the seat, as if trying to escape the flames that now enveloped everything. He 

turned towards me for a moment, looking at me fixedly, almost begging for help... I felt 

the desperate gaze of that man on me and I had to witness, without missing one single 

gesture, that hopeless struggle... he fell into the void. (1922, 108-109) 

 

More than any other experience, spectating death by fire triggers empathy in 

the‖pilots.‖‚McScotch‛‖declares‖himself‖‚horrified‖and‖soul-sickened at having 

sent‖a‖human‖being,‖even‖an‖enemy,‖to‖such‖a‖miserable‖death‛‖ (1936, 46), for 

‚a‖flaming‖machine‖was‖a‖nauseating‖sight‖for‖any‖pilot‛‖(80).‖McCudden,‖too,‖

recalls the state of shock in which sending his first enemy down in flames left 

him: 

 

*I+‖felt‖quite‖sick.‖I‖don’t‖think‖I‖have‖ever‖been‖so‖conscience-stricken as at the time [...]. 

That‖was‖my‖first‖Hun‖in‖flames.‖As‖soon‖as‖I‖saw‖it‖ I‖thought‖‚poor‖devil‛,‖and‖really‖

felt sick. It was at that time very revolting to see any machine go down in flames, 

especially when it was done by my own hands. [...] For the reminder of the evening the 

thought of that Albatros going down in flames, I confess, made me quite miserable. (2000 

170-171) 
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Even Richthofen admits that the sight of flaming aeroplanes impressed him 

deeply and haunted him in nightmares (1918, 155), and spends compassionate 

words for those who died so: 

 

Once I was on the ground next to a benzine tank. It contained one hundred litres of 

benzine which exploded and burnt. The heat was so great that I could not bear to be 

within ten yards of it. One can therefore imagine what it means if a tank containing a 

large quantity of this devilish liquid explodes a few inches in front of one while the blast 

from‖ the‖ propeller‖ blows‖ the‖ flame‖ into‖ one’s‖ face.‖ I‖ believe‖ a‖ man‖ must‖ lose‖

consciousness at the very first moment. (201) 

 

The major cause of such a horrifying death was a simple technological 

invention,‖namely‖the‖tracer,‖which‖Richthofen‖calls‖‚beastly‖stuff‛‖(136).‖This‖

bullet contained a charge of phosphor that left a wake of brilliant light, thus 

permitting pilots‖ to‖ check‖ where‖ the‖ shooting‖ hit.‖ ‚McScotch‛‖ recalls‖ in‖ his‖

memoirs that once, being frustrated by the apparent inefficacy of his shooting, 

he decided to fill his drums with three different kinds of ammunition, 

alternating one armour piercer, one tracer, and one Buckingham, as the British 

incendiary bullets were called. Edward Mannock, informed about that by a 

mechanic,‖stopped‖him‖and‖took‖the‖cartridges‖out‖of‖the‖drum:‖‚Do‖you‖mean‖

to say, Mac, that you would coolly fire that muck into a fellow-creature or, 

worse‖still,‖into‖his‖petrol‖tank,‖knowing‖what‖it‖must‖mean?‛‖(1936,‖87).‖Many‖

British pilots believed that these tracers were explosive bullets since they 

continued to burn vividly also after they hit the body (Bishop 1918, 69) and the 

use of such ammunition raised perplexities in more than one pilot, for example, 

Francesco Baracca: 

 

The tracers we use should not set the petrol on fire. Nonetheless, this often happens and 

it is a very impressive fact to see an aeroplane burn at three thousand metres and the 

pilots jump into the void as always happens. I am thinking of not using them anymore 

because I have already caused three machines to meet this end. But those bullets are very 

useful for correcting the aim because you can see where you hit, and after all they too, the 

Austrians, use them. (1919, 77) 

 

Nonetheless, all pilots used tracers, some carelessly and even with some 

satisfaction,‖ like‖ Bishop,‖ who‖ writes‖ that‖ ‚to‖ see‖ an‖ enemy‖ going‖ down‖ in‖

flames‖ is‖a‖source‖of‖great‖satisfaction‛‖(1918,‖103) and something that always 
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puts‖ him‖ ‚in‖ a‖ good‖ humour‛‖ (136).‖ The‖ pilots’‖ accounts‖ suggest‖ that‖ the‖

technical nature of the Great War took the upper hand on any speculation of 

moral‖ nature:‖ as‖ McCudden‖ stated,‖ thinking‖ about‖ his‖ becoming‖ ‚too‖

sentimental‛, ‚one‖cannot‖afford‖to‖be‖so‖when‖one‖has‖to‖do‖one’s‖job‖of‖killing‖

and‖going‖on‖killing‛‖(2000,‖204).‖As‖Habeck‖states,‖‚machinery‖did‖not‖liberate‖

soldiers from the task to be done; it imprisoned them in that inescapable 

environment‛‖ (2000,‖ 102),‖which‖made it impossible to glorify or domesticate 

industrialized warfare completely (123). 

 

Conclusions 

The close encounter with aerial technology in World War One was a two-

faceted experience: on the one hand, it triggered enthusiasm and elation, 

inspiring the idea that humankind was ready to conquer new spaces and 

subvert the traditional spatial coordinates – through‖ the‖ ‚vertical‖ revolution‛‖

and‖the‖myth‖of‖the‖‚knights‖of‖the‖air‛;‖‖on‖the‖other‖hand,‖it‖confronted‖many‖

thousands of young men with unprecedented experiences of physical and 

mental strain, anxiety, fear, and moral frustration that caused a high number of 

psychological breakdowns and a diffuse abuse of alcohol among pilots.32 

Richthofen, Bishop, Udet, Mannock, Rochford, Scaroni, and many other pilots 

confess that they suffered from combat stress. The new weapon manifested 

over the four years of war a growing potential that included the possibility of 

bombing military and civilian targets far beyond the front line. Aeroplanes also 

developed quickly in a frantic race to overcome the enemy by producing faster, 

more manoeuvrable, and more lethal fighting machines; and aerial fighting 

tactics also developed fast, often with utter disregard for the effect that 

prolonged flights at high altitudes had on the pilots. Weapons, too, became 

more and more deadly, first through the introduction of the synchroniser and 

later‖ by‖ the‖possibility‖ of‖mounting‖ ‚pom-pom‛‖ cannons‖ on‖ scouts.33 Despite 

the attempt to domesticate – and romanticise – technology through the myth of 

the‖ aces‖ and‖ ‚knights‖ of‖ the‖ air‛‖ as‖ supermen‖ able‖ to‖ rule‖ over‖ the‖machine‖

thanks‖ to‖ their‖ extraordinary‖ willpower‖ and‖ skills,‖ the‖ pilots’‖ testimonies‖

published since 1916 often revealed that aerial warfare had already established 

the inevitable subjugation of the human to the machine, which permitted some 

pilots even to foresee the future development of military aviation into a 

technological super-weapon (McCudden 2000, 267-268;‖‚Contact‛‖1917,‖169). 

Reading‖pilots’‖first-hand accounts of their close encounters with technology 

permits us to read through the lines of the myth, a deconstruction which 

scholars have already undertaken for some years. However, it is undeniable 
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that pilots express through their memoirs a strong feeling of self-reliance and an 

enthusiastic conception of mechanised warfare that precisely depends on their 

mastery of the technological device. Unlike the majority of witnesses from 

ground troops, who mostly represented the technological apparatus as a 

monstrosity that overwhelmed the human being, pilots came to grips with the 

machinery dynamically and romantically. It is not by chance that many pilots 

refer to their aeroplanes as animals, be they birds (eagles, hawks, sparrows, 

vultures, crows, and storks) or horses to mount, whose beauty and elegance 

they also praise – which‖should‖not‖be‖a‖surprise‖considering‖that‖some‖‚aces‛‖

came from cavalry like Baracca, Nungesser, and Richthofen. As Kehrt points 

out, the most profound effect of the technological revolution represented by 

aerial warfare between 1915 and 1918 was the profound interconnection of the 

human with the machine: unlike other forms of technological weaponry (above 

all artillery), the aeroplane maintained the human being in the commanding 

position as far as pilots steered the machine and operated it as a weapon by 

using the whole of their bodies, i.e. limbs and sensorial apparatus. The 

aeroplane, above all the fighter scout, empowered the warrior beyond any 

imagination, transferring the fight from earth into the skies, and yet never 

turning itself into a soulless, technical monster.34 
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Fig. 9:  Rochford (2015). 
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1  However, pioneer of aerostatic flight Nadar (pseudonym of Gaspard-Félix Tournachon) 

stated the opposite in 1864, acknowledging that aerostats would not permit the conquest of 

the air as far as they just flew in the wind. The zeppelins provided much better and more 

effective performances insofar as they were equipped with engines and could be steered. 
2  Cecil Lewis (2003, 7) remembers that his passion for flight was triggered by his childhood 

friend‖Hill,‖whose‖attic‖‚was‖full‖of‖models.‖Models‖hung‖on‖hooks‖from‖the‖ceiling‖and‖on‖

the walls; models stood on the tops of chests, on table, on the floor. The bench was a 

gorgeous‖muddle‖of‖tools‖and‖glue,‖veneer‖and‖solder,‖florists’‖wire‖and‖elastic.‖He‖taught‖

me‖the‖mysteries‖of‖hollow‖spars,‖bracing,‖and‖rigging.‛ 
3  Francesco Baracca (1919, 17), while serving as a cavalry officer, was allowed in January 1912 

to join a training course for military pilots abroad, at Reims, whence he wrote to his mother 

on 5th May that in France pilots were already respected and looked at in awe, while in Italy 

they‖were‖ just‖ labelled‖ ‚foolish‖ or‖ at‖ least‖ reckless‛‖ (dei pazzi o almeno dei temerari). James 

McCudden (2000, 2), too, mentions the sceptical comments of his comrades when he left the 

Royal‖Engineers‖to‖join‖the‖Royal‖Flying‖Corps:‖‚Some‖of‖them‖said‖I‖was‖a‖damned‖young‖

fool, and that if men were meant to fly they would have had wings,‖ and‖so‖on.‛‖Leonard‖

Rochford (2015, 11) and Silvio Scaroni (1922, 17) remember in their memoirs the glamour 

that surrounded aerial races in the 1910s when crowds of people gathered around the 

aerodromes to admire the stunting, looping, diving, and spinning aeroplanes. 
4  The British Royal Flying Corps was the first one to be created in 1912 to replace the 

previously existing Royal Engineers Air Battalion. The RFC was independent of both the 

Army and the Navy, although the latter soon managed to form its own Royal Naval Aerial 

Service,‖whose‖duty‖consisted‖in‖patrolling‖and‖protecting‖Britain’s‖southern‖shores‖and‖the‖

Channel. However, during the war, the RNAS deployed several squadrons on the Western 

Front, which were equipped with state-of-the-art machines (mostly Sopwith Pups and 

Triplanes in 1916 and Sopwith Camels since the summer of 1917). Other countries as France 

and Germany did not conceive at first of aviation as a third, independent branch of the 

armed forces. 
5  For‖example,‖‚on 1st October 1918 the Italian flying corps enlisted 55.699 men (1,9% of the 

2.940.526 mobilised soldiers), but only 3709 of them were airmen (2433 pilots, 990 observers, 

and‖ 286‖ gunners)‛‖ (Caffarena‖ 2010,‖ 91).‖ The‖ large‖mass‖ of‖ the‖ personnel‖were‖mechanics,‖

fitters, carpenters, welders, motorists, riggers, blacksmiths, and drivers. 
6  I‖ use‖ the‖ word‖ ‚myth‛‖ in‖ the‖ broad‖ sense‖ of‖ a‖ narrative‖ capable‖ of‖ making‖ ‚the past 

intelligible and meaningful by selection, by focussing on a few bits of the past which thereby 

acquired‖permanence,‖ relevance,‖universal‖significance‛‖ (Finley‖1965,‖283).‖Therefore,‖ I‖am‖
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not‖ using‖ the‖word‖myth‖ as‖ ‚an‖ interpretation‖ that‖ is‖ blatantly‖ false‛‖ (Hees‖ 1994,‖ 2),‖ but‖

rather‖ as‖ a‖ narrative‖ that‖ invents‖ a‖ tradition‖ (3).‖ The‖ myth‖ of‖ the‖ ‚knights‖ of‖ the‖ sky‛‖

remains a fundamental aspect of the historic-cultural heritage of the Great War as the first 

broadly‖technological‖conflict,‖and‖the‖pilots’‖memoirs‖are‖the‖basic‖‚particles‛‖of‖that‖grand‖

narrative. 
7  It‖is‖worth‖noting‖that‖Richthofen’s‖book was the first autobiographical narrative conceived 

as‖such,‖while‖Immelmann’s‖and‖Boelcke’s‖accounts‖consisted‖of‖the‖collected‖letters‖that‖the‖

two pilots exchanged with families and friends during the war.  
8  Dogfights‖ ‚were events of very short duration limited first of all by the supply of 

ammunition and fuel. They occurred at low altitude above the front line, directly over the 

heads of the soldiers-spectators, and ended with an immediately observable outcome such 

as the destruction of an aircraft (perhaps on fire), the hasty retreat behind the lines and 

safety offered by the anti-aircraft barrage, or consensual interruption (due to lack of 

ammunition,‖ inability‖ to‖ prevail,‖ or‖ other‖ reasons)‛‖ (Alagi 2015, 137-138). Simply enough, 

Leonard Rochford explained in an oral interview that a dogfight starts when the two parts 

are‖‚really‖mixed‖up‖and‖you‖have‖to‖fight‛‖(Miller‖1987).‖Many‖pilots‖remember‖the‖chaotic‖

entanglement of zooming aeroplanes during a dogfight, which made collisions and 

accidents very frequent and lethal (McCudden 2000, 154-155; Lewis 2003, 169). 
9  For example, French pilot Maurice Boyau and Belgian pilot Willy Coppens. The latter shot 

down the outstanding score of 35 observation balloons. See 

http://aircrewremembered.com/coppens-willy.html. 
10  It‖ is‖worth‖ remembering,‖ however,‖ that‖ some‖ famous‖ aces‖ began‖ their‖ ‚careers‛‖ either‖ as‖

observers (Richthofen, for example), two-seater pilots (e.g. Baracca, Boelcke, and Lewis) or 

even as mechanics (McCudden).  
11  To make a few examples, I can mention pilots Marcel Nadaud (1916), Strange (1933), and 

Mario Ceola (1997); observers Alan Bott (1917) and Auguste Claude Heiligenstein (2009); 

and gunner Archibald Whitehouse (1938). 
12  Alan‖‚Contact‛‖Bott‖remembers:‖‚It‖was‖cold‖on‖the‖ground.‖It‖was‖bitter‖as‖5000 feet. It is 

damnable at 10.000 feet. I lean over the side to look at Arras, but draw back quickly as the 

frozen hand of the atmosphere slaps my face. My gloved hands grow numb, then ache 

profoundly when the warm blood brings back their power to feel. I test my gun, and the 

trigger-pressure‖is‖painful.‖Life‖is‖worse‖than‖rotten,‖it‖is‖beastly‛‖(221).‖In‖an‖oral‖interview,‖

former pilot Balfour of Inchrye said that frostbite tormented all pilots, who smeared whale 

oil on their faces to protect themselves from it (Miller 1987). 
13  The‖American‖ translator‖ of‖Richthofen’s‖ book‖ inserts‖ a‖ long‖note‖ about‖ the‖ tactical‖use‖of‖

wind in aerial fighting on the western front in 1915-1918:‖‚It‖is‖well‖to‖note‖how‖often‖von‖

Richthofen refers to the wind being in his favor. A west wind means that while the machines 

are fighting they are driven steadily over the German lines. Then, if the British machine 

happens to be inferior in speed or manoeuvrability to the German, and is forced down low, 

the pilot has the choice only of fighting to a finish and being killed, or of landing and being 

made prisoner. The prevalence of west winds has, for this reason, cost the R.F.C. a very great 

number‖of‖casualties‖in‖killed‖and‖missing‛‖(Richthofen‖1918,‖151-152). See McScotch (1936, 

35). 
14  For‖example,‖see‖Donald‖Hardman’s‖interview‖in‖the‖documentary‖Cavalry of the Clouds. 

http://aircrewremembered.com/coppens-willy.html
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15  The same experience was recalled by NCO Eric Shrewsbury, a mechanic in RFC, who used 

to sleep on the ground under the wings during the first months of the war and remembers 

that‖one‖winter‖morning‖his‖blanket‖was‖as‖a‖‚solid‖board‛‖stiffened‖with‖ice‖(Miller‖1987). 
16  The definition of a psycho-physical standard of fitness was controversial, though. In 1914, no 

study existed that could evaluate the scale of physical and mental strain connected with 

flight, also because early flight did not reach high altitudes, where oxygen is scarce, and 

because in flight schools pupils flew their machine at a few hundred metres only. Only as 

the deployment of air forces grew during the war, the crews of bombers and observation 

planes, as well as fighter-scout pilots began to fly at high altitudes to keep out of the range of 

anti-aircraft artillery and exploit the advantage of elevation in combat. However, clinicians 

began to notice that after flying at high altitude, pilots displayed symptoms like lethargy, 

loss of appetite, weakness, loss of memory, headache, and breathing difficulties, which 

eventually‖gave‖birth‖to‖the‖clinical‖diagnosis‖of‖‚flying‖sickness‛‖(Cobden‖2018,‖132-133). 
17  Anyone could become a pilot notwithstanding social origin, nationality, or professional 

expertise: in Italy between 1917 and 1919, for example, officers were only 1744 out of 5193 

pilots (Minniti 2018, 211) and among the non-commissioned officers trained as pilots there 

were specialised workers, farmers, breeders, shopkeepers, clerks, fishermen, and even 

peasants (Caffarena 2010, 103). The strictest separation between officers and NCOs 

concerned the selection of observers, who had to be skilled in many technical duties such as 

cartography, photography, telecommunication, Morse code, aeronautical tactics, and 

gunnery. Because of this, observers were almost exclusively officers, while pilots could be 

NCOs.‖Therefore,‖as‖Caffarena‖has‖it,‖‚if‖on‖board‖an‖aeroplane, like in a social microcosm, 

observers and machine-gunners re-proposed a rigid class division from a socio-cultural 

point‖of‖view,‖pilots‖were‖an‖expression‖of‖interclass‖social‖mobility‛‖(103). 
18  Oswald Boelcke crashed after colliding in mid-air with a member of his flight; Max 

Immelmann crashed after his synchroniser failed and he damaged the propeller by firing his 

machine gun; James McCudden crashed after take-off due to engine failure; Albert Ball 

crashed after he – presumably – lost control of his aeroplane during a dogfight; New 

Zealander Clive Franklyn Collett crashed while testing a captured Albatros D.Va. The list 

could extend much further. 
19  Because rotary engines offered limited possibilities of throttling up and down quickly and 

effectively, the blip button installed on the joystick permitted the pilot to cut off the engine, 

thus serving as an air brake. Of course, this practice wore off the engine, diminishing its 

lifespan sensibly. 
20  Aeroplanes were often compared to animals, mostly hawks and eagles, but also horses to 

ride (and this is the very verb used by former cavalryman Francesco Baracca to mean 

‚flying‛,‖montare). As Habeck (2000, 115) precisely pointed out, ‚a‖German‖ Fokker‖might‖

‘pounce’‖ on‖ a‖British‖plane‖ like‖ ‘a‖hawk‖on‖ a‖ bird’,‖ or‖ an‖ airplane‖ could‖ be‖ ‘winged’‖ and‖

brought‖down‖to‖earth.‖*...+‖For‖those‖without‖any‖real‖defense‖against‖the‖enemy’s‖aircraft,‖

being‖ threatened‖ by‖ a‖ strafing‖ from‖ above‖ made‖ soldiers‖ feel‖ like‖ ‘a‖ flock‖ of‖ frightened‖

sparrows beneath the shadow of‖the‖hawk’.‖As‖with‖the‖tank,‖the‖airplane‖was‖often‖treated‖

as‖a‖ living‖thing,‖especially‖by‖the‖pilots.‖They‖complained‖of‖ the‖aircraft’s‖difficult‖moods‖

(planes‖were‖ almost‖ always‖known‖as‖ ‘she’)‖or‖praised‖her‖ for‖her‖game‖attempts‖ to‖hold‖

together in the face of trouble. In contrast to tanks, however, aircraft, even that of the enemy, 

rarely‖evoked‖horror.‛ 
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21  Not much did McScotch love the S.E.5, of which he criticised the weakness of the engine and 

the‖ ‚sluggishness‛‖of‖her‖ reaction‖ to‖ controls‖ (1936, 186 and 190). Conversely, McCudden 

liked the S.E.5 to the point that after flying her for the first time, he dreamt about it the next 

night (McCudden, 2000, 157). 
22  McCudden‖ was‖ a‖ great‖ fan‖ of‖ this‖ aeroplane‖ that‖ he‖ defined‖ as‖ ‚remarkably‖ fine‛,‖

‚extremely‖ light‛,‖ ‚controllable‛,‖ and‖ ‚nice‛‖ (2000,‖ 140-141).‖A‖ ‚delightful‖ little‖ plane‖ *...+‖

light‖to‖handle‖and‖quick‖to‖manoeuvre‛‖is‖how‖Rochford‖describes‖the‖Pup‖(2015,‖39). 
23  McMillan‖admired‖ the‖Sopwith‖1½‖Strutters,‖‚delightful‖aeroplanes‖ to‖ fly‖and‖ beautiful to 

look at. On the ground, when taxiing out to take off, they looked like brown butterflies; in 

the‖air‖they‖were‖alive‖and‖full‖of‖grace,‖charming‖companions‖of‖the‖clouds‛‖(1936,‖77). 
24  A similar incident occurred in July 1917 to Canadian ace Raymond Collishaw, who 

performed a violent deflection to avoid a mid-air collision, which made his seatbelt snap and 

ejected him from his cockpit. The pilot recalls that he had to grasp the wooden structure of 

the upper wing and wrestle to regain his position inside the cockpit (1973, 118-119). 
25  Other pilots remember the early aerial fights consisting of an exchange of rifle shots. See for 

example‖the‖memoirs‖of‖French‖ace‖René‖Fonck‖(1920)‖in‖chapter‖3,‖‚En‖escadrille‖de‖Corps‖

d’Armée‛. 
26  The same experience is accounted for by German ace Ernst Udet (1935), who remembers that 

in the early days of warfare aeroplanes flew unarmed, exception for darts (Stahlpfeile) and 

grenades to throw at enemy machines. 
27  Cecil Lewis remembers one day when, in the middle of a dogfight, his Lewis machine-gun 

went down from the over-wing rail and knocked down the windshield, exposing his face to 

the blowing hurricane of the propeller (1936, 167). McScotch, instead, remembers that once, 

as he pulled the chain to recharge his machine gun, he pulled the wrong one and dislodged 

the weapon that rushed down the rail and hit him on the top of his head, almost knocking 

him out (1936, 36-37). 
28  Billy‖Bishop‖mentions‖this‖kind‖of‖‚charge‛‖too,‖saying‖that‖‚it‖ is‖perhaps‖one‖of‖ the‖most 

thrilling‖moments‖of‖fighting‖in‖the‖air‛‖(1918,‖216). 
29  Balfour‖of‖Inchrye‖said‖in‖an‖interview‖that‖‚aces‛‖is‖an‖unfortunate‖word,‖for‖the‖RFC‖was‖

made‖of‖‚individuals‖and‖characters‛‖(Miller‖1987). 
30  René Schilling notes that 51 out of the 80 aeroplanes shot down by the Red Baron were 

observing two-seaters, which faster and more manoeuvrable scouts like the Albatros D.V 

and the Fokker Dr.I triplane could easily overwhelm in a fight (2002, 267). 
31  Richthofen’s‖memoirs‖were‖a‖literary‖case.‖Published in 1917, the book was issued again in 

1920‖ and‖ eventually‖ in‖ 1933,‖ with‖ a‖ preface‖ of‖ Richthofen’s‖ former‖ fellow‖ pilot‖ Herman‖

Goering. The three books differ profoundly from each other: the first edition offers an image 

of the author as a bold and heroic young conqueror. The second edition glorifies the 

individual above the crowd as a great hero, under the fashion of post-war apologetic 

interpretation of the German soldier who was never vanquished in battle. It is not by chance 

that the episode of the injury was omitted from this edition, although many unpublished 

materials written by his brother and letters were introduced. And finally, in the 1933 edition, 

the figure of the arrogant hero is partially corrected into that of a patriotic soldier who 

answers the call of duty like the mass of the people, in line with the new Nazi ideology 

(Schneider 1991, 161-167). 
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32  Rochford accounts for episodes of alcohol abuse and violence that left the pilots unable to fly 

(2015, 51-53), and also former pilot Donald Hardman confirmed that pilots drank a lot to 

overcome fear and to soothe their anxiety (Miller 1987). 
33  A‖ ‚pom-pom‛‖ cannon‖ was‖ a‖ weapon‖ that‖ fired‖ explosive‖ 37mm‖ calibre‖ bullets.‖ Bishop‖

mentions their use on German aeroplanes in the late stage of the war (1918, 219); Lewis 

recalls that French pilot Georges Guynemer used to fly a special model of Spad (much 

probably a XIII model)‖ equipped‖ with‖ a‖ ‚pom-pom‛‖ cannon‖ firing‖ through‖ the‖ hollow‖

propeller boss (2003, 196). 
34  As to such a point, it is interesting to‖note‖Richthofen’s‖remarks‖on‖huge‖bombers,‖which‖he‖

called‖‚colossi‛:‖‚In‖going‖about‖in‖such‖a‖colossus‖one‖has‖no‖longer‖the‖sensation‖that‖one‖

is flying. One is driving. In going about in a giant plane the direction depends no longer on 

one’s‖instinct but‖on‖the‖technical‖instruments‖which‖one‖carries‛‖(1918,‖219). 
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Researching‖ –‖ Surviving:‖ Agricultural‖ Experimentation‖ in‖

Ukraine‖ under‖ German‖ Occupation‖ during‖ the‖ Second‖

World‖War 
By‖Olena‖Korzun 

 

Abstract: Exploiting Ukrainian agriculture was crucial for the German geostrategic and military 

plans and it was pursued on a large scale, from confiscating raw materials to enhancing the 

scientific support of the industry. On the threshold of the Second World War, 137 Ukrainian 

research institutions carried out agricultural research funded with 17 million rubles per year. 

The lack of elaborate evacuation plans and the rapid advance of the Wehrmacht led to the failure 

of the Soviet evacuation campaign in 1941. The full-fledged evacuation was also impossible for 

objective reasons: for agrarian scientists, both the object and the result of their research hardly 

exist but on the land. Agricultural scientists who found themselves under the occupation of the 

German authorities tried to save from plunder and destruction the technical apparatus, the 

scientific documentation, and the breeding materials. Given the importance of agricultural 

research facilities for German food security, Ukrainian agricultural research institutions came 

under the jurisdiction of the German administrative structures (the Reichsministerium for the 

Occupied Eastern Territories). Ukrainian agricultural scientists remained in the occupied 

territories, where the occupants enforced compulsory military service. Thus, they were forced 

to‖work‖for‖the‖‚new‖masters‛,‖participate‖in‖the‖export‖of‖the‖intellectual‖product‖to‖Germany,‖

and provide assistance in scientific projects of the German military. The less appalling scenario 

for those scientists implied the continuity of the research pursued before the war, combined 

with the attempt to preserve the scientific results, and avoid starvation or deportation to 

Germany. 

 

Keywords: Second World War, Eastern front 1941-1945, German occupation of the Soviet Union, 

Ukrainian agriculture and agrarian science, History of science,  

 

 

The realities of the existence of a democratic Ukraine, which suffered military 

aggression, annexation and occupation of a certain part of its territory by the 

Russian Federation, actualize the study of the problem of preserving and 

restoring the research process for the needs of Ukrainian society. The historical 

experience of Ukrainian agricultural research in the period 1939–1945 is 

extremely important in this context. It makes it possible to analyse the issues of 

material and human losses, robbery, social, and ethical conflicts in the scientific 

sphere, as well as the interaction of scientists of the warring parties. In the 

extreme conditions of military confrontation, changes in the system of power, 

ideology and political system, devastation, significant movements of material 
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funds and population, and irreparable human losses, the Ukrainian agrarian 

scientific community faced the task of self-preservation and preservation of the 

scientific product. This period vividly illustrates how the strategic importance 

of scientific support of agriculture during the military conflict has increased, 

with each of the warring parties trying to make the most of the scientific 

potential of Ukraine in order to establish food security for each respective side. 

Ukrainian science is facing this same issue in the current military conflict.  

Under the concept of agricultural research, we understand a comprehensive 

study in specialized research institutions of agronomic, zootechnical and other 

agricultural phenomena carried out in natural and specially created conditions 

using appropriate methods and tools. The method of activity of such 

institutions is to work out the most effective ways to improve the cultural level 

of agriculture. In the conditions of military conflicts, agricultural research faces 

particularly unfavourable conditions, more than any other branch of 

knowledge. After all, an agricultural scientist has a specific object of research, 

which directly depends‖on‖ local‖ soil‖and‖climatic‖ conditions,‖ so‖ the‖ scientist’s‖

research cannot exist in isolation from a specific territory. In addition, most 

agrarian research processes are concentrated on experimental fields, gardens 

and farms, which are located not in scientific centres, but rural areas. In most 

cases, an agricultural scientist has a living scientific product – a plant or an 

animal. All this creates additional difficulties regarding its movement, export, 

or preservation.  

 

1. Preparing for the “expansion of vital space” 

At the time the National Socialists came to power in Germany, German society 

as a whole was still suffering from food shortages of the First World War, when 

there was a sharp drop in food production and famine. This was considered one 

of the main reasons for their defeat. It was only in the mid-1920s that the pre-

war level of agricultural production was reached and the industry was restored 

(Klemm 1992, 333). Along with the problem of redistribution of land resources 

to compensate for the territories lost after the war, the Nazis were also focused 

on analysing the food collapse during WWI, so that German agriculture would 

be better prepared for the future conflict. The idea was not only to increase 

productivity in agriculture, but to develop ways of maximum self-sufficiency in 

agricultural products, the so-called autarky policy. Their first goal was to make 

Germany’s‖ food‖ industry‖ self-sufficient by at least 95% and thus reduce its 

dependence on imports (Arnold 2005, 90). 
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During the Nazi period, agricultural research in Germany that aimed at 

achieving independence from food imports received unprecedented state 

support and funding within the framework of the most prestigious scientific 

organizations of the country: the Kaiser Wilhelm Society (Kaiser-Wilhelm-

Gesellschaft, KWG), the German Research Foundation (Deutsche 

Forschungsgemeinschaft), and and government ministries for food and 

agriculture, education and science, regional planning, and research Herbert 

Backe‖ developed‖ the‖ concept‖ of‖ ‚freedom‖ of‖ food‛‖ which‖ was‖ based‖ on‖ the‖

principles of autarky and food distribution. He was the Secretary General of the 

Ministry of Food and Agriculture under Richard Darré, and later succeeded 

Darré as Minister. Having a significant influence in the scientific circles of 

Germany (Senator from 1937, and First Vice-President of the KWG in 1941), 

Backe insisted on expanding the areas of scientific work in existing research 

institutions of agrarian direction and initiated the creation of new institutions 

(Heim 2001, 8). 

The methodological coordination of all sectorial research programs 

conducted by 1,200 sectorial research institutions subordinated to various 

departments was carried out by the Research Service (Forschungsdienst, FD), 

established in 1935 and headed by Professor of Agronomy at the University of 

Berlin, SS Oberführer Konrad Meyer-Hetling. However, according to Hitler, as 

summarized by historian Timothy Snyder, science could not solve the problem 

of food supply in Germany, because there was a lack of land resources (Snyder 

2017, 25). 

The‖purpose‖of‖expansion‖ to‖ the‖east‖of‖Europe‖ (concept:‖‚eastern‖space‛‖ – 

Ostraum) was to create a habitat for the German race, while the local population 

was to be displaced, enslaved, and destroyed. And in this concept, agricultural 

sciences were assigned a specific role in the planned targeted research that 

would allow the exploitation of the territories captured east of Germany and, 

above all, in Ukraine, to meet the needs of the Third Reich in food and raw 

materials (Rössler 1993). The development of the agricultural potential of 

Ukrainian lands had to take place in all its dimensions. In practice, it looked like 

a study of soil and climatic features of these regions, the breeding of plants and 

animals adapted to these conditions, analysis of labour relations in agriculture, 

and consumer needs. Therefore, one of the tasks of German scientists was to 

become acquainted with the achievements of Soviet agricultural scientists. Of 

particular interest were the results of research in institutions located in the 

Ukrainian lands as a key agricultural region. 
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This study was facilitated by the general policy of rapprochement in the 

scientific sphere, which prevailed after the signing of the Non-Aggression Pact 

between Germany and the Soviet Union on 23 August 1939. In March 1940, the 

Ministry of Science, Education and Public Education developed a special 

circular on the restoration of scientific contacts with the Soviet Union. The 

leaflet included a list of names of scientists by field who had to constantly 

review the achievements of Soviet science in their fields and inform their 

colleagues on their findings (Dafinger 2014, 89-95). An example of a direct 

study of the Soviet experience was the trip of a group of German scientists (J. 

Schmidt, T. Roemer, W. Gleisberg) to the All-Union Exhibition of National 

Economic Achievements (Moscow) in 1940. Soviet agricultural research was 

organised on a continental scale, and the scientists studied the challenges and 

solutions‖ with‖ Germany’s‖ plans for significant territorial expansion in mind 

(Heim 2006, 274-275). Also, surprising was the involvement of women in 

scientific research, which was extremely important during the war. But most 

important was the practical experience demonstrated by Soviet scientists. 

German scientists were stunned by the results of Soviet scientists on artificial 

insemination of agricultural grasses combined with hormone therapy, so it gave 

better results than their German colleagues. Breeding was also of particular 

interest. A special object of the competition was the collections of wild species 

of cereals and legumes, which were the source material for further breeding 

research. The Soviet Union frequently organised expeditions to collect plants on 

its own territory, and conducted experiments on growing plants in different soil 

and climatic conditions to study their characteristics and determine heredity 

and dependence on the environment. 

 

2. From academicians to collective farmers. Agricultural research in the 

Ukrainian SSR  

Ukrainian farmers could be proud of a functionally extensive network of 

agricultural research institutions. On the eve of the Second World War, 

agricultural research in the Ukrainian SSR was represented by sectorial research 

institutions that functioned in 16 of the 21 regions of the republic. As of April 

1941, there were 137 institutions with funding of more than 17 million roubles 

per year, a significant increase compared to previous years due to the accession 

of agrochemical laboratories of motor-tractor stations to the research network of 

the‖ People’s‖ Commissariat‖ of‖ Agriculture‖ of‖ the‖ Ukrainian‖ SSR.1 However, 

agrarian research institutions, which functioned on the territory of Ukrainian 

lands, did not have a proper unified coordination centre and were scientifically 
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and methodologically disparate. In 1935, after the high-profile arrests of 

academicians of the Ukrainian Academy of Agricultural Sciences (Kharkov), the 

institution was liquidated. Only four research institutions in the Ukrainian SSR 

were subordinated to the central scientific coordination centre of agricultural 

science of the USSR – the All-Union Academy of Agricultural Sciences named 

after Vladimir Lenin (VASKhNIL, Moscow). Its competence also included the 

implementation of scientific support for national agricultural development 

programs throughout the country. Most of the 97 institutions (10 research 

institutes, 28 experimental stations, 16 experimental fields, 43 support points 

located in collective farms of the Ukrainian SSR and the Central Agricultural 

Library) were subordinated to the relevant republican ministry – the‖People’s‖

Commissariat of Agriculture of the Ukrainian SSR, which corresponded to the 

popular principle of merging science with practice. However, the structural unit 

of this ministry – the Sector of Research Institutions – actually controlled only 

financial and personnel issues, without interfering in the planning of research 

work. On the territory of the Ukrainian SSR, there were also agricultural 

research institutions that were subordinated to other ministries, usually of the 

all-Union scale – the‖ People’s‖ Commissariat‖ of Agriculture of the USSR, the 

People’s‖Commissariat‖of‖State‖Farms‖of‖ the‖USSR.‖For‖ example,‖ the‖People’s‖

Commissariat of the Food Industry of the USSR controlled the All-Union 

Institute of Sugar Industry, five research stations and two support points. 

At the same time, the fundamental problems of Ukrainian agrarian science 

were also studied in the system of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR in the 

Department of Biological Sciences in the institutes of botany and zoobiology. 

The outbreak of the Second World War intensified its activities, within which 

specialized teams of scientists were formed to coordinate complex 

interdisciplinary scientific research: the study of pests and diseases of 

agricultural plants and animals, soil erosion, research of production capabilities 

of the western Ukrainian region, annexed to the USSR in 1939. 

Such organizational dispersion did not allow to effectively solve the 

problems of agriculture of the republic, using all available scientific resources. 

On the other hand, the Ukrainian agricultural science, being decentralized in 

the conditions of centralization of science, fell into the status of secondary, 

inferior, and applied. This easily fitted into the format of a unique phenomenon 

that was introduced in the Soviet Union – collective farm research.2 Professing 

the same principle of merging science with practice, house-laboratories were 

organised at collective farms as production associations, where the results 

proposed by scientists were checked by collective farmers. The emergence of 

such an organizational structure of agricultural research was due to the 
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transition of the state in the late 1920s to collective farming and was to become 

an alternative to the branch academy of sciences. Academician and later 

President of VASKhNIL, Trofim Denisovich Lysenko was an active advocate of 

house-laboratories. The success of the work of research institutions was 

measured by whether they could organise a broad verification of their scientific 

findings through these house-laboratories, and assist in organizing and setting 

up experiments and observations in collective farm production. With such an 

organization of the research process, the status of the collective farmer was 

higher than the status of the scientist. Often the further fate of not only the 

research, but also the team of scientists depended on the conclusions of the 

collective farmer. In case of the ineffectiveness of the experiments, scientists 

could easily be accused of sabotage and anti-Soviet activities. The end of the 

1930s was marked by high-profile trials of entire scientific teams. Especially 

active was the so-called purge of personnel in breeding institutions. During 

these years, the methods proposed by Lysenko, who rejected classical genetics, 

were actively implemented. Those who opposed were fired, persecuted or even 

arrested. As a result, experienced and specialized employees were replaced by 

people who mostly came to science from production and had only a few years 

of scientific experience. This is confirmed by the figures presented in the report 

of the Agricultural Department of the Central Committee of the Communist 

Party of the Bolsheviks of Ukraine (CP(b)U), conducted in 1937 on the 

development of breeding in Ukraine. Of the 265 young specialists in the 

network of research‖institutions‖of‖the‖People’s‖Commissariat‖of‖Agriculture‖of‖

the Ukrainian SSR, a quarter of the workers had some scientific experience of 

up to 2 years, more than 60% had up to 6 years of experience. And only 12% 

had more than 10 years of scientific‖experience.‖The‖‚public‛‖opinion‖continued‖

to be imposed that agricultural scientists who were educated and formulated 

during‖ the‖ empire‖were‖ either‖ unable‖ to‖ carry‖ out‖ the‖ programs‖ of‖ ‚socialist‖

reconstruction‖ of‖ agriculture‛‖ or‖were‖ ‚counter-revolutionaries‛,‖ ‚pests‛,‖ and‖

‚lone‖wolves‛.‖And‖as‖Bolshevik‖propaganda‖convinced,‖they‖were‖one‖of‖the‖

main factors that hindered the breakthrough of the industry. As the head of the 

Agricultural Department of the Central Committee of CP(b)U, Zynoviy 

Yosypovych Sidersky,‖noted:‖‚Despite‖the‖industrial‖cleansing,‖the‖composition‖

of scientific workers is littered with class-hostile‖people.‛3 

The scientific community was becoming more and more a nomenclatural 

state of society; all stages of entry into it – from admission to postgraduate 

studies to higher positions – were under the control of party bodies. According 

to‖the‖recommendations‖submitted‖by‖VASKhNIL,‖‚When‖selecting‖candidates‖

for postgraduate studies, it is necessary to pay attention to the selection of 
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socially acceptable and the most stable comrades in the party attitude, capable 

of‖research‖work.‛4 In the period from 1934 to 1941, the number of postgraduate 

students in the country increased by 3.5 times (from 268 to 926 people), and in 

1936 there were 236‖ doctoral‖ students.‖ According‖ to‖ system‖ of‖ the‖ People’s‖

Commissariat of Agriculture of the Ukrainian SSR, 60 to 80 people annually 

enrolled in graduate schools.5 This trend was in line with the goals that stood 

for science in general – ‚rejuvenation‖of‖personnel‛.‖However,‖the‖results‖of‖this‖

attempted modernization of agricultural science using forced personnel were 

weak. According to the report on the work of the Ukrainian Research Institute 

of Forestry and Agroforestry in 1937, only 3 out of the 60 postgraduate students 

who were at the institute during the 1930s, defended their dissertations, which 

led to professors being accused of sabotage.6 A similar situation can be traced in 

other research institutes. 

Thus, agricultural research has become an integral element of the state, with 

all its advantages and disadvantages. Having received priority funding, the 

agricultural research community had to come to terms with the rigid 

ideological and administrative dictates. At the same time, the de-indoctrination 

of science ultimately posed a threat to the state itself, whose incompatibility 

with science and the archaic nature of totalitarian governance was becoming 

increasingly apparent. 

 

3. Change of owners  

3.1 Evacuation of agricultural research institutions: a problem without 

a solution  

The Soviet Union, preparing for an offensive war, did not have any evacuation 

plans developed in advance at the ministerial level in case of a large-scale war 

on the territory of the USSR (Pastushenko 2011, 495). This explains why this 

process in some regions of the country, especially in Western Ukraine and the 

Right Bank, was spontaneous. According to the Decree of the Central 

Committee of the Communist Party of the Bolsheviks of the Soviet Union 

(CPSU (b) of 27 June 1941, the property of the most important industrial 

enterprises, raw materials and food, and other valuables of national importance 

were subject to priority evacuation. The people were first considered only on 5 

July‖ 1941,‖when‖ the‖Resolution‖of‖ the‖Council‖ of‖ People’s‖Commissars‖ of‖ the‖

USSR developed the procedure for evacuation of the population in wartime. 

However, it was determined that the priority was the export of machinery, 

equipment and raw materials, so the priority evacuation was subject to 

specialists who accompanied the cargo. The largest volumes of material values 
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were planned to be exported from Ukraine, so the leadership of the Ukrainian 

SSR created the Governmental Commission on Evacuation headed by Dmytro 

Zhyla,‖ Deputy‖ Chairman‖ of‖ the‖ Council‖ of‖ People’s‖ Commissars‖ of‖ the‖

Ukrainian SSR. Only on 30 July 1941, the mobilization plan for the development 

of the national economy was adopted, which required constant adjustment due 

to the disappointing military situation (496). In Ukraine, the first mass 

evacuation campaign lasted about four months – from June to mid-October 

1941, because by November German troops had already occupied a large part 

of the Ukrainian SSR. The second wave, which began in May 1942, was much 

smaller and covered only the Voroshilovgrad region. 

The conditions at the beginning of the war dictated the need for urgent 

evacuation to the rear areas of scientific institutions. One of the first decisions of 

the Evacuation Commission concerned the institutions of the Academy of 

Sciences of the USSR, adopted on 29 June 1941. On 3–7 July, the list of 

academicians and corresponding members and scientists of physical, chemical 

and mathematical sciences was approved. The main location of the evacuated 

academic property and staff was established in Ufa.7 But only part of the 

scientists and property of the institutions could be relocated to the rear areas of 

the Soviet Union. 

Particular emphasis on the importance of evacuating the property of all 

agricultural‖ institutions‖was‖made‖ in‖ the‖resolution‖of‖ the‖Council‖of‖People’s‖

Commissars of the USSR and the Central Committee of the CPSU(b) on 17 

November 1941 regarding the plan of agricultural work, which stated: 

 

In the conditions of the Patriotic War against German fascism, the temporary loss of a 

number of agricultural areas, especially important in providing the country with food 

and agricultural raw materials is the further expansion of sown areas and increase in 

yields of grain, industrial, vegetable crops and potatoes, especially in the Volga region, 

the Urals, Siberia, Central Asia. (Ukrayins’ka RSR 1967, 168) 

 

Agricultural research institutions of the Ukrainian SSR had to contribute to this 

by deploying activities in the new natural and climatic conditions, joining the 

development of specialists in these areas. The rapid advance of the German 

army through the territory of the Ukrainian SSR prevented the organization of 

this process in the western and right-bank regions, largely in the southern 

regions of the republic. The evacuation of agricultural institutions from Kyiv 

and the Left Bank regions was more organised. The Soviet side partially 

evacuated only laboratory equipment and personnel of seven agricultural 
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institutes and eight research stations. The property that could not be evacuated 

to‖ the‖ rear‖ in‖ accordance‖ with‖ the‖ resolutions‖ of‖ the‖ Council‖ of‖ People’s 

Commissars of the USSR and the Central Committee of the CPSU (b) of 27, 

29,and 30 June 1941 was subject to destruction (Pastushenko 2011, 502). Some 

stations, their documentation and equipment, and crops were deliberately 

destroyed by the Soviet administration,‖implementing‖‚scorched‖earth‛‖tactics.‖

The‖main‖ executors‖ of‖ the‖ Soviet‖ authorities’‖ directives‖ on‖ the‖ destruction‖ of‖

property were the state security agencies. One particularly damaging act 

occurred in the Kyiv and Poltava regions: The Supoj river reclamation system 

had‖been‖cared‖about‖by‖Supoj’s‖operational‖and‖reclamation‖department,‖and‖

scientific support came from the Panfilo-Yahotyn stronghold, which was part of 

the institutional network of the Ukrainian Research Institute of Hydraulic 

Engineering and Land Reclamation. Over the course of three weeks, the 

People’s‖ Commissariat‖ of‖ Internal‖ Affairs (NKVD) flooded the marshes, 

swamps, surrounding land, and crop fields with water from two reservoirs, 

over 20 million cubic meters of water. The drainage reclamation network, the 

result of many years of work by reclamation scientists, was destroyed. 

(Dovhoruk 2018).   

The situation at the front led to a multi-stage evacuation of agricultural 

research institutions, due to which a significant part of the valuable scientific 

property was lost on the way. The route for most institutions was Kharkov, 

then Voronezh and later Saratov regions of the Russian Soviet Federative 

Socialist Republic. Agricultural research institutions that were of all-Union 

importance were relocated to the bases of research institutions that were part of 

their network or with which they had close scientific and production contacts. 

In wartime, when the redeployment was spontaneous, a certain part of the 

research institutions was dispersed among different institutions, which 

prevented them from developing the research process properly. Under such 

conditions, the geography of agricultural research institutions of the Ukrainian 

SSR was outlined by the regions of the Volga, Urals, Siberia and Central Asia, 

which corresponded to the goals of the USSR government to attract the 

scientific potential of agricultural research institutions of the Ukrainian SSR to 

intensify the industry of the rear regions of the Soviet Union (figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Map-scheme of relocation paths of Ukrainian agricultural 

research and educational institutions during the Second World War 

 

3.2 Taking control  

Due‖ to‖ the‖ importance‖ of‖ agricultural‖ research‖ facilities‖ for‖ Germany’s‖ food‖

security, these institutions were under the special control of the Imperial 

Ministry of the Occupied Eastern Territories (Reichsministerium für die besetzten 

Ostgebiete, RMfdbO), which was formally responsible for the administration of 

the occupied eastern territories. The ministry oversaw the Central Service for 

the Research of the East (Zentrale für Ostforschung des Reichsministeriums für die 

besetzten Ostgebiete),‖Alfred‖Rosenberg’s‖Operational‖Headquarters‖ (Einsatzstab 

Reichsministeriums für die besetzten Ostgebiete). These offices conducted surveys 

of research institutions in the occupied territories, seized valuable scientific 

property, coordinated business trips of German scientists and specialists to 

these territories, developed projects to reorganise agricultural research in the 

occupied territories for the needs of Germany. 
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On the territory of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, coordination centres for 

agricultural research were organised and took control of all agricultural 

research institutions. Beginning in September 1941, the Centre for Agricultural 

and Forestry Research for North-western Ukraine (Landwirtschaftlich 

Forschungszentrale für die Nordwest Ukraine), or its abbreviated name – the Centre 

for Agricultural Research (Landwirtschaftliche Forschungszentrale), began to 

operate in Kyiv at the Reichskommissariat Ukraine under the leadership of the 

Rector of the Institute of Animal Husbandry and Dairy Farming at the 

University of Göttingen, Professor Dr Otto Sommer (Sil’s’ke hospodarstvo URSR 

2012, 77-78). In order to control the scientific life of the southern region of 

Ukraine, the Research Centre of South Ukraine (Forschungszentrale Süd Ukraine) 

began to operate in September 1941. Due to the fact that the city of Odesa, the 

largest scientific hub of southern Ukraine, was part of the Governorate of 

Transnistria and was subordinated to the Romanian authorities, the centre of 

coordination of scientific research in the southern region of Ukraine became the 

city of Kherson, which also had powerful resources for the development of 

scientific work for the needs of agriculture. Before the war, the Kherson 

Agricultural Institute functioned here, and the Cotton Research Station with a 

powerful scientific base was located near the city. The centre was headed by 

Professor Dr Eduard von Boguslawski, who was the head of the experimental 

farm in Wroclaw-Güntherbrücke, Versuchswirtschaft (Piegler 1940, 153). 

In their analysis of the scientific institutions of agrarian direction, German 

experts noted the scale of Soviet agricultural science. However, they also 

observed that the institutions were fragmented and did not have a properly 

unified scientific and methodological centre that would manage and direct all 

the work of the network according to a certain plan. Methodological isolation 

within each institution led to the duplication of topics. In particular, in his final 

report,‖the‖head‖of‖the‖Science‖group‖of‖Rosenberg’s Operational Headquarters, 

Wolfgang von‖ Franke,‖ argued‖ that‖ ‚the‖ basic‖ Bolshevik‖ principle‖ was‖ to‖

fragment scientific work in a large number of institutes that developed related 

and similar tasks. [...] There are some that are essentially just laboratories or 

workshops,‖without‖scientific‖significance.‛8 Therefore, the main working issue 

was the reorganization of science in the direction of uniting institutions for 

more applied research. According to the report of the Central Service for 

Oriental Research, this‖ institution‖was‖ tasked‖with‖‚making‖Oriental‖ research‖

potential‖available‖for‖German‖research‖to‖strengthen‖and‖improve‖the‖Reich’s‖

military‖economic‖power.‛9 

First of all, the occupiers aimed to use the potential of the institutes of the 

Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR as efficiently as possible. Already in 
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his report, von Franke pointed out that the institutes of the Academy of 

Sciences of the natural cycle (Institutes of Biology and Zoology) should 

continue to exist. The project of reorganization of these academic institutions 

into applied research institutions was developed by Professor Dr W. 

Gleisberg.10 The Institute of Agricultural Botany (Institutes für Landwirtschaftliche 

Botanik) was established on the basis of the Institute of Botany of the Academy 

of Sciences of the USSR. The Institute of Plant Protection (Landesanstalt für 

Pflanzenkrankheiten und Pflanzenschutz), which was sometimes called the Central 

Plant Protection Station (Zentralanstalt für Pflanzenschutz), was created by 

combining non-evacuated scientists and employees of the Institute of Zoology 

of the Academy of Sciences, the Pest Control Department of the Institute of 

Sugar‖Industry‖of‖the‖People’s‖Commissariat‖of‖Agriculture‖of‖the‖USSR. 

Officially, the first stage of the reorganization of agrarian science began on 6 

June 1942 by creating a single centre to ensure and unify economic and local 

history research in Ukraine. In order to achieve this goal and to provide 

scientifically sound information to the services of the Reichskommissariat 

Ukraine, the Institute of Regional Studies and Economic Research (Institut für 

Landeskunde und Wirtschaftsforschung) was established (Professor Dr von 

Grünberg in Rivne was appointed as curator, and Dr M. Rosenberg, Advisor to 

the State Administration, in Kyiv, was appointed as executive director) 

(Nimets’ki vcheni 1942). 

According to the recommendations of this Institute, control over the crop 

sector, especially with regard to breeding research, was the first task that 

needed to be established. Already on 19 August 1942, the Imperial Ministry of 

the Occupied Eastern Territories‖ issued‖ a‖ ‚Circular‖ on‖ objects‖ in‖ the‖ field‖ of‖

agriculture‖ and‖ crop‖production‛‖ (Runderlaß über Einrichtungen auf dem Gebiet 

des Acker- und Pflanzenbaues), according to which the Ministry determined a 

special status for all research institutions of the regional level (research stations, 

laboratories, experimental fields, seed control stations), which would provide 

surveys, productivity tests, and phytosanitary measures in agriculture. The task 

was to consolidate all existing and surviving former Soviet research institutions. 

The next step took place on 30 September 1942, when the circular of the 

Reichskommissar for Ukraine, Erich Koch, clearly spelt out the subordination of 

all‖ research‖ institutes‖ and‖ institutions‖ that‖were‖defined‖as‖ ‚regional‛‖ (Landes 

Institute). The scientific support of all regional institutes was carried out by the 

Department of Science and Culture (Abteilung Wissenschaft und Kultur). A 

German scientific curator had to be appointed at each institution. The 

procedure for their approval was determined – professional departments 
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submitted their proposals for candidates among with well-known German 

scientists, and the Department of Science and Culture approved them. In 

addition, the political and organizational management of the institutions was 

carried out by employees of professional departments, the so-called 

researchers-referent (Forschungsreferent), who were simultaneously 

subordinated to the Department of Science and Culture.11 In real life, the 

Ukrainian administrative apparatus coordinated all actions with German 

curators and indeed only monitored the implementation of their orders. 

Paul Körner was responsible for the organization of agricultural research 

(Landesbauerführer) in the Reichskommissariat. He was considered the right hand 

of G. Gernig, representing him in the General Council of the four-year plan, and 

he was also a member of the Presidium of the German Research Foundation 

(Neliba 2005, 57). On 13 October 1942, he drafted a decree on the establishment 

of the Regional Office for Agricultural Research and Training (Landesamt für 

Landw. Forschungs- und Ausbildungswesen). It was noted that the natural and 

economic features of agricultural production in Ukraine differ from those in 

Germany, so it was deemed necessary to conduct large-scale research on all 

issues related to agriculture, their evaluation, and transfer to production for the 

successful development of the agricultural potential of this region. The Regional 

Research Centre (Landesforschugszentrale), as the executive structure of the 

department, had to carry out the organizational and administrative unification 

of all regional research institutes. A subordination structure was created, 

according to which the Regional Research Centre would be overseen by both 

the Regional Office for Agricultural Research and Training and the Department 

of Nutrition and Agriculture (Hauptabteilung Ernährung und Landwirtschaft). In 

the opinion of the developer, this would guarantee that the results of the 

research work would be methodologically consistent and could also be 

implemented in practice. 

The project was discussed at the meetings of the Ministry in February and 

March 1943. The main key positions were that the Centre should report on the 

planning of research work on the territory of Ukrainian lands, and 

subsequently report on their implementation to the Central Service for the 

Research of the East. This instruction also concerned the solution of personnel 

issues – all scientists who were under the jurisdiction of the Regional Research 

Centre were first approved by the Central Service for the Research of the East.12 

This project was implemented with certain improvements and adopted by 

the Reichskommissar circular of 14 April 1943.13 New in the document was a clear 

delineation general economic and agricultural research areas, whose specialists 
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were formed into committees. The heads of the committees were to be 

appointed from among the best German directors of research institutes in the 

occupied territories. In particular, the head of the latter was to report directly to 

the Department of Nutrition and Agriculture. To advise the Head of the 

Research Centre (Präsidenten), a Council was formed from two committees. The 

existence of the Branch Kherson ensured the activities of research institutions in 

the south of Ukraine. For the first time, the funding scheme was specified. The 

final registration took place on 25 August 1943, when Reichskommissar of 

Ukraine‖ Koch‖ signed‖ the‖ order‖ ‚On‖ the‖ new procedure for conducting 

important‖research‖in‖scientific‖ institutions‖of‖Ukraine‛.‖According‖to‖the‖new‖

document, the Regional Research Centre of Ukraine would fall under the 

Reichskommissar of Ukraine (Landesforschungszentrale Ukraine beim 

Reichskommissar für die Ukraine) (hereinafter  the Coordination Centre). It would 

be based in Kyiv and headed by the same Professor Sommer from the German 

side (Istoriya Natsionalʹnoyi 2007, 624-625). The Centre controlled the scientific 

and political issues of all the research institutions that were overseen by the 

Reichskommissariat, and it was also a representative of the Central Service for the 

Research of the East. 

Particular attention was paid to the agricultural direction; the conditions of 

war demanded rapid development of the agricultural potential of Ukrainian 

lands, which in turn required unified management in agricultural research. 

Therefore, a Special Group of Agricultural Research (Sondergruppe 

landwirtschaftliche Forschung) was created within the Regional Research Centre. 

Discussions continued on the status and subordination of the Research Centre 

of the South of Ukraine. This process was completed by the creation of the 

Kherson branch of the Special Group (Nebenstelle Cherson der 

Landesforschugszentrale Ukraine – Sondergruppe landwirtschaftliche Forschung), and 

Professor Yancke (624-625) was appointed the German curator. 

Out of the nine research institutes subordinated to the Regional Research 

Centre, three regional institutes (veterinary research, agriculture and local lore, 

and forestry) represented agricultural topics. The Special Group included 

another 11 research institutes and ten stations, and the Kherson branch had five 

institutes (most of them are essentially branches of the central ones) and six 

stations.  
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Figure 2: The final version of the agricultural research case management model on the 

territory of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine 

 

The Regional Research Centre of Ukraine was financed from the budget of the 

Reichskommissariat Ukraine under Section‖ VI‖ ‚Science,‖ upbringing‖ and‖ public‖

education‛,‖ but‖ the‖ Special‖ Group‖ and‖ its‖ branch‖ in‖ Kherson‖ and‖ all‖ the‖

institutions that were subordinated to them were provided under Section VII 

‚Food‖ and‖ agriculture‛.14 Thus, during 1942–1943 there was a permanent 

reorganization of agricultural research under the Reichskommissariat Ukraine 

with the goal of maximizing the scientific potential of agriculture on Ukrainian 

lands. But agricultural research in Ukraine was not integrated into the general 

German context, which once again confirms the colonial nature of the 

conquests. 

 

3.3 The task for Ukrainian scientists: to save themselves and their 

research 

A. Survival strategies 

A significant number of agricultural scientists remained in the occupied 

territories. Approximately 243 scientists worked in agricultural research 

institutions of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, which was almost half of the 
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entire scientific staff of the industry before the war. There were multiple reasons 

for this situation. First of all, only party members and their families, and 

administrative staff of institutions (who had to be party members) were subject 

to evacuation. Outstanding achievements in the scientific field were not reason 

enough for evacuation priority. Some were not evacuated for personal reasons: 

family circumstances (old and sick relatives), age, or health. Some deliberately 

avoided leaving. Others wanted to stay to protect the results of their own and 

collective scientific work from theft and destruction. There were also those who 

expected the arrival of a civilized nation and wanted to continue working on 

their research. Some dreamed of joining Western European scientific projects, 

which most scientists in the Soviet Union were deprived of. Yet others had 

experienced repression and persecution by the Soviet authorities against 

themselves, family members or friends, so they consciously wanted to work for 

another state. 

The people who found themselves in the occupied territories faced the 

question of survival in the new socioeconomic and political conditions, and 

therefore interaction with the occupation authorities. Here it is important to 

determine the line between forced labour versus assisting the enemy in winning 

the war. After all, these scientists would all be accused of collaboration with the 

enemy when the Soviets returned to power. Their scientific careers would be 

suspended, they would be removed from scientific work, or they would be 

arrested and deprived of all scientific titles. 

Compulsory labour duty was introduced in the occupied territories from the 

very first days (Nimets’ko-fashyst·s’kyy okupatsiynyy rezhym 1963, 27-29). Of 

course, the best scenario for intellectuals was to continue the activities they had 

been doing before the war. Official employment in research institutions helped 

scientists to survive in difficult wartime conditions. First of all, it guaranteed a 

stable financial income, and issuance of labour cards, which exempted them 

from forced labour in Germany. 

Representatives of research institutions tried to interact with local authorities 

to prove the need to preserve scientific institutions in the occupied territories. 

Scientists were in constant contact with representatives of the Department of 

Culture and Education at the Kyiv City Administration. As a result, the 

composition of the Presidium of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences was 

approved and 21 institutions were appointed acting directors.15 In December 

1941, the decision of the Kyiv City Council already‖ stated‖ that‖ ‚given‖ the‖

political significance and economic effect of the work of academic institutions in 
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the revival of industry and agriculture of Ukraine, it is inexpedient to bring any 

of‖these‖institutions‖to‖a‖certain‖mothballing.‛16 

In the draft resolution‖ of‖ the‖Kyiv‖City‖Council‖ ‚On‖ the‖ reorganization‖ of‖

research‖institutions‖in‖Kyiv‛‖of‖29 December 1941, it was proposed to continue 

the work of 34 research institutions registered in the Department of Culture and 

Education with their further reorganization. However, according to the report 

of the Generalkommissar of Kyiv, Waldemar Magunia, on 5 January 1942, it was 

decided to liquidate the Academy. Only institutions with a technical and 

natural profile were considered useful by the German civil authorities, so they 

were transferred to the relevant departments of the Reichskommissariat.17 The 

final decision to preserve such institutions and continue their scientific work 

was‖ made‖ only‖ on‖ 15‖ January‖ 1942,‖ because,‖ as‖ noted,‖ ‚there‖ is‖ a‖ German‖

interest‖in‖this.‛18 

In the first months of occupation, when the further fate of agricultural 

research institutions was still being decided, the main task for scientists was to 

preserve the material and technical base, scientific documentation, and 

breeding materials from destruction or theft by local residents. In most scientific 

teams, a process of self-organization took place. In these cases scientists 

themselves initiated a meeting of the team, elected a head or official 

representative (in the absence of the previous director) responsible for the 

protection of the left property, and developed plans for operational activities to 

continue research work.19 

Throughout the entire period of occupation, the issue of providing food and 

industrial goods of prime necessity was acute. According to the recollections of 

biologist Professor Heinrich Walter, who worked as a senior advisor to the 

Centre‖for‖Agricultural‖Research:‖‚Many‖of‖the‖scientists‖looked‖extremely‖bad‖

and‖were‖at‖the‖limit‖of‖their‖strength‛‖(Val’ter‖2006a,‖32). To save the scientific 

staff from the effects of the war, the German leadership tried to improve the 

general standard of living of Ukrainian scientists. In addition to the products 

provided by ration cards, employees of the institutes received food at officially 

established, not the market prices that were several times higher and constantly 

growing. The problem of food supply was solved at the level of city authorities 

by organizing a canteen for scientists (Yidal’nya 1942). A fairly effective survival 

strategy for a scientist of an agricultural research institution was to work on 

experimental farms. A scientist could acquire a plot of land for growing 

agricultural plants and could work on Saturdays or Sundays at the expense of 

additional hours on other working days. The amount of sowing material that 

was allocated for these needs indicates the massiveness of this phenomenon 
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among scientists.20 Medical care, free transport, underwear, seasonal and 

working clothes and shoes, soap and soda – all this was organised and allocated 

for the needs of scientists of research institutions of Kyiv, thus forcing people to 

stay in Kyiv and to keep working to survive the occupation.21 

 

b. Undercover robbery 

The next challenge for scientists was to preserve valuable scientific property 

from being exported to Germany. During the entire period of occupation, all 

agricultural research institutions in the occupied territories were subjected to a 

detailed inspection by German specialists. The primary inventory of the 

property, assessment of the condition of the buildings of these institutions, the 

content and composition of the collections and collections that remained in 

place, as well as the determination of their cultural or scientific value and 

prospects for future use were carried out by the staff of the Rosenberg 

Operational Headquarters. For this purpose, a separate Science Headquarters 

(Sonderstab Wissenschaft) was created. The task of this Sonderstab was to 

confiscate all scientific developments, documentation, and book collections and 

to provide them at the request of German specialists who worked for the 

German military economy and the maintenance of troops. Small teams of 

German specialists were also formed to investigate specific agricultural research 

institutions (Kashevarova 2014, 104-109). In the summer of 1942, R. Thiele and 

Professor W. Kundert worked in libraries and scientific institutions in Odessa, 

focussing much of their work on the All-Union Breeding and Genetic Institute 

VASKhNIL. They developed a plan to seize the valuable scientific 

documentation of the institute as well as the breeding material of the 1942 

harvest.22 The representatives of the Science Headquarters were particularly 

interested in the Askania-Nova reserve, which was studied in detail, and its 

library was almost completely seized in April 1942. Throughout 1942, Professor 

Walter worked on the collection of the Nikitsky Botanical Garden, and 

Professor Wilhelm Schwartz worked at the biological station in Karadag.23 

For German agricultural scientists, the invasion of the USSR was a unique 

opportunity to seize international leadership in a number of areas of 

agricultural research, usurping Soviet scientific resources. The Research Service 

formed‖ lists‖ of‖ German‖ agricultural‖ scientists‖who‖wanted‖ to‖ join‖ ‚the‖ study‖

and preservation of the scientific potential of agricultural research institutions, 

to use the achievements of agricultural science for the effective management of 

the‖ industry‖ to‖ meet‖ Germany’s‖ food‖ security.‛24 For example, in September 
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1941,‖ 51‖ scientists‖were‖ sent‖ to‖ the‖‚development‖of‖ eastern‖ territories‛,‖ 23‖of‖

them to Ukrainian lands.25 

Directors of leading German agricultural research institutions formed lists of 

Soviet institutions that they considered necessary to investigate. Two of the 

most influential scientists in the field of breeding in Germany – Director of the 

Institute of Breeding Research Wilhelm Rudorf and Director of the Kaiser-

Wilhelm-Institut für Biologie Fritz von Wettstein – compiled a list of 68 Soviet 

institutions that they were interested in, to such regard. The importance of 

capturing, for example, seed collections was emphasized, for which several 

expedition groups were organised (Elina 2014, 65). Breeder 

Klaus von Rosenstiel supervised breeding research in the Ukrainian territories 

and coordinated these expeditions (Val’ter‖ 2006a,‖ 32). According to the 

recollections of the workers of the Uladovo-Lyulynets breeding station in 1942–

1943, their institution was visited four times by different groups of German 

scientists who studied and partially seized breeding material and scientific 

documentation (Borysenko 2009). In turn, this caused competition between 

German scientists for the right to take possession of the most valuable samples. 

If it was important for the participants of the expeditions to take them to 

replenish the scientific base of German institutions, then those German 

scientists who were appointed as curators of certain Ukrainian research 

institutions and conducted research work there tried to prevent the export of 

these materials, at least until the beginning of the retreat of the German 

contingent from the Ukrainian territories. An example of such a situation was 

the conflict between HeinzBrucher and L. Flachs over the collections of 

breeding stations in the Vinnitsa region (Heim 2002, 125-129). Similar episodes 

are‖mentioned‖in‖G.‖Walter’s‖memoirs (Val’ter‖2006b,‖57-58). 

Expeditions to study the results of the activities of Ukrainian research 

institutes were usually accompanied by the military, police and even the SS. 

The German scientists themselves also had military ranks and wore military 

uniforms, which contributed to the trouble-free‖ ‚assistance‛‖ of‖ Ukrainian‖

specialists in helping to study the activities of the institution and confiscation of 

valuable scientific documentation and collections. It is clear that with such 

‚support‛,‖access‖to‖scientific information was unlimited. In such conditions, it 

was a feat for Ukrainian scientists to try to hide a valuable scientific product. In 

their memoirs, German scientists, proudly recall finding caches of valuable 

scientific property or exposing the substitution of breeding or breeding samples 

for ordinary ones, which was done by Ukrainian specialists to prevent their 

export (53; Borysenko 2009). The‖more‖cynical‖is‖the‖use‖of‖the‖term‖‚transfer‛,‖

which was commonly used in the correspondence of scientists, and reports of 
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these expeditions, which carries a semantic load as a voluntary act, although it 

can‖ hardly‖ be‖ considered‖ as‖ such.‖ The‖ expressions‖ ‚provision‖ of‖ German‖

institutions‛‖ or‖ ‚rescue‖ of‖ valuable‖ scientific‖ material‛‖ are‖ also‖ used‖ in‖ the‖

context of the export of Soviet scientific property in the event of a mega 

catastrophe – such as war, or as a result of the introduction of Lysenkoism. 

Thanks to such formulations, scientists later justified their activities, claiming 

that they were protecting Soviet research resources, even if it benefited German 

economy and science at the same time.  

 

c. Cooperation or exploitation of scientific resources? 

Each agricultural research institution had its own German curator who 

controlled its activities and coordinated scientific work. At the initial stage, 

when there was no clear control by German curators, Ukrainian scientists 

continued the topics that started in the pre-war period. However, the design of 

the organizational structure of agricultural research and a clear definition of the 

powers of the coordination centres changed the list of tasks that German 

scientists set for Ukrainian colleagues. Starting from the second half of 1942, 

German specialists began to actively use the scientific bases of the institutes to 

conduct their research. For example, a well-known chemist and associate 

professor from Hohenheim, Dr Otto Siegel conducted his research on the 

chemical composition of organic fertilizers at the research base of the Ukrainian 

(Regional) Institute of Soil Science, Plant Nutrition and Agriculture (Institut für 

Bodenkunde, Pflanzenernährung und Ackerbau). Dr Neu conducted comprehensive 

research at the Ukrainian (Regional) Institute of Plant Protection and Pest 

Control (Landesinstitut für Pflanzenkrankheiten und tierische Schädlinge).26 

Ukrainian scientists were involved as experts in large expeditions of German 

scientists to explore the occupied territory. For example, the soil scientist and 

the Ukrainian director of the Ukrainian (Regional) Institute of Soil Science, 

Plant Nutrition and Agriculture, Hryhorii Makhov, worked in the team of the 

geographer Otto Schulz-Kampfhenkel. He headed the mapping department of 

the RFR and used his great influence among the military command to organize 

a special detachment of special purpose that consisted of scientists called up for 

military service (Häusler 2007, 169 and 179). Unlike the military geographical 

units of the Wehrmacht, the detachment used aerial photography to refine maps 

for the military command. Makhov was involved in the work of this special 

unit as a consultant on soil erosion in Ukraine. In June 1943, field studies of the 

territory from Kyiv to the Crimea were conducted, and data on the content of 

humus and various chemical compounds were collected. As a result of the 
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expedition, a map of erosive soils of the occupied Ukrainian lands was created. 

These data made it possible to develop detailed maps that allowed them to 

assess the terrain for the passage of heavily armoured vehicles and the 

possibility of military camouflage. Participation in the development for the 

immediate needs of the Wehrmacht doomed Makhov to emigration from the 

Ukrainian lands. But did he really have a choice? In 1944, having already been 

‚evacuated‛‖to‖the‖University‖of‖Poznan,‖where‖all‖the‖scientific‖documentation‖

of the Institute was taken, the scientist was involved in cartographic expeditions 

on the Rhine Plain, during which maps were improved to assess the possibility 

of military manoeuvres of the German tank Tiger (Val’ter‖2006b,‖66-69 and 75). 

With the beginning of the German retreat from the Ukrainian territories, the 

second wave of valuable property export began. German curators appointed 

Ukrainian scientists responsible for the escort of the property on the way. They 

and the scientific property, accompanied by the military, were taken to Poznan 

and further to the west. Such a mission fell to Professor Mykola Sharleman, 

who accompanied the ornithological collection; botanist Lidia Symanska, who 

was responsible for the preservation of the herbarium from the Nikitsky 

Botanical Garden; scientists Natalia  Desyatova-Shostenko, Olha Radde-

Fomina,  Kateryna Polonska-Kleopova, and Natalia  Osadcha-Yanata were 

responsible for the herbarium collection at the Institute of Agricultural Botany. 

Of course, a significant part of Ukrainian scientists wanted to go to Germany, 

fearing repression by the Soviet government, but there were those who were 

forced. Professor Volodymyr Artobolevsky recalls in his memoir a statement by 

the‖ head‖ of‖ the‖ Research‖ Centre,‖ Professor‖ Sommer:‖ ‚Your‖ consent‖ is‖ not‖

required.‖We‖will‖pack‖them‖in‖boxes‖together‖with‖your‖collections.‛27 

But there were also isolated examples of constructive cooperation. On 17-23 

October 1942, the All-Ukrainian Conference on Plant Protection was held in 

Kyiv. The conference lasted three days, during which more than 40 reports 

were made. Most of them were from Ukrainian scientists. And although it was 

an imitation of a scientific discussion, it was a significant event for Ukrainian 

scientists when they had the opportunity to meet, demonstrate the results of 

their research, and become acquainted with German achievements in this area.  

 

Conclusion 

The Nazi state strongly supported agricultural research, because it had to serve 

the policy of food, raw material self-sufficiency‖ and‖ the‖ ‚expansion‖ of‖ living‖

space‛.‖ The‖ war‖ and‖ occupation‖ of‖ Ukrainian‖ lands‖ created‖ unprecedented‖

prospects for the research work of German agricultural scientists, leaving an 
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imprint on the postulates of scientific ethics. Representatives of the conquerors, 

under the guise of law enforcement agencies, intensively visited Ukrainian 

agricultural research institutions during the occupation period, studying the 

results of their activities, and confiscating their scientific materials. The 

significant research base of Ukrainian institutions allowed them to conduct 

research both in new soil and climatic conditions, and with new breeding and 

breeding material, which expanded the horizons of scientific research and gave 

chances for career growth on an individual level. Having a limited number of 

scientific personnel to develop the agricultural potential of Ukrainian lands, the 

occupation authorities allowed the functioning of Ukrainian sectorial research 

institutions. Ukrainian scientists, however, were victims who could only work 

for the new masters, serving their needs. But in any case, the patronage of the 

coordinating centres of agricultural research, which operated during the 

occupation, made it possible to improve the financial situation of employees of 

Ukrainian agricultural research institutions and gave them more chances to 

survive in the war. The autonomy of the heads of institutions in choosing 

research topics remained significant in the first year of the occupation, but in 

subsequent years, with the strengthening of the coordination system of 

Ukrainian sectorial research, it was reduced to a minimum. But with the 

increasing involvement of Ukrainian scientists in the projects of the German 

side, the level of their expertise in the eyes of the occupation authorities 

automatically increased, which opened the possibility of including Ukrainian 

specialists in the development of strategic plans for the development of the 

industry. However, despite the military conflict of a global scale, and the 

redistribution of territories by warring states and regimes, agricultural research 

in the Ukrainian lands continued to develop, and scientific exchange took place, 

although with a predatory taste. 
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Conscience‖on‖Atomic‖ Jobs:‖The‖Manufacturers‖of‖Nuclear‖

War 

By‖Lucie‖Genay 

 

Abstract: Through examples and testimonies spanning different contexts of World War, Cold 

War, and peace, this article confronts the experiences and memories of individuals across the 

spectrum of bomb-making, from participants in the Manhattan Project to the technicians 

assembling nuclear weapons during the US-Soviet arms race. Two installations have been 

selected for this analysis: the Los Alamos laboratory in northern New Mexico, where the atomic 

bomb was born, and the Pantex plant in northwest Texas, where nuclear weapons are 

assembled and disassembled. Los Alamos and Pantex were both born in war and funded by the 

federal government on astronomical budgets; they have equally attracted the admiration and 

gratitude of nuclear deterrence supporters as the ire of peace advocates and antinuclear 

activists. Likewise, the people who work behind the gates have been in turn celebrated as 

protectors of democracy and vilified as makers of doom. This text centres on the moral and 

ethical‖questions‖raised‖by‖these‖people’s‖line of occupation to identify throughlines, be they in 

terms of rhetoric, emotional reaction, or concrete action. What inner struggles do nuclear 

weapons‖workers‖ express‖ and‖ how‖ do‖ they‖ address‖ them?‖ From‖ the‖ bomb’s‖ creators‖ to‖ the‖

anonymous workers on the nuclear assembly line, this article examines the moral strategies 

scientists, engineers, and technicians have developed to rationalise their jobs and the role they 

played in the atomic age in various capacities and at various levels of responsibility.  

 

Keywords: nuclear weapons, Manhattan Project, Cold War, Los Alamos, Pantex 

 

 

‚Now‖ I‖ am‖ become‖Death,‖ the‖Destroyer‖ of‖Worlds‛:‖ Robert‖ Oppenheimer’s‖

quote from the Bhagavad Gita is surely the best-known sentence in the history 

of nuclear weaponry (Hijiya 2000). The scientific director of the Manhattan 

Project‖pondered‖ these‖words‖after‖witnessing‖his‖program’s‖culmination,‖ the‖

world’s‖first‖atomic‖explosion‖at‖Trinity‖in‖the‖Jornada del Muerto of New Mexico 

on 16th July 1945. Since then, the ruminations of father of the atomic bomb have 

been the source of much speculation. Did they reveal a guilty conscience? 

From‖ the‖ project’s‖ participants‖ to‖ the‖ technicians‖ assembling‖ the‖ most‖

dangerous weapons on earth during the Cold War, many have been confronted 

with the moral and ethical questions raised by their line of occupation. This 

analysis centres primarily on two installations: the Los Alamos National 

Laboratory (LANL) in northern New Mexico and the Pantex plant in northwest 

Texas.‖ Los‖ Alamos‖ was‖ the‖ world’s‖ first‖ atomic research lab officially 
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established in 1943, thirty-five miles northwest of Santa Fe, where the greatest 

scientists of the time, many of them European refugees, worked to design and 

test a nuclear weapon before Nazi Germany could. At the end of the war, rather 

than being decommissioned, the site expanded to undertake new missions. 

More and mightier weapons had to be designed and assembled after the first 

Soviet atomic test in 1949. Two years later, the Pantex plant, a conventional 

ordnance plant, which had been shut down in 1945, was reopened by the 

Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) to assemble the new nuclear bombs and 

manufacture the high explosive charges encasing their core.1 Since the closure 

of another site in Iowa, every nuclear weapon in the US arsenal has been 

assembled in the Panhandle of Texas (hence the name Pan-Tex), nineteen miles 

east of Amarillo. 

Los Alamos and Pantex represent opposite ends of the nuclear weapons 

production chain: from design to assembly (and disassembly, since Pantex also 

dismantles obsolete weapons).2 Both born in war and funded by the federal 

government on astronomical budgets, those installations have equally attracted 

the admiration and gratitude of nuclear deterrence supporters as they have the 

ire of peace advocates and antinuclear activists. The people who work behind 

the gates have been in turn celebrated as protectors of democracy and vilified as 

makers of doom. How have these nuclear weapons workers rationalized their 

jobs and the role they played in the atomic age? This article explores the inner 

struggles expressed and addressed in various ways by the manufacturers of 

nuclear‖ war,‖ the‖ ‚destroyers‖ of‖ worlds‛,‖ who‖ made‖ nuclear‖ warfare‖ a‖

possibility. What moral strategies have scientists, engineers, and technicians 

developed to deal with their concerns and perhaps qualms about the impacts of 

the product they participated in making, in various capacities and at various 

levels of responsibility? 

Through examples spanning different contexts of World War, Cold War, and 

peace, selected from the existing literature, published and unpublished oral 

histories, as well as other primary sources, this text examines testimonies from 

individuals across the spectrum of bomb-making to identify throughlines, be 

they in terms of rhetoric, emotional reaction, or concrete action. A first part 

focuses‖ on‖ some‖ of‖ the‖ bomb’s‖ creators‖ who‖ gained‖ fame‖ not‖ only‖ for‖ their‖

participation in the atomic odyssey, but also for embodying the tremendous 

dilemmas their invention entailed. The second part addresses how patriotism, 

faith, and the principles of nuclear deterrence were at the heart of most 

workers’‖moral‖justifications‖for‖their‖jobs‖during‖the‖Cold‖War,‖up‖to‖a‖certain‖

limit‖(Lee‖1985).‖Finally,‖what‖seemed‖to‖affect‖people’s‖opinions‖the‖most in the 
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end was the physical, rather than ethical, price they paid for their careers in the 

nuclear bomb industry. 

 

1. The creators: controlling the “angry genie”3 

The scholarship on the Manhattan Project and its participants is extensive. 

Consequently, this section does not aim at summarizing exhaustively all that 

has‖been‖said‖and‖written‖about‖the‖nuclear‖scientists’‖moral‖struggles.‖Rather,‖

the objective is to emphasize a few salient examples as a reminder that ethical 

consideration of the bomb had begun before the device came into existence.  

One scientist stands out: for being the only participant to leave the Project on 

grounds of conscience in October 1944, British-naturalized Polish physicist 

Joseph Rotblat became a symbol of conscientious rebellion (Braun and others 

2007; Brown 2012; Landau 1996; Underwood 2009). Rotblat had come to Los 

Alamos with the British Mission and his friend James Chadwick, the discoverer 

of the neutron. When he first became aware of the possibility of an atomic bomb 

in‖ 1939‖ while‖ working‖ on‖ the‖ emission‖ of‖ neutrons‖ in‖ fission,‖ Rotblat’s‖

immediate concern was Nazi Germany. Being privy to such knowledge and 

deciding whether to act upon it‖was‖‚mental‖torture.‛‖He‖later‖confided‖that‖no‖

other circumstances than the World-War context could have ever enticed him to 

join the program; it was for him the only acceptable moral justification. By the 

fall of 1944, Germany was increasingly unlikely to mobilize the enormous 

resources required to develop the weapon while waging a war it was now 

losing.‖Two‖‚eye-openers‛‖precipitated‖Rotblat’s‖decision‖to‖leave:‖first,‖hearing‖

General Leslie Groves (the military head of the Project) over dinner with the 

Chadwicks‖ make‖ it‖ plain‖ that‖ the‖ bomb’s‖ purpose‖ was‖ ‚to‖ subdue‖ the‖

Russians‛;‖second,‖conversations‖with‖renowned‖Danish‖colleague‖Niels‖Bohr,‖

who already feared a post-war nuclear arms race with the Soviets and was 

actively pushing for international cooperation on nuclear matters among the 

allied powers (Rotblat 1985; Id. 1989; Leslie Groves quot. in Bird&Sherwin 2005, 

284). 

After the war, Rotblat dedicated his career to advocating for the abolition of 

nuclear weapons, notably through the foundation of the Pugwash Conferences, 

with which he would jointly be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1995. His 

Nobel‖Lecture‖titled‖‚Remember‖Your‖Humanity‛‖was‖given‖‚as‖a‖scientist,‖but‖

also‖as‖a‖human‖being‛‖about‖his‖‚efforts‖to‖avert‖a‖mortal‖danger‖to‖humanity‖

created‖ by‖ science.‛‖ Although‖ the‖ politicians‖ and‖ military‖ leaders‖ make‖ the‖

ultimate‖ call,‖ he‖ argued‖ the‖ technicians‖ in‖ the‖ laboratories‖have‖a‖ ‚significant‖

role‛‖to‖play:‖‚the‖ivory‖tower‖was‖finally‖demolished‖by‖the‖Hiroshima‖bomb‛‖
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(Rotblat 1995). In accordance, he favoured a Hippocratic oath for scientists, who 

would‖pledge‖not‖ to‖‚use‖ *their+‖education‖for‖any‖purpose‖ intended‖to‖harm‖

human‖beings‖or‖the‖environment‛‖and‖to‖‚consider‖the‖ethical‖implications‖of‖

*their+‖ work‖ before‖ *they‖ take‖ action+‛‖ (Rotblat 1999, 1475). For many at the 

time, however, taking such a political stand ran counter to a long tradition of 

neutrality. 

By early 1945, few could still ignore that Germany had lost the atomic arms 

race, and more became concerned with the responsibility entailed by victory. A 

second popular symbol of conscientious objection is Leo Szilard, the Hungarian 

physicist who had first imagined the possibility of a chain reaction and 

convinced Albert Einstein to sign the 1939 letter to Franklin D. Roosevelt urging 

the US President to launch an atomic program in the first place (Hawkins and 

others 1987; Lanouette 2013; Szilard 1980). By June 1945, Roosevelt had been 

succeeded by Harry Truman and the atomic bombing of Japan seemed ever 

likelier. Aware that he did not have the ear of the military, Szilard encouraged 

1925 Nobel laureate James Franck to chair a Committee on the Social and 

Political‖Implications‖of‖the‖Atomic‖Bomb‖at‖the‖Metallurgical‖Laboratory‖‚Met‖

Lab‛‖ at‖ the‖ University‖ of‖ Chicago‖ (Lemmerich‖ 2011). Together, and upon a 

commission by the head of the Met Lab, Arthur Compton, they released a 

famous‖text‖later‖known‖as‖the‖‚Franck‖Report‛‖against‖a‖surprise‖attack‖using‖

nuclear bombs in Japan, which would sacrifice worldwide public support, 

precipitate an arms race, and jeopardize future attempts at international 

cooperation‖ to‖ control‖ the‖ new‖ weapons.‖ They‖ favoured‖ instead‖ ‚a‖

demonstration‖ in‖ an‖ appropriately‖ selected‖ uninhabited‖ area.‛‖ The‖ authors‖

highlighted‖their‖‚duty‛‖as‖members‖of‖‚a‖small‖group‖of citizens cognizant of 

a grave danger for the safety of this country as well as for the future of all the 

other‖nations,‖of‖which‖the‖rest‖of‖mankind‖is‖unaware.‛‖Acknowledging‖that‖it‖

was hardly new for science to furnish instruments of warfare, they stressed the 

unique‖ nature‖ of‖ the‖ new‖ destructive‖ force‖ that‖ could‖ lead‖ to‖ ‚total‖ mutual‖

destruction‛ (Franck and other 1991, 140-147). The report failed to convince the 

Interim‖Committee,‖which‖was‖to‖decide‖on‖the‖bomb’s‖use‖(see‖below). 

Szilard continued his campaign with a petition he redrafted on the day 

following the Trinity test. In the accompanying letter, he expressly indicated 

‚opposition‖ on‖ moral‖ grounds‖ to‖ the‖ use‖ of‖ these‖ bombs‛‖ and‖ compared‖

nuclear scientists to the Germans who ‚share‖the‖guilt‛‖for‖their‖government’s‖

actions,‖‚because‖ they‖did‖not‖raise‖ their‖voices‖ in‖protest‛‖ (Szilard‖1991,‖172;‖

Id. 1945). Interestingly, the same argument would later be used by antinuclear 

peace‖ activists‖who‖ refused‖ to‖ act‖ like‖ ‚good‖Germans‛‖ – one might remark 

here that the choices made by citizens under democratic and fascist regimes can 
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hardly stand comparison (Terry Larimore quot. in Trout 1985, 3A).4 Szilard 

circulated the petition at the Met Lab, where seventy scientists signed it, and at 

the Oak Ridge Laboratory in Tennessee, until the military authorities stopped it 

as a security risk. At Los Alamos, Oppenheimer convinced Hungarian Edward 

Teller (soon-to-be father of the hydrogen bomb), upon whom Szilard had 

counted, not to circulate it. Stuck in the meanders of Army channels, the text 

eventually‖reached‖the‖desk‖of‖Secretary‖of‖War‖Henry‖Stimson’s‖assistant,‖who‖

classified it. Truman never saw the document. 

After Trinity, other Los Alamos scientists expressed their moral struggles. 

Physicist Robert Wilson, who would later refuse work requiring a security 

clearance,‖ told‖ Richard‖ Feynman:‖ ‚It’s‖ a‖ terrible‖ thing‖ that‖ we‖ made‛‖ and‖

remembered Oppenheimer lamenting, as he was walking to the Tech Area in 

July,‖ ‚Those‖ poor‖ little‖ people‛‖ – the future Japanese victims of the bomb 

(Bird&Sherwin 2005, 313, 314, and 317). Oppenheimer was on the Scientific 

Panel of the Interim Committee (along with Enrico Fermi, Arthur Compton, 

and Ernest Lawrence) charged with making recommendations on the use of the 

bomb‖and‖planning‖ for‖ the‖US’s‖post-war atomic policy. They concluded that 

scientists were not competent advisers on political matters. Although opinions 

among‖ their‖ colleagues‖ were‖ ‚not‖ unanimous‛,‖ their‖ recommendation‖ was‖

‚direct‖ military‖ use‛‖ to‖ save‖ American lives and prevent future wars 

(Oppenheimer and others 1945). This logic was inspired by Niels Bohr, who 

saw‖ in‖ the‖ bomb‖ the‖ potential‖ to‖ ‚make‖ world‖ war‖ suicidal‖ and‖ therefore‖

obsolete‛‖(Rhodes‖1977).‖Bohr’s‖first‖question‖upon‖arriving‖at‖Los‖Alamos had 

been:‖ ‚Is‖ it‖ really‖ big‖ enough?‛,‖meaning‖will‖ it‖make‖war‖ impossible‖ in‖ the‖

future?‖ In‖ their‖ chapter‖ titled‖ ‚Bohr‖Was‖God,‖ and‖Oppie‖Was‖His‖ Prophet‛,‖

biographers‖ Kai‖ Bird‖ and‖ Martin‖ Sherwin‖ write‖ that‖ Bohr‖ ‚spoke‖ in‖ deeply‖

philosophical terms about‖ the‖ project’s‖ implications‖ for‖ humanity‛‖ and‖ his‖

ideas‖ about‖ the‖ possibility‖ of‖ an‖ ‚open‖ world.‛‖ It‖ made‖ the‖ enterprise‖ seem‖

‚hopeful‛‖ and‖Oppenheimer‖ feel‖ ‚rejuvenated‛‖ (Bird&Sherwin 2005, 270 and 

272).‖For‖Bohr’s‖vision‖to‖become‖true‖and‖the‖shock‖to be‖‚big‖enough‛‖though,‖

the bomb had to be dropped. 

Theories‖about‖the‖father‖of‖the‖bomb’s‖moral‖standpoint‖were‖fuelled‖by‖his‖

post-war work, notably on the ill-fated Acheson-Lilienthal Report, with the 

Association of Los Alamos Scientists (ALAS), and against the development of 

thermonuclear‖bombs‖(Teller’s‖‚Super‛).‖As‖a‖result‖of‖his‖post-war stance and 

because of his early communist connections, Oppenheimer notoriously lost his 

security clearance after a hearing with the FBI in 1954 – he would be 

rehabilitated‖ in‖ 1963.‖ ‚Oppie‛’s‖ unique‖ charisma,‖ enigmatic‖ personality,‖

magnetic appearance, and powerful image as a guilt-stricken, fallen hero, 
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disgraced by those he had served, all contributed to make him something of an 

icon, whose story has been told countless times in literature, theatre, opera, and 

cinema, latterly by Christopher Nolan in a 2023 biopic (Genay 2021). One 

anecdote many times told that combines the expression of his conflicted 

conscience and rejection from his superiors is when Oppenheimer told Truman 

in‖1947‖that‖he‖felt,‖‚We‖have‖blood‖on‖our‖hands.‛‖Truman‖allegedly‖replied,‖

‚Never‖mind,‖it’ll‖all‖come‖out‖in‖the‖wash‛‖and‖instructed‖his‖lieutenants‖not‖

to‖let‖‚that‖crybaby‖in‖here‖again‛‖(Rhodes‖1996,‖205). 

According to celebrated nuclear historian Richard Rhodes, the author of The 

Making of the Atomic Bomb (1986), the appeal for Oppenheimer is due to the fact 

that‖ he‖ ‚struggled‖ with‛‖ and‖ ‚suffered‖ for‛‖ the‖ twentieth‖ ‚century’s‖ most‖

disturbing‖ contradictions‛‖ while‖ being‖ ‚a‖ man‖ of‖ disturbing contradictions 

himself.‛‖ Rhodes‖ opposes‖ Oppie’s‖ ‚fierce,‖ lively‖ energy‛‖ to‖ his‖ endless‖

brooding on death and his profound dedication to peace to his infliction upon 

humankind‖ of‖ ‚its‖ most‖ terrifying‖ instruments‖ of‖ war.‛‖ The‖ historian‖ adds,‖

‚humanly‖ enough‛,‖Oppenheimer‖had‖ sought‖ the‖admiration‖of‖others‖ in‖his‖

acceptance of this difficult job (Rhodes 1977). One notices the same discursive 

throughline‖ as‖ in‖ Rotblat’s,‖ Szilard’s,‖ and‖ other‖ objectors’‖ rhetoric,‖ which‖

underscores‖ the‖ scientists’‖ humanity: their nature as fallible men rather than 

their‖function‖as‖manipulators‖of‖exact‖science‖prone‖to‖hubris,‖like‖‚men‖who‖

played‖ god‛‖ (Moss‖ 1970).‖ On‖ 2nd November 1945, two weeks after resigning 

from his post in the midst of the post-war exodus from Los Alamos, 

Oppenheimer‖ concluded‖ a‖ speech‖ to‖ ALAS‖ in‖ terms‖ that‖ Rotblat’s‖ Nobel‖

Lecture‖decades‖later‖would‖echo,‖‚We‖are‖not‖only‖scientists;‖we‖are‖men,‖too.‖

We‖cannot‖forget‖our‖dependence‖on‖our‖fellow‖men.‖*<+‖I‖mean‖also‖our‖deep‖

moral dependence, in that the value of science must lie in the world of men, 

that‖all‖our‖roots‖lie‖there‛‖(Oppenheimer‖2007,‖373). 

The subsequent mobilization of Manhattan Project veterans to control 

nuclear knowledge and share their moral reflections with the public 

fundamentally changed practices (Smith 1965; Mian 2015). After all, physicists 

had‖‚known‖sin‛‖for‖the‖first‖time‖in‖history,‖‚a‖knowledge‖which‖they‖cannot‖

lose‛‖ (Oppenheimer‖ in‖ 1948,‖ quot.‖ in‖ Thorpe‖ 2006,‖ 190).‖ In‖ his‖ memoirs,‖

McAllister Hull explains that physicists, engineers, and technicians usually 

‚focused‖ on‖ accomplishing‖ a‖ specific,‖ set‖ task.‖ It‖ is‖ not‖ in‖ their‖ culture‖ to‖

consider‖the‖larger‖implications‖of‖their‖work.‛‖Whereas‖on‖the‖Project,‖they‖did‖

everything from basic research to development and engineering;‖ they‖ ‚were‖

well‖aware‖of‖the‖consequences‖all‖along.‛‖In‖a‖style‖that‖recalls‖the‖Bhagavad‖

Gita quote, Hull titled his memoir Rider of the Pale Horse: a reference to the Book 

of‖ Revelation‖ 6:8,‖ ‚Behold‖ a‖ pale‖ horse:‖ and‖ his‖ name‖ that‖ sat‖ on‖ him‖ was‖
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Death.‛‖ The‖ embodiment‖ of‖ death‖ is‖ a‖ recurring‖ image‖ among‖ early‖ nuclear‖

physicists‖ who‖ carried‖ the‖ guilt‖ of‖ being‖ ‚accessory‖ to‖ several‖ hundred‖

thousand‖ deaths.‛‖ Hull‖ was‖ never‖ able‖ to‖ look‖ at‖ images‖ of‖ Hiroshima‖ and‖

Nagasaki‖ ‚in‖ a‖ purely‖ objective‖ manner.‛‖ Sixty years later, though, as he 

evaluated‖his‖‚own‖participation‖in‖the‖beginning‖of‖this‖threat‖to‖life‖on‖earth‛,‖

Hull foregrounded taking responsibility rather than guilt or regret, and finding 

solace in adherence to the policy of deterrence and the role of moral leader 

embraced by the US during the Cold War: 

 

I‖ believe‖ the‖United‖ States‖ is‖more‖ likely‖ to‖ have‖ ‚sensible‛‖ leaders‖ than‖ all‖ but‖ a‖ few‖

other‖nations‖ in‖ the‖world,‖despite‖ some‖historical‖ and‖ current‖ counterexamples.‖ *<+‖ I‖

thus remain convinced the United States must lead in the design of new weapons so that 

nations who may have a dangerous capability will be restrained. As difficult as it is to 

contemplate their awesome destructive power, we must manage these weapons 

rationally. Even had I known the consequences of the bombings of Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki beforehand, I would still have worked as hard as I did to make the weapons a 

success. The personal consequence is that I have a share of responsibility for the 

destruction of two cities and thousands of civilians living in them. That is a responsibility 

I shall carry with me for the rest of my life. (Hull 2005, 13, 73, 101, and 147) 

 

Despite the inherent contradiction of being the only nation to have ever used 

nuclear weapons in wartime, the belief in the US as a moral nuclear power 

helped assuage uneasy consciences, precisely by providing coherence with the 

US’s‖ founding‖values,‖ the‖‚city‖upon‖a‖hill‛‖watched‖by‖ the‖rest‖of‖ the‖world‖

(Doyle 2022). Throughout the decades of US-Soviet opposition, as nukespeak 

and markers of moral supremacy inundated political speech, nuclear workers 

would rely on the same better-us-than-them rationale. Preparing for war was 

the best way to maintain peace, or, as President Ronald Reagan put it, achieve 

‚peace through‖strength‛‖(Reagan‖1983). 

 

2. The cold warriors: si vis pacem, para bellum  

Patriotism remained one of the prime motivators to work at one of the nuclear 

weapons sites during the Cold War. Los Alamos retained its status as the place 

where the war had been won. Other facilities likewise enjoyed the prestige of 

contributing to national defence, in addition to providing high, stable salaries. 

The nuclear scientists, technicians, engineers, etc. were a new type of soldier, 

waging a new kind of war. The Communists replaced the Nazis as the 

existential threat that justified the pursuit of ever stronger deterrence, and 
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employees of the military-industrial‖ complex‖ derived‖ ‚a‖ great‖ sense‖ of‖ joy‛‖

from‖their‖ job:‖ they‖were‖doing‖their‖part‖‚to‖help‖keep‖the‖world‖peace with 

the‖fear‖of‖the‖bomb‛‖(Brenda‖Britten‖quot.‖in‖Cargle‖2000).‖ 

Los Alamos electrical engineer and physicist Ralph Partridge called his 

participation‖ in‖a‖ testing‖series‖at‖ the‖Nevada‖Test‖Site‖‚the‖best‖ time‖of‖ *his+‖

life‛,‖because‖‚it‖was‖almost like‖combat.‛‖It‖was‖a‖way‖of‖proving‖himself,‖the‖

rite‖of‖passage‖he‖was‖awaiting‖to‖ease‖his‖conscience‖troubled‖by‖inaction:‖‚I‖

wasn’t‖ in‖ World‖ War‖ II,‖ or‖ Korea,‖ or‖ Vietnam,‖ but‖ I‖ felt‖ like‖ I‖ had‖ to‖ do‖

something for my country. If I went out and did a job that involved a certain 

amount of personal danger, it made me feel better inside, that you were sharing 

something‖ with‖ the‖ men‖ who‖ were‖ out‖ there‖ getting‖ shot‖ at‛‖ (quot.‖ in‖

Malmgren&Matthews 2017, 118). Likewise, Franck George, an assembly line 

worker at‖Pantex,‖contended‖the‖dangers‖of‖working‖‚with‖the‖most‖hazardous‖

materials‖ known‖ to‖ mankind‛‖ were‖ worthwhile,‖ because‖ maintaining‖ the‖

nuclear‖arsenal‖was‖‚a‖big‖deal‛.‖He‖added,‖‚National‖security‖means‖a‖ lot‖ to‖

me‖*<+.‖I’m‖fairly‖passionate‖about‖my‖job.‛‖Although‖some‖would‖wonder‖if‖

his‖work‖was‖‚a‖good‖thing‛,‖his‖unequivocal‖answer‖was,‖‚Yes,‖it‖is,‖because‖

without our national security, we lose our freedom, so we do have a mission. 

Now,‖in‖the‖same‖breath,‖I’ve‖got‖to‖tell‖you,‖let’s‖pray‖to‖God‖we never have to 

use‖the‖nuclear‖weapons,‖but‖let’s‖also‖recognize‖that‖to‖keep‖this‖country‖safe,‖

we‖may‖have‖ to‖ someday‛‖ – one might add again. George also emphasized a 

sense‖of‖filial‖patriotic‖duty:‖‚My‖dad‖was‖in‖the‖Navy.‖*<+‖My‖dad‖is‖no‖longer‖

with me.‖ This‖ is‖ my‖ chance‖ to‖ serve‖my‖ country‛‖ (quot.‖ in‖Defense Nuclear 

Facilities Safety Board 2013, 173). 

Perhaps with less verve, many approached the job with realism, or as 

McAllister‖Hull‖put‖ it‖above,‖one‖had‖to‖consider‖ those‖weapons‖‚rationally‛,‖

for the‖ alternative‖ would‖ be‖ dangerous‖ idealism.‖ ‚I‖ don’t‖ even‖ give‖ it‖ a‖

thought‛,‖ Pantex‖ manager‖ Charles‖ R.‖ Poole‖ declared,‖ ‚nuclear‖ weapons‖ are‖

part‖of‖our‖armaments.‖There’s‖no‖such‖thing‖as‖an‖ideal‖world‛‖(Mojtabai 1986, 

71). The product itself made it easy to forget its purpose: line workers 

sometimes‖ ‚regarded‖ the‖ bombs‖ like‖ beautiful‖ pieces‖ of‖ furniture.‖ You‖

wouldn’t‖believe‖ it‖was‖ so‖destructive.‖They‖were‖ finished‖ to‖ the‖nth‖degree‛‖

(Elson 1978). The principles of deterrence and massive retaliation were 

particularly appealing to Texan employees, who employed a logic akin to that 

supporting the Second Amendment to the US Constitution, the right to bear 

arms. Jack P. Thompson, director of classification at Pantex, thus told writer 

Grace Mojtabai in the 1980s,‖ at‖ the‖ height‖ of‖ the‖ antinuclear‖ movement,‖ ‚If‖

Russia‖drops‖atomic‖weapons‖on‖us,‖if‖they‖think‖I’m‖not‖going‖to‖retaliate‖with‖

atomic‖ weapons,‖ they’re‖ crazier‖ than‖ a‖ bedbug!‛‖ Furthermore,‖ ‚We‖ enjoy‖
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Pantex‖ *<+‖ It’s‖part‖of‖our‖economic‖survival,‖and‖we‖don’t‖ think‖we’re‖dirty‖

from‖working‖ out‖ there.‖We‖ think‖ that‖we’re‖ helping‖ to‖ protect‖ the‖ 223‖ to‖ -4 

million‖ people‖ that‖ are‖ in‖ the‖ United‖ States‛‖ (Mojtabai‖ 1986,‖ 76).‖ Similarly,‖

inspector Buddy Stoner, a former Green Beret and a nuclear, biological, 

chemical weapons instructor, told Mojtabai the thought of taking a human life 

was‖‚foreign‖to‖everything‖I‖believe‖in.‖But,‖at‖the‖same‖token,‖don’t‖you‖break‖

in‖my‖house,‖I’ll‖kill‖you‖for‖it.‖In‖concept,‖in‖conviction,‖my‖moral‖standards,‖I‖

am a conscientious objector, but I'm going to protect myself, my life, my 

family.‛‖Although‖Stoner‖called‖himself‖‚an‖optimist‛,‖he‖did‖not‖believe‖world‖

peace‖ stood‖ much‖ of‖ a‖ chance,‖ which‖ he‖ explained‖ as‖ ‚the‖ fulfilment‖ of‖

prophecy‖ *<+‖ that‖men‖ become‖ so‖ corrupt,‖ so‖ evil and vile, and so obsessed 

with sin that one of these days – I‖don’t‖want‖to‖say‖that‖God’s‖going‖to‖run‖out‖

of‖patience<‛‖(77-78). This particular interpretation of Scripture, especially the 

Book of Revelation, to make moral sense of impending nuclear war is what 

Mojtabai‖calls‖‚end-timing‛‖in‖her‖analysis‖of‖relations‖between‖final‖assembly‖

and fundamentalist Christianism. 

Faith,‖be‖ it‖ in‖the‖Bible‖or‖in‖the‖US‖government’s‖policies,‖was‖an‖effective‖

way for nuclear workers to make peace with their role in the preparation for 

nuclear warfare. Weapons expert Robert Dinegar is an interesting case, as he 

had originally planned to pursue religious studies to become a priest but 

decided instead to go into engineering in 1940, following the advice of an Army 

recruiter. He received a Ph.D. in chemistry from Columbia University and 

arrived at Los Alamos in 1950 to work on initiator explosives and detonation 

velocity measurements. During his thirty-seven years on the job, he continued 

his religious training, until he was ordained to the priesthood by the Episcopal 

Bishop of New Mexico. Fatalistically, Dinegar summarized his approach to 

bomb-making:‖‚There‖is‖sin‖in‖the‖world,‖always‖has‖been,‖always‖will‖be.‖*<+‖

Unfortunately, one of the ways of controlling large-scale improper actions is the 

work‖ that‖ we‖ do‖ in‖ Los‖ Alamos.‛‖ Quoting‖Norris‖ Bradbury,‖ Oppenheimer’s‖

successor‖ at‖ the‖ head‖ of‖ the‖ lab,‖ Dinegar‖ summed‖ up‖ his‖ ‚theology,‖ *his+‖

philosophy,‖and‖the‖function‖of‖the‖Lab‛‖as‖‚keep*ing+‖the‖world‖at‖peace‖until‖

we learn‖to‖live‖together‖in‖harmony‛‖(quot.‖in‖Malmgren&Matthews‖2017,‖37). 

For others, religiosity was the nexus of guilt and regret. Leo Vigil, who was 

in‖nuclear‖transport,‖hauling‖contaminated‖material‖(‚hot‖stuff‛)‖for‖thirty-eight 

years,‖confessed,‖‚If I had to have my work life to do over again, I would never 

be involved in anything to do with war. I hate the killing. What does the first 

commandment‖tell‖us?‖Thou‖shalt‖not‖kill!‖Oh,‖I’m‖such‖a‖good‖Christian.‖What‖

kind of a Christian kills, for whatever‖reason?‛‖When‖ jobs‖ first‖opened‖at‖Los‖

Alamos,‖ Vigil‖ and‖ other‖ locals‖ ‚jumped‖ at‖ them,‛‖ because‖ well-paid, stable 
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employment‖was‖a‖rarity‖in‖the‖area,‖but‖they‖‚really‖had‖no‖idea‖what‖*they+‖

were‖ getting‖ into.‛‖ By‖ contrast,‖ he‖ believes‖ the‖ second‖ generation of lab 

workers‖could‖not‖claim‖ignorance‖as‖an‖excuse,‖‚They‖know‖what‖we‖created‖

and‖they‖go‖in‖with‖their‖eyes‖open.‖*<+‖When‖you‖create‖something‖to‖go‖kill‖

your‖ neighbor,‖ I‖ don’t‖ think‖ that’s‖ right‛‖ (56‖ and‖ 59).‖ The‖ pressure‖ of‖

knowledge had therefore shifted from joining efforts to develop the science in 

time of war to repudiating those efforts in time of peace. 

Despite the high wages locals could earn at the labs, some refused to pursue 

a nuclear career, such as New Mexican writer Juan Estevan Arellano after he 

graduated in the 1980s. His judgement of the labs was irrevocably negative: 

‚People‖don’t‖relate‖to‖Los‖Alamos,‖it‖is‖hard‖to‖love‖a‖place‖that‖creates‖bombs‖

to‖kill‖people!‛‖He‖‚didn’t‖fit‖there‛‖and‖neither‖did‖the‖lab‖fit‖in‖northern‖New 

Mexico;‖ in‖his‖mind,‖ it‖was‖‚a‖cancer‛‖ the‖war‖had‖‚thrown‖ into‛‖ the‖ region,‖

making‖ ‚many‖ people‖ rich‖ and‖ greedy.‖ When‖ somebody‖ loses‖ their‖ job‖ at‖

McDonalds, no one pays attention but when they lose their job at Los Alamos, 

they talk about it because he made‖good‖money‖and‖everybody‖cries‛‖(Impact‖

Los Alamos Project 1996).5 The fact that the place generated widespread 

criticism, notably about being soulless and cultureless in comparison to the 

vibrant New Mexican traditions, actually created some cohesion. Chick Keller 

came‖ from‖ Pennsylvania‖ in‖ 1967‖ to‖ ‚the‖ town‖ that‖ nobody‖ likes.‛‖ He‖

commented‖on‖the‖inescapable‖moral‖tarnish‖of‖the‖wartime‖achievement,‖‚We‖

get‖attacked,‖it‖does‖not‖matter‖what‖we‖do,‖it‖has‖to‖be‖wrong,‖because‖‘They‖

built a bomb—that‖means‖everything‖else‖they‖do‖is‖wrong.’‖And‖the‖only‖thing‖

that makes a community‖here‖ is‖ the‖ fact‖ that‖ *the‖attacks‖are+‖ invalid‛‖ (Chick‖

Keller in Impact Los Alamos Symposia 1997, 68). The morality issues eventually 

became‖an‖integral‖part‖of‖the‖community’s‖id. 

In some rare cases, like Rotblat in 1944, ethical dilemmas drove employees to 

resignation. Ed Grothus, for instance, was a machinist turned antinuclear 

activist, who resigned ten years after arriving at Los Alamos to work on the 

hydrodynamics of implosion in 1949. Like many of that generation, Grothus 

found his political calling in the protest against the Vietnam War. He joined the 

Los Alamos Citizens for Peace in Vietnam and was an alternate delegate in the 

1968 Democratic Convention for Eugene McCarthy, who was challenging 

Lyndon Johnson on an anti-war platform. His opinion of his former workplace 

and‖ colleagues‖ grew‖ radical,‖ describing‖ them‖as‖ ‚thrice‖ screened‛.‖ First,‖ they‖

are self-screened:‖echoing‖Arellano,‖‚If‖you‖don’t‖believe‖in‖the‖nuclear‖industry‖

then‖ you‖ don’t‖ belong‖ here.‛‖ Second,‖ they‖ are‖ highly‖ trained‖ in the hard 

sciences‖or‖ engineering,‖ and‖‚this‖ concentration‖on‖ science‖ ignores‖ the‖ liberal‖

arts,‖philosophers,‖historians,‖economists.‛‖And‖third,‖they‖need‖a‖Q‖clearance,‖
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which‖ he‖ calls‖ a‖ ‚Q‖ Klux‖ clearance.‖ Understand,‖ they‖ are‖ equal‖ opportunity‖

destroyers,‖ oops,‖ employers‛‖ – LANL has repeatedly been attacked for its 

discriminatory employment practices. Grothus was also something of a 

prankster, as he would later be investigated by the Secret Service of 

Albuquerque as a threat to national security for sending President Clinton a can 

of‖‚organic‖plutonium‛‖soup‖‚from‖the‖reactors‖of‖Los‖Alamos,‖the‖home‖of‖the‖

A-bomb,‖grade‖A‖approved‖by‖ the‖AEC‖ for‖quality‖ assurance‛,‖which‖would‖

give the President a halo and make his cat glow (quot. in Malmgren&Matthews 

2017, 93-94). For the post-war generation of nuclear scientists, choosing a job 

within the nascent military-industrial complex no longer merely meant 

contributing‖ to‖ the‖ ‚arsenal‖ of‖ democracy‛‖ (Roosevelt‖ 1940),‖ it‖ became‖

increasingly significant politically and philosophically, as an identity-defining 

choice. 

A second example was Eloy Ramos, a forty-one-year-old Pantex employee, 

son of immigrant Mexican farmers and a devout Catholic. In the early 1980s, 

after working at the weapons plant for sixteen years, first as a janitor and then 

in vehicle maintenance and repair, reading about antinuclear protests in the 

country triggered a reappraisal of his workplace, even though his job did not 

directly involve weapons. The final straw was when Bishop Leroy Matthiesen 

from the parish of St. Francis next to the bomb factory called to Pantex workers 

to quit their jobs on grounds of conscience in 1981, the year Ronald Reagan 

announced‖ plans‖ to‖ develop‖ the‖ controversial‖ neutron‖ bomb.‖ Bishop’s‖

recommendation‖ followed‖ ‚A‖ Catholic‖ Call‖ to‖ Conscience‛‖ signed‖ by‖ thirty-

nine theologians in August 1980, enticing Catholics engaged in the production 

of weapons of mass destruction to seek other, morally acceptable occupations. 

Despite having a large family of seven children and no other job, Ramos 

refused‖ any‖ financial‖ help‖ to‖ make‖ his‖ decision‖ ‚a‖ complete‖ act‖ of‖ faith‛‖

(Squyres 2012; Pantex Ex-Worker Still Jobless 1982). He became head of the 

maintenance‖ department‖ at‖ the‖ diocese‖ and‖ later‖ commented,‖ ‚When‖ I‖ go‖

outside and see the beautiful world and I imagine what would happen if 

nuclear‖weapons‖were‖used,‖I‖know‖I‖made‖the‖right‖decision‛‖(Lee‖1984-1997). 

Bishop Matthiesen‖wondered‖then,‖‚Were‖there‖other‖troubled‖souls‖among‖the‖

silent? Could an appeal to conscience overcome practical‖ economic‖ realities?‛‖

(Mojtabai 1982, 27). Experience had shown him that it seldom did. 

Robert Gutierrez, an assembly operator at the plant, had come close to 

making a similar decision before Ramos, as he was following a program to 

become a permanent deacon. Gutierrez had consulted Matthiesen about the 

morality of his job, for which he had long prayed, hoping to provide for his 

family and enjoy the benefits Pantex had to offer, such as health insurance and 
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scholarship programs. He had therefore believed his‖hiring‖was‖a‖sign‖of‖God’s‖

blessing. The position of the Catholic Church, however, made him re-evaluate 

this interpretation. Matthiesen encouraged him to look for employment 

elsewhere,‖since‖the‖‚Church‖law‖forbade‖a‖cleric‖to‖work‖in‖a‖bomb‖factory‛,‖

yet Gutierrez never found any (Matthiesen 2005, 136). According to a New York 

Times reporter, Gutierrez‖ acknowledged‖ that‖he‖had‖done‖‚considerable‖ soul-

searching‖over‖his‖Pantex‖job‛‖and‖come‖to‖the‖conclusion‖‚that‖he‖was‖doing‖

nothing‖wrong‛‖and‖preferred ‚to‖become‖an‖inactive‖deacon‖rather‖than‖give‖

up‖his‖ livelihood.‛ Economic realities had trumped conscientious objection. In 

the‖end,‖Ramos‖was‖the‖only‖Pantex‖employee‖who‖ever‖answered‖the‖Bishop’s‖

call, while Gutierrez secured the blessing of Pope John Paul II on a pilgrimage 

to Rome (Briggs 1981). Yet for many morally concerned workers across the 

nuclear weapons complex, staying on the job was not solely at the expense of 

their conscience. Some paid a heavier price. 

 

3. The sacrifice: paying the price of producing nuclear deterrence  

Although‖the‖Cold‖War‖remained‖‚cold‛‖between‖the‖US‖and‖the‖Soviet‖Union,‖

the conflict claimed many casualties in proxy wars around the globe and among 

the populations of the two superpowers in their pursuit of nuclear supremacy 

(e.g., downwinders, atomic soldiers, uranium miners, and victims of plutonium 

experiments). From the early days of atomic science, the hazards of 

radioactivity were known (Hacker 1987). During the Manhattan Project, the 

urgency that dictated an intense work pace and the obsession with secrecy often 

collided with safety rules, which were defined as the work progressed. Many 

participants subsequently battled with disease, especially cancers. Yet due to 

the multiplication of substances now identified as carcinogenic, establishing a 

correlation between a diagnosis and exposure to various radioactive materials 

is extremely complicated and still debated, except in cases of accidents or 

definite epidemiological data. After all, it was customary for employers, 

including the nuclear labs, to distribute cigarettes to workers. Probably the most 

well-known early accidents at Los Alamos led to the deaths of Harry Daghlian 

in August 1945 and Louis Slotin in May 1946, both occurring while they were 

handling‖ the‖ ‚demon‖ core‛‖ and‖ ‚tickling‖ the‖ dragon’s‖ tail‛‖ in‖ nuclear‖ lingo‖

(Wellerstein 2016; Hacker 1987). Those were spectacular, memorable deaths, but 

there have been countless other anonymous ones other the years, remembered 

by family members and surviving co-workers. 

Peter Malmgren interviewed over 150 Los Alamos workers for the book he 

co-authored with Kay Matthews, Los Alamos Revisited. At the end of each 
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interview,‖he‖asked‖the‖same‖question:‖‚If‖you‖had‖to‖do‖ it‖over‖again,‖would‖

you have followed the same path that‖led‖you‖to‖Los‖Alamos?‛‖He‖found‖that‖

about half the group responded positively, emphasizing all the benefits derived 

from their job for them and their children, while the other half answered they 

would have stayed away and would not encourage their children to work there: 

‚Their‖ health‖ was‖ too‖ high‖ a‖ price‖ to‖ pay‖ for‖ job‖ security‛‖

(Malmgren&Matthews 2017, 127). He concluded that the main distribution 

factor‖ into‖ either‖ group‖ was‖ the‖ interviewees’‖ experience‖ with‖ occupational‖

illnesses and death. Several testimonies highlight the fact that they are the only 

survivors from a particular team who worked in certain areas of the lab. Ruben 

Montoya, for instance, kept a list of forty-eight workers who had died after 

working in the Sigma building alongside him, most of them in their forties and 

fifties and mainly of various forms of cancer. Illnesses mentioned by Los 

Alamos and Pantex employees include lung diseases, pulmonary stenosis, 

lymphatic‖ leukaemia,‖ Hodgkin’s,‖ various‖ tumours‖ that‖ had‖ to‖ be‖ removed,‖

sometimes at birth, miscarriages and birth defects, Arnold Chiari malformation, 

craniostenosis,‖ mercury‖ poisoning,‖ myasthenia‖ gravis,‖ Parkinson’s,‖ and‖

berylliosis or beryllium sensitization. 

Despite having lost most of his co-workers to cancer, Manuel Salazar still 

‚loved‖working‖there‛‖because‖he‖‚made‖a‖good‖living.‖Everything‖we‖have‖we‖

bought‖and‖paid‖for‖with‖our‖ jobs‖ in‖Los‖Alamos.‛‖He‖had‖two‖sons‖working‖

for‖ the‖ labs‖ too.‖ For‖him,‖ ‚There’s‖ no‖way‖ of‖proving‛‖ a‖ connection‖between‖

those deaths and his workplace. The only real danger he saw was when five or 

six‖workers‖‚got‖blown‖up‛‖when‖they‖sled‖high‖explosive‖material‖across‖the‖

metal bed of a truck, creating a spark that ignited the material and resulted in 

explosion (144-145). Like the fate of Daghlian and Slotin, this was an accident 

without room for speculation. Sometimes, risks were knowingly taken by the 

workers. Technician Phil Schofield, for example, described working with 

gloveboxes to handle sensitive material. To avoid the hassle of taking off their 

anti-contamination‖gear,‖ they‖would‖have‖their‖coffee‖break‖in‖the‖room:‖‚We‖

drank‖ it‖ right‖ there‖ in‖ the‖ hot‖ area.‖ *<+‖We‖ knew‖what‖we‖were‖ doing‖was‖

dangerous, we knew some of us were probably going to pay the ultimate price. 

But what could we do? This was our life, our career. We had worked ourselves 

into‖a‖box‖that‖we‖couldn’t‖walk‖away‖from.‖We‖had‖families,‖we‖had‖bills,‖and‖

you‖pay‖ the‖ piper‛‖ (149).‖ In‖most‖ cases,‖ as‖we‖ have‖ seen,‖ and‖ as‖ happens‖ in‖

many occupations, the financial factor was the ultimate decision-maker that 

superseded qualms and fears. In other cases, it seemed nothing could make a 

dent in the unfailing faith workers had in the merits of the mission. At a public 

hearing on a compensation program for occupational illnesses in 2000, Franck 
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George‖recognized,‖‚Protecting‖our‖country‖and‖our‖national‖ security‖has‖not‖

been‖without‖a‖significant‖cost‛‖of‖sickness‖and‖death‖(Franck‖George‖quot.‖ in‖

Cargle 2000). Rather than deterring him from the industry though, the human 

cost increased his devotion and dedication, as a safety representative, to 

improve‖ working‖ conditions.‖ Twice‖ did‖ he‖ repeat,‖ ‚I‖ will‖ die‖ making‖ sure‖

Pantex‖ is‖ safe‛‖ (George‖ quot.‖ in‖Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board 2013, 

173-174). Depending on who was asked, sacrifice was therefore either the result 

of exploitation or of loyalty, and the bomb manufacturers were executioners or 

victims. 

Testimonies have revealed that the highest risk was often taken by 

employees at the bottom of the nuclear hierarchy: the decontaminators, the 

janitors, and the technicians (as opposed to the managers and the scientists). 

Anthony Montoya, a radiological control technician, testified that the scientists 

were‖‚God‛‖in‖the‖early‖days:‖‚during‖my‖time‖they‖ruled.‖They‖were‖getting‖

that bomb and‖ they‖ didn’t‖want‖ to‖ hear‖ anything‖ from‖ anybody.‖ Sometimes‖

we’d‖ have‖ to‖ clean‖ up‖ after‖ them‖ ourselves‛‖ (quot.‖ in‖Malmgren&Matthews‖

2017, 125). Decontaminator Leo Vigil recalled the underground tests conducted 

on the road toward Bandelier National Monument‖and‖how‖‚one‖time‖a‖bunch‖

of‖radiation‖came‖out‖of‖one‖of‖these‖holes‛‖and‖‚a‖lot‖of‖labourers,‖especially‖

from Chimayó,‖were‖exposed.‛‖Vigil‖checked‖himself‖routinely‖with‖his‖Geiger‖

counter.‖Once,‖when‖he‖found‖out‖he‖was‖‚hot‛,‖he‖insisted‖until‖someone from 

the AEC eventually came to his house to check for contamination, which they 

found‖on‖the‖sofa.‖After‖decontamination,‖he‖still‖got‖‚a‖lot‖of‖rashes‛‖whenever‖

he‖was‖ in‖contaminated‖areas.‖The‖company‖doctor‖advised‖‚a‖ little‖baby‖oil‛‖

(56-59). Contaminated employees were also told to drink beer to wash out the 

radioactivity from their bodies (Cargle 2000).  

Lab doctors were notoriously unhelpful and still ignorant of the effects of 

radiation on the body. They tended to tell their worried patients their ailments 

were a product of their imagination, so those who could afford it sought a 

second opinion, whereas others simply went back to work after 

decontamination, i.e. stripping down and being scrubbed with cleaning agents 

such as Versene and acetone. In 1996, Phil Schofield was put on long-term 

disability. Doctors believed his health problems were occupational but refused 

to say so on record. He recalled, 

 

One‖of‖the‖supervisors‖at‖that‖time‖told‖us‖we‖were‖‚expendable‖assets‛.‖We‖knew‖where‖

we stood. He‖couldn’t‖give‖a‖damn‖about‖our‖safety.‖At‖one‖ time,‖under‖ the‖Cold‖War‖

scenario, we were at war in a sense. Russia was busy developing more weapons, and we 

were‖busy‖doing‖the‖same‖thing.‖*<+‖In‖a‖sense,‖this‖guy‖was‖telling‖the‖truth,‖we‖were‖
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expendable. Scary but honest. At that time, production of weapons material was more 

important than human life. (quot. in Malmgren&Matthews 2017, 149) 

 

The theme of dehumanization reappears, this time not in reference to the 

bomb’s‖ creators,‖who‖were‖ expected‖ to‖ be‖ infallible, but to its often-nameless 

victims. 

One particularly hazardous task was disassembly of old weapons. Pantex 

technicians‖ had‖ to‖ remove‖ the‖ ‚physics‖ packages‛‖ and‖ separate‖ the‖

conventional High Explosives (HE) from the deteriorating (crystalizing and 

changing colour) plutonium pits in a glove box. This work was conducted 

under‖‚gravel‖Gerties‛:‖gravel‖suspended‖above‖ the‖workers’‖heads‖ to‖ensure‖

that no radioactive contamination would escape in the event of an accidental 

explosion of the HE. Rubber mats covered the floor as well (Dubose 1997). The 

gravel would be released from above and entomb the disassembly workers 

with‖the‖fissile‖material.‖‚We‖know‖that‖if‖the‖HE‖goes,‖we’re‖paste.‖*<+‖It’s‖our‖

graveyard‛,‖one‖technician‖ testified.‖Workers‖wore‖radio-sensitive dosimeters, 

and their blood and urine were tested regularly for tritium, thorium, 

plutonium, and other contaminants (Dubose 1998, 13). Concerns were also later 

raised about the strong chemicals used without protection in the early days to 

clean components after disassembly (Alodine, Molykote, MEK, toluene, 

trichloroethylene, acetone). Those solvents were nauseating, especially in a 

confined area. 

Some employees, like at Los Alamos, blamed management for dishonesty 

and lack of protection. Robert‖Gauna‖claimed,‖‚The‖supervision‖department‖is‖

downplaying‖ the‖ role‖ *<+‖of‖ the‖hazards.‛‖He‖mentioned‖parts‖ ‚treated‖with‖

contaminated beryllium, and some are uranium and beryllium. We have dust 

that we take home with us. Our hands, our bodies and faces were red, you 

know,‖when‖we‖opened‖these‖parts‛‖(Cargle‖2000).‖One‖of‖their‖major‖concerns‖

was how the substances they were taking home on their clothes and bodies 

might‖affect‖their‖families.‖John‖Bell‖had‖‚a‖couple‖of‖tumours‛‖and‖squamous‖

cell carcinoma of the lung from inhaling and ingesting uranium dust in the cells 

without‖ a‖ respirator.‖He‖blamed‖ the‖ company‖who‖‚tell‖ you‖you‖didn’t‖get‖a‖

significant‖ amount‖ to‖ hurt‖ you;‖ don’t‖ worry‖ about‖ radiation,‖ it‖ won’t‖ bother‖

you;‖you‖won’t‖get‖enough.‖They‖don’t‖tell‖you‖about‖the‖ latent‖part‖of‖ it‖ *<+‖

the‖roughest‖part‖of‖it.‖You‖slowly‖go‖down,‖and‖you‖don’t‖know‖*<+‖what‖it‖is‖

that’s‖doing‖ it.‛‖The‖ invisible‖ threat‖and‖the‖ lack‖of‖answers‖ is‖probably‖what‖

the workers struggled the most with. Ted Shutt worked for Pantex from 1979 to 

1998‖ ‚with‖ all‖ types‖ of‖ radiation,‖ beryllium‖without‖ any‖ – ever being offered 
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any‖ type‖ of‖ protection‛‖ until‖ the‖ last‖ decade.‖ He‖ believed‖ himself‖ to‖ be‖ ‚as‖

healthy‖as‖a‖horse‛‖when‖he‖left.‖Then,‖in‖December‖1999,‖he‖underwent‖a‖lung 

lobectomy‖ and‖ concluded‖ without‖ much‖ certainty,‖ ‚I‖ guess‖ with‖ the‖ past‖

history,‖ it‖probably‖ led‖ to‖that,‖ I‖would‖ think‛‖ (Bell‖and‖Shutt‖quot.‖ in‖Cargle‖

2000). More sourly, Thomas Pace, who worked on the guard force from 1963 to 

his early retirement at age fifty-five in 1995, accused the company of unfair 

treatment‖ and‖ of‖ covering‖ up‖ ‚incidents‖ of‖ contamination‖ by‖ destroying‖

documents‛‖ that‖ proved‖ he‖ had‖ twice‖ been‖ contaminated,‖making‖ it‖ hard‖ to‖

obtain‖ insurance‖ for‖ his‖ disability.‖ He‖ was‖ ‚somewhat‖ bitter that I gave a 

company thirty-five years of my life and was treated this way as the end 

result.‛‖ The‖ end‖ of‖ the‖Cold‖War‖ opened‖ the‖ valves‖ to‖ a‖ torrent‖ of‖ damning‖

revelations about the way nuclear workers had been treated. In turn, the 

outpour of information and testimonies led to legislation, such as the 1991 

Radiation Exposure Compensation Act for downwinders and uranium miners 

and the Energy Employees Occupational Illness Compensation Program ten 

years later. Showing evidence of exposure to be eligible for compensation 

proved to be the next challenge for claimants in Los Alamos and Pantex, as 

records are indeed rare. 

 

Conclusion 

Conscientious objection to nuclear weapons is transgenerational and has been 

felt and expressed across the nuclear production line since the Manhattan 

Project. The main throughline emerging from this analysis is the extent to which 

the advent of nuclear weaponry made people involved in its creation and 

development reflect upon what being a member of the human species means, 

from the most philosophical to the most prosaic considerations. Among those 

considerations, the economic factor is also a striking recurrence, probably 

because‖ it‖ connects‖ to‖ the‖ first‖ level‖ of‖ Maslow’s‖ hierarchy‖ of‖ needs:‖

physiological needs come before safety needs. Interestingly, the sign that greets 

employees‖on‖the‖road‖that‖leads‖to‖the‖Pantex‖plant‖reads,‖‚Our‖Jobs‖And‖Our‖

Lives Depend‖ On‖ Safe‖ Operation‖ Of‖ The‖ Pantex‖ Plant.‖ Work‖ Safely‖ Today‛‖

(Elson 1978). The order of the words puts jobs before lives, income before 

safety. Changing jobs on moral grounds in areas of the US where good 

employment is scarce was a luxury that many nuclear workers, similarly to 

employees in other dangerous and morally challenging industries, did not 

have. Although some moral struggles were shared, other factors than 

conscience played into leaving or staying on a nuclear job. Graduates from the 

best higher learning institutions in the country, who moved specifically to 
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northern New Mexico, the Texas Panhandle, or other locales hosting nuclear 

weapons facilities, had the option to find work elsewhere if they desired it, as 

many Manhattan Project participants did at the end of the Second World War. 

Most of the blue-collar workers hired locally, however, would find it more 

difficult, or inconceivable even, to renounce such advantageous positions close 

to home, especially in harsh economic times. It took an act of faith. Equally, 

working for the industry could also be construed as an act of faith in the US and 

in nuclear deterrence as the best prevention of war. For those who paid the 

price of bomb-making with their health, their sacrifice was either made in 

patriotic support for their country or for the financial comfort of their families 

(sometimes both).  

Today, stockpile stewardship and weapons modernization remain a thriving 

industry and both facilities remain well-funded: DOE has announced over 4.5 

billion dollars for LANL and 1.1 billion for Pantex in its budget for fiscal year 

2023, in both cases substantial increases from 2022 (1.127 billion and 170 million 

respectively) (US Department of Energy 2022). As the war in Ukraine unfolds, 

fear‖ of‖ nuclear‖ war‖ ‚has‖ returned‖ with‖ a‖ vengeance‛,‖ according‖ to‖ global‖

security‖ specialist‖ Nina‖ Tannenwald.‖ ‚We‖ are‖ in‖ a‖ period‖ of‖ nuclear‖ excess‖

rather‖than‖restraint‛,‖she‖contends.‖The‖issue‖is‖that‖to‖most‖of‖the‖populations‖

of‖nuclear‖powers,‖‚the scary realities of the Cold‖War‖and‖‘duck‖and‖cover’‖are‖

the‖ stuff‖ of‖ history‖ books,‖ rather‖ than‖ lived‖ experience‛‖ (Tannenwald 2022). 

Even‖though‖none‖of‖the‖leaders‖of‖today’s‖nuclear‖states‖were‖alive‖when‖the‖

bombs were dropped in Japan and the main World-War-II atomic sites (Los 

Alamos, Oak Ridge, and Hanford) are now memorialized as the Manhattan 

Project National Historical Park, the preparation of nuclear warfare and the 

ethical‖questions‖ it‖poses‖are‖not‖humanity’s‖past.‖They‖are‖ its‖present‖and‖ its‖

foreseeable future. 
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